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i.

SUMMARY

The taxonomy of Èhe annual species of the genus Adonis L.

(Fam. Ranuncu-Z,aceae) found. in Australia was revised. Previous

authors had determined that å. annuus L.emend Huds. (Syn. ¿.

autumnal-is L.) and A. aestiva-Zis L. were presenÈ. Examination

of the Australian material revealed general uniformity in all

characters except that some variaÈion was found in achene ornamen-

tation, in particular, the degree of dentation of the transverse

crest.

It was coneluded that all the material was referable to

A. dentatus DeI. ssp. microcarpus (oc.¡ Riedl or A. dentatus sçp"

intermedius (We¡¡ et Berth.) Riedl. These taxa were shown'to be

virtually indistinguishable except for the degree of dentation

of the transverse crest. Recent authors have considered them

mutually synonymous and to be included in å. microcatpus Dc.

It r^ras found that adequate material for taxonomic determination

must meet certain criteria. The achenes must be fully mature'

contain a normaf seed and be low on the carpellary spike. Previous

errors in determínation were attributed to these criteria not

being met.

A comparíson of plants grown in favourable and' adverse

environments revealed the limits of morphological differences in

South Australia, and a full description of the species and complete

herbarium records for Australia are given.

A survey of the extent o1. A. microcatpus in South Australia

was und.èrtaken and full details are presented. The distribution

is related. to environmental factors. The incidence of alkaline

soils, expecially those containing free lime was the most significant
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influence on the plant's distribution. AdonÍs does not flourish

in areas receiving an annual rainfall of less than 300 mm or

having a mean minimum,July temperature of less than 4.5oc; it is

favoured by the change to shorter farming rotations. The distri-

bution of Ad.onis interstate is influenced by the same environmental

factors.

By comparison with overseas specimens available within Australia

it was concluded that the Australian material originated in the

western Mediterranean, and investigations revealed that the plant

was probably introduced as seed from France about the turn of the

century as an ornamental. It was moved throughout Australía

(primary spread) where it was planted around houses and homesteads.

Later, in areas favourable for the plant, many dwellings were

abandoned and former house paddocks amalgamated. Cropping spread

iÈ throughout the farming unit (secondary spread). This second

process is still proceeding and Adonis has become a serious weed

in parts of the cereal areas of South Australia.

Plant counts taken in quadraÈs set in an annual pasture sholìI

that the proportion of. Adonjs in the sward falls through the season.

Late autumn or early winter cultivations almost compleiely remove

Adonis from the sward, as germination does not take place after

mid-June. Adonis does not tolerate crop competition as weII as

some major cereal weeds. These factors explain why the weed is

inconsequential in cropping years.

Germination tests in the field show that a significantly

higher proportion of achenes buried at 2.5 and 5.0 cm below thç

surface emerged than did those placed on or I.5 cm below the

surface. In the field the percentage germination averaged 35.2t

which is comparable to other genera in the family. Laboratory
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investigations utilizíng standard germination induction techniques

Irtere unsuccessful .

A. mictocarpus is a weed of annual medic.pastures. In

seeking a selective herbicidal control the folLowing che¡nicals were

tested: ametryne, :bênazolin, bromoxynil ¿ 2 rA-D | 2 .A-DB, linuron'

MCPA, mecoprop, methabenzthíazuron¡ oxadiazon anè Prometryne.

BromoxyniL (20t) at, 0.7 L/ha, apptied when tþe plants slere at

the two to four leaf stage, h¡as,found to be satísfactory. A

practical control progralnme is outlined.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL TNTRODUCTION

The annual specíes of. Adonis fFam. Ranuncul,aceae) have not raised.

very much interest in the past outside regional Floras which record

their presence in a particular area. Very few studies of any type

have been carried out as these plants are unimportant in most places.

Perhaps on a world-wide basis, the annuaf species of Adonis are

most conspicuous as garden plants. They have been cultivated for

almost four hundred years in Great Britain and have been spread far

from their native Mediterranean habitat to the Americas, Asia and

Australia.

In restricted. local-ities, some species have begun to cause

problems as weeds of crop or pasture. This has happened in part,s of

the cereal belt of South Australia. Concern was first felt in the

early 'sixties and due to the apparently rapid spread of ådonjs in

South Australia in the following decade, an investigation of the

weed was sought, to determine control methods.

ln the course of the work reported in this thesis the current

distribution and the factors affecting this in South Austral-ia were

investigated. Also by studying the conditions which led to the

introd,uction and, infestation by Adonis, the potential weed problem

was assessed.

A major portion of the work reported here is a thorough revision

of the Èaxonomy of Adonis in AusÈralia which led to the conclusion

that the current nomencLature was incorrect.

Studies vrere also undertaken on practical measures to control- the

weed in pastures and finally some work on aspects of the biology of

the plant was carried out.
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As a result of these investigations, a greater, although by no

means complete, understanding has been obtained of the plant. A

workabl-e controL progratrme has been developed which already is being

adopted in affect,ed areas.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEVü

2"I INTRODUCTION

As a foundation for the work reported in this thesis a com-

prehensj-ve survey of the liÈerature vlas undertaken. In the follow-

ing pagesr âI,I species of Adonis have been mentioned but the emphasis

is on the annual species of which A. annuus L. emend Huds and

A. aestivaLis f,. are the most weII documented.

The taxonomy and distribution of the annual species are reviewed

and the importance of the annual specíes as a \^leed is assessed.

Finally, the extremely limited literature refating to the growth

and/or physiology of the whole genus is considered.

Throughout this review and the rest of this thesis the following

convention has been used with respect to nomenclature within the genus

Ad,onis. lrihen an author or a herbarium voucher is being quoted, then

the form of boÈanical name used in the original is given. Vlhere this

is not so, then the tnascutine gender has been used as is reconmended

by Ried]- (1963), i.e. A. annuus and A. microcarpus rather than
Å

A. annua and ^4. mìcrocarpa respectively"

2.2 DISTRTBUTION OF ADONTS

2 "2L The ülorld

It is quite clear from the literature that the annual species of

Adonis are centred in the Mediterranean Basin and adjacent area of

Southern Europe and the Levant (see Figures I-4). The perennials

however, are from Centraf and Northern Europe, Central and Far East

Asia including Japan. Vfhere perennials occur in other areas, their

native habitats are typically elevated and receive substantial rainfall
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e.g. Ä. djstort¿ Ten, A. pgrenaica DC.in Lam and DC.(Tutin et aJ-" L964)"

In view of the confusion and uncertainty of the names ascribed to

the various specie3, the annual group.will be considered in toto but

the names actually given will be quoted where appropriate"

2"2LI Eurgpe

According to Tutin et al. (ibid) the annuaL Adonis species are

present in most southern (or Mediterranean) countries. A. aestivaLis

is considered to have the widest natural distribution by these authors

and their vieW is supported by regional floras. Howevet, A. annuus

which is the true Pheasantrs Eye or Flos Adonis (Riedl' 1963) has been

spread very widely because of its attractiveness as a garden p1ant.

Tutin et a7. (ibid) indicate that it is now naturalised in countries as

far north as Britain, Belgium and Denmark. Notwithstanding the weight

of opinion regarding the Med.iterranean origin of A. annuus, Bonnier

(1912) considers it of Asian origin introduced to Europe in grain- He

does not support this opinion with any evidence nor is any other

support forthcoming in the literature. That neither Parsa (1951) does

not record the species for lran' nor Ríed1 (1964) for Iraq, is a serious

cri,ticism of Bonnierts theorY"

2.2L2 Great Britain

A. annuus was observed in the west of Great Britain in 1597 and

from that time on was sold as a decorative plant (Grigson, 1955). Pratt

(1856) noted that the plant \^ras naturatised and, prized, as a garden plant"

She commented that it was common in crops and suggested that it came

originally in seed from Europe. Bentham and Hooker (1904) also mention

that iÈ occurred in crops, but that the garden variety was a large
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fl-owered form. TÈ is not clear whether the wild form was a garden

escapee or whether the horticultural variety was a selection from the

forms infesting crops.

There are indications that ådonis is not as widespread in Great

Britain as formerly. Moss (1920) noted that it had become less common

than previously and Good (1964) supports this with a personally known

experience of plants disappearing. V'ihereas .Adonjs in Great Britain

was'originally recorded in the west of England, according to Perring

and lVa1ters (L962) the plant is now confined to the south and east of

England. As Britain is at the limit of its range climatic considerations

are important factors in its distribution" Variation in the distribution

of Adonis in that country could be largely due to the changes in the

climate which are considered to have taken place over the last 500 years

or so (r,an¡, I97O). According to Lamb, average temperatures have been

falling sínce the turn of this century, but the bottom of the trough

has been reached and they are nohr slowly rising. This would. suggest

that an increase in this weed is likely during the coming decades"

2"2:-"3 North America

A. annuus was introduced to North America as a garden plant

(Hitchcock et aJ-", 1964). Bailey (I94f, 1949) in his horticultural

publications indicates that it is a common garden plant. However it

must have escaped quite early because Torrey and Gray (l-838) recorded

it as naturalised, in Labrador, near New Orleans and along the banks

of the Mississippi. From there it has spread sufficiently to be

recorded from Missouri (Steyermark, L962), the eastern regions of

Texas (Cory and Parks, L937 ) and the north-eastern UniÈed States and

adjacent provinces of Canada (Gleason, 1952) . It is also recorded as
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The distribution of A.annuus irr the British Istes
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In Melbournet t v s rras cat,aloó ued- in t,he Me Ib ourne

Bot,anic Gard-ens bY GuiI oyr e (rasl). and-

\^¡ere aIs o Tecor d.ecl from the nic Gardens

(rslg),
t (rszs).

À- vernalis
Tü""s on ñÏ Ieyr 1885)"

No field- collect'ions of Aclonis^.]i;Pear ¿o have been mad-e

berore t'he t";;-;i t'he c"o'toifr-siãäe 19oo' .@ h's been

"ã"ã"4"a in the field from ali mainland Stat'es'

. aa1aa41t N.S ee a,

Inlgo3J.H.MaiclenataRoyalsocietvMeetinEexhibit,ed.
a number of pfãnt" that had. bããä footta irittew Souih I'{ales for
the first, time. Among o-bhers-was rrlpurtumnalis Linn t'he

autumn pheasant,ts Eye or Reá ChamotiTÇ-il!@plant belonging

t,o the buttut"up raäilytj. The specimän nãa ¡eerr f ound' at
Berriganx in iltät y"u"" (M'aid-en, 19o5)'

'!tlaIes.

)
il
ii

*Ref er page 61 f ootnot'e "
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2.222 Victoria

Ewart(1930)record,edthaÈAdonjswasagardenplantbutnot

natr¡ralised. Hoülever, in recent years plants have been tocated in the

Wimmera district (W.T: Parsons' pers' comm') '

2. 223 South Australia

The first recoïded collect,ion of Aclonis in S.A' was between B1yth

and clare in the Lower North where a few specimens were located in

November 1917 (Slack, 1919). Further collections were made near RedhilI'

Georgetown and sutherlands during the 'twenties and 'Èhirties (Black'

I94O). After that time it was noted at various places in the north of

the State, on Yorke and Eyre Peninsulas, near Mannlun on the MUrray and

occasionally in other'parts of the State'

2.23 Factors Af Distribution

Having examined. the world-wide distribution it is appropriate to

consider the climatic, topographical and edaphic factors that favour

Adonis.

2.23]- Climate

In the titerature little indication of the climatic factors affecting

the distribution of Adonis have been given except for statements of

tocality or general statements such as "native of ternperate regions"

(Borg,Ig27)or''regionssemiaridesetarid.es,moinsfrequentdansles

regions bien arrosees" (Maire, L964) '

The ctimatic cond.ítions affecÈing Èhe distribution of Adonis annuus

T

r
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may be derived from Figure 5, adapted from Perring and Vrlalters {!962) '

showing the recorded localities of the plant in Great Britain. It is

clear that the 1025 mm isohyet is the upper rainfal-I limit and that the

fower temperature limit is the 1.7oC mean February minimum isotherm.

Beyond these limits, the plant only occurs casually.

2"232 Topography

Again most statements are very general" As seen in Figure 5 it

appears that å" annuus is restricted to areas below 300 m. In Macedonia,

Bornmuller (1925) determíned the lower and upper limits of A- ffammeus

to be 100 and 1000 metres respectively. There appears to be no preference

for any particular aspect or ground surface feature.

2.233 Soil Type

Here ùhe most clear cut requirement for Adonis spp. both annual

and perennial , is shown. Moss (1920) comments that A. autumna-Z,js occurs

on "chalky or gravelly soil". Similarly Perring and Walters (1962)

refer to its habitat as "chalk and limestone soíl" and Butcher (1961)

notes "in chalky cornfields". rn France, Fron (1917) and Monteeut

(L969) refer Eo .4donis as a weed problem, which implies that its

growth is favoured on calcareous soils. In Israel the distribution

is on similar soils ('J. Kat-zne1son, pers. comm.) .

The preference for calcareous soils is so marked that Pawlowski

(1966) considers that ådonis is an indicator of calcareous soíls in

Po1and. Hanf (1972) extends the range of this observation to

include Europe generally by noting ìnta oOorrÏs spp. "indicate a rich

lime content in the soil".

Beyond the areas of origin or early naturalisation however, no

il
',i
i

t
I

r
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relationship has been reported between soil type and distribution.

2.3 TAXONOMY

2.3I General Taxonomy

2.3IL The Genus Adonis

The genus Adonìs (Family: Ranuncul-aceae) is characterísed by

possessinS 1-3 pinnat,e leaves with more or less linear seg¡nents,

generally five but up to eight sepals, often somewhat petaloid, and

three to twenty glossy petals without nect.aries " There are numerous

starTìens and the fruits develop as numerous achenes forming an

elongated head, at maturity (Tutin et al- " L964) .

2.3L2 Relationship to Other Genera

This genus is placed, in the Èribe Anemonae and is consid.ered to

be closely related to Mgosurus and Ranunculus on the basis of the

similarity in carpel arrangement and the form of the fruit i.e" an

achene (Rendle, 1962) . Hutchinson (1948) however considers that

Mgosutus is the most primitive and Ranuncu-l,us, ThaJictrum and Adonis

are developments from it. But on cytological grounds Langlet (1932)

suggests a different grouping. He places RanuncuJ-us and Mgosutus in

a tribe RanuncuJ-ae of the sub-family RanucuJ,oideae" The characteristic

of the sub-family is long chromosomes with a basic number of eight

(n = 8). He places Adonis in the same sub-family, but in the tribe

Adonieae with the genus caJJ-ianthemum. chromosome counts of g, 12, 16

for Adonis and 8 and 16 for CalLianthemum are noted " Thal-ictru¡n is

plaeed in the tribe ThaLictrae in the sub-family ThaTictroideae which

has short chromosomes with a basic number of seven or nine. within

the genus ThaJ-Lct,rum chrgmosome counts of 7 , 14, 28, 35, 42 and 7'7

have been recorded (t anglet , ibid) .



PLATE ]. First specimen of A. microcarPus
recorded in South Austral-ia
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2 .313 Sections l,Vithín the Genus

Vüithin the genus Adonis an obvious division is made between the

perennials (Sectionz ConsíJigo) and the annuals (Section: Adonis)

(De Candolle, 18tB). This division is also reflected' cytologically.

Langlet (L927) found that the perennials A. appennina, A. volgenis x

vernaJis, A. pgrenaica and å. vernal-is had chromosome counts of n = 8;

A" dahuriea, anoËher perennial had n = 12, but the annuals

A. aestivaTis, A. autumna-ljs and A. fl-ammeus had counts of n = 16.

However, Darlington and I,ÍyIe (1955) suggest that the situation is not

as simple" They líst a number of species with counts as follows:

Adonis x = I

A. vernaLÍs 16 (2x) Perennial

A. dahurica 24 (3x) Perennial

A. autumnaTis 32 (4x) Annual

A. amurensis 40 1Sx) Perennial.

Vlhite these figures generally agree with those of Langlet cited above,

the count f.or A. a¡nurensjs must be considered. Perhaps it indicates a

hybrid between A. dahuxica and some other perenníal species.

Brief mention witl be made of the perennials, the first of which

to be published was.A. vernafis by Linnaeus (1753)" Tutin et aL"

(1964) list six species occurring in Europe, but others are native to

Asia and do not occur in Europe (Hooker, 1875)" Two hybrids, at

least, are recognised (Savutescu, I953). VarieÈies are multitudinous

and are created, regrouped and deleted at the whim of each author

(e"g. Savulescu, 1953; Davi.s, L964). Further discussion is outside

the scope of this work"
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2"32 The Taxonomy of the Annual Species of Ad.onis

2.32I Historical

The nomenclature of the annual species is extremely confused. It

has been so, almost since the first publication of.4. annua by

Linnaeus (1753) in the first edition of Species Plant,arum. An amended

description was published by Hudson (I762) in the Flora Anglica. In

the meantime, línneaus (1762) in the second edition of Species Plantarum,

published a desoription of an annual Adonis which he called

A. autumnal,js. Another species described in the same work was

A. aestivaLìs. fn the earlier work this was pubJ-ished as A. annuus

t ! phoenicius. This has been consid.ered,, however, a nomen ambiguum

(Ríedl, 1963) "

Later authors compounded the confusion" As an example, it is

clear that Boissier (1,867) understood å. mjcrocarpus DC" in the origi4al

manner of De Candolle (1818) " Yet later authors attempted. to make a

distinction e"g. PosÈ (1932). The taxonomy and the nomencl-ature

remained, confused unùil Riedl (ibid) published his revision of the

annual species.

2 "322 Riedl rs Classification

Riedl (ibid) has profoundly discussed at length the validity of

the various names and Èhe usefulness of descriptions" He points out,

that some of the earlier descriptions, including Linnaean-type

descripÈions, are so vague that they could refer to any annual Adonis.

He relates the history of the confused nomenclature of, the annual

species of Lhis genus and sets out a proposed revision based almost

entirely on characteristics of the carpel which is supported by strong

evidence and good argument. A thorough examination of the synonomy is
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arso undertaken. rt wourd be too lengthy to recapiturate his thesis

here but the reader is referred to his paper for fur-r informatíon.

Riedtrecognisesthefoltowingannualspeciesandsub-species:

(A) Adonis aestivalis L- sp. PI. ed 2z 77L (1762)

This species is subdivided as follows:
l. Corolae magnitudíne valde variabilis' in speciminibus

robustioribus,diam.distincteexcedentes,20-30mmdiam.
attigentes.
carpåtla 4-5 mm 1onga, 3.5-4 mm diam' A' aestivalis ssp'
aestivaLis
a. Corollae miniatae A' aestivalis ssp' aestivaJ-is f'

aestivalis
b.CorollaeflavaeA.aestivaTisssp.aestiva]-isf.citrina

2. Corollae etiam in speciminibus robustiorubus ad' summum 15 mm

attigentes. Carpella 3-4 mm longa, 3 mm diam' A' aestival-is
ssp. PatvifTorus

(B) Adonis aleppicus BoIsS. Ann' Sc" Nat" 2 Set. SVI:

547 (1753) emend'.

3s0 (r841)

(c) Ad,onis an¡?uus L. SP. PI . ed " I :

Anglia 209 (L762)
HUDS. FI"

(D)

(E)

Adonis biernetii BUTK. in sched'is (1935)

Adonis dentatus DEL. Flore d'Egypte 287 753 f'I (1813)

This specíes is subdivided, as follows:
la. Carpella matura grosse angulato-rugosa' vix reticulata'

rostrodemumsubhorizontaliveldeoisumverso,crista
denÈiculari in margine superiore interiore rostro valde

approximata' pars åi"t^ti" ergo carpellorum parte proximali
brevior ..ssp. creticus

b

zd..

b. Carpella matura oblíqua,
obliquum. .. "...3

Carpella profunde reticulato-rugosa, rare angulata'
suberecto usque subhorizoncali, crista denticulari a

indistincta aut angulum profunde lobatum formante' p

distalis carpellorum parte proximali longius

Carpella maÈura subhorizontalia, rostrum brevissimum
horizontaliter patens, crista denticularís distíncta

..ssp. intermedjus

rostrum suberectum vel Paulo

rostro
ut
ars
... "2

3a. Elevatio marginis superioris interioris carpellorum rostrum
plerumque "r.*!.t.rr", 

crista denticularis profundissime
Iobata-dentata "ssp ' dentatus

b. Elevatio marginis superioris interioris carpellorum rostro
fere semper brevior, crista d'enticularis minus profunde

lobata-dentata. . . 4
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4a. CarpetrIa rostro incluso 2.5-3 mm longa, crista d'enticularí
interdum fere omnia carentiai spica carpellorum diametro

::::::::::i:"ji:'#1"::iji*'* 
quadrupro l0nsior

b. Carpello rostro incluso 2-2.6 mm longa, crista denticulari
prolunde lobate dentata, sculptura valde impressa; spica
carpellorum diametro transversali (3-4 mm) plus quam

quadruplo longius ..ssp. petsicus

Adonis eriocalgcinus BOISS. Flor. Orient ' IzLT (1867)(F)

(c) Ad.onis flarwneus JACQ. Austr. IV: 29 (L776)

This species is subdivided as follows:
1. Petala 5-8 å. flatwneus vat. fTananeus

(a) Petata rubra f. fTammeus
(b) Petala flava f. stramineus

2. Petala (1-)3(-5) å. ffammeus var' anomafus

(H) AdonÍs palaestinus BOISS. Diagn Ser I' 8: I (1849)

ThebasionymsofRiedl'svarietiesandformsareaSfollows:

VARIETY OR FORM BASIONYM

A

A

aestivalis

ssp. aestivalÍs f. citrina

ssp. parvifLotus

dentaÈus

ssp. persicus

ssp. creticus

ssp. intermedius

ssp. microcatPus

flammeus

var. flatwteus f . stramineus

var. anomafus

A. citrina Hoffm.

A. parvifl-orus Fisch. ex DC.

A. petsica Boiss.

A. mictocarPa DC- cteticus Huth"

A. intermedia Vlebb et. Berth

A. mictocarPa DC.

No basionYm SYn A- cittina DC"

A. anomalus Wal1r"

fulgens Hochst. A. mictanthus DC' and A' dentatus

A

Apart from the above Èaxa he recorded three other groups as being of

uncertain status.

These were À.

Del ..,'j provinciaJis Dc. The first is a difficul-t taxon not dealt with
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elsewhere. Howevet A. micranthus DC. is considered, by Roy and

Foucaud (1893) to be a variety, and by steinberg (1970) to be a

synonym of å. annuus. The third taxon is dealt with by Steinberg

(ibid) as a subspecies oî. A. aestjvaJjs.

2.323 Later Treatments

Since Riedl published this revision, a fe\^l other treatments of

the genus have appeared. Riedl (1964) contributed the genus Adonis

in Èhe "Flora of Lowland lraq". Only A. aestivalis and A. dentatus

ssp. mictocaîpus and å.d. ssp. persÍcus were involved and he treats

them as previouslY.

Maire (Lg64) and Tutin et aL. (1965) deal with the genus but the

later authors, Davis (1965) and Steinberg (1970) are of greater interest

as both treatments \^¡ere done with full knowledge of Riedt's revision

to which both authors refer frequently.

(a) Maire (1964)

Maire (1964) treated the genus but does not refer to Riedl's work-

The latter was probably not available at the time Maire was writing'

His groupings appear rather different to those of Riedl. Maire follows

the French school as typified by Roy and Foucaud (1893) '

Not a1l the species discussed by Riedl were recorded by Maire in

the region with which he was dealing. However, of those that are treaÈed

by both authors, the following comparisons can be made'

Adonis aestivaTis

Maire does not record A. aestivaJis ssp. patvifTora at all, so his

varieties are all referable to .4. aestivaTis ssp. aestivaJ'is of Riedl'

Maire has two varieties each with two subvarieties. They are separated
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as folLows:

A. Akenes a crete transversale peu proeminente a dent dorsale peu

saillante. vat. tgPÍca. Maire.

B. Fleurs rouge ecarlatel. subvar. miniata (Jacq') Rouy and Fouc'

BB. Fleurs jaune eitrin¿ subvar. fl-ava (vill) Rouy,and Fouc.

AA. Akenes a crete transversale tres saillante, dentes, a dent dorsale
porrigeet presque aussi longue que Ie rostre2 var" squaxtosa
(stev. ) Boiss.

C. Sepales glabres t subvar. teiosepal,a Maire and !{ilczek.

CC. Sepales villeux exterieurementz subvar. etiosepa-Za Maire and lrtilczek"

Mairers variety tgpica ís synonymous with A. aestivalis ssp.

aestivaLis of Riedl, and the former's subvarieties miniata and flava

would, appear synonymous with the latter's forms of. aestivaLjs and citrina

respectively. However, Riedl considers A. squarlo,sa Stev. to be a synonl¡m

of A. aestivalis. It is common to the French authors that they consider

this to be a separate taxon (Boissier, L867 t Roy and Foucaud, 1893 and

Maire , 1964). This is a troublesome taxon, fot another school of thought

considers it a slrnonym for A. mictocarPus DC. (De Halaczy, l-9OI¡

Hayek , L927; Post , Lg32, and Parsa, 1951). It is impossíbIe to make

a judgenenÈ in the absence of type specimens so Riedt's opinion will be

followed bY this author.

Roy and FQucaud. (1893) record A. squarrosa as a separate taxon buÈ

under the name A- aestivalis i;4 d'entata coss' which they consider is

synonomous with A. dentata Del. var- ptovincial,js Dc. and A. squatlosa

stev. This is of interest when discussing the work of Steinberg (1970) 
"

A. aTeppicus is nQt recorded by Maire'

A. annua

While Riedl consÍders this taxon to be one unit, Maire subdivid,es

it into two subspecies one of which has three varieties.
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Akenes a crete dorsale sans dent: ssP. autumnaJ.is (t) Maire and
Vüeiller.

Petales pourpre noiratre, avec une tache noire a la base.

Sepales glabresl. var. atlotubens L.

Sepales villeux sur la face externe2 va7. Presfiì (Tod.) Fiori and
Paol.

Petales reuge sang au sommet, jaunes a Ia base; sepales velus sur
Ie dos a la basel. vat. coccinea Maire and Wilczek.

Al<enes a crete dorsale portant une dent vers le I/3 Lnfetieur.
Petafes rouge sang, sans tache noire a Ia base. Sepales
glabres. ssp. baetica (Coss) N)¡man.

Except for the variety coccinea, the other taxa are considered

synon)¡mous with A. annua by niedl. The variety coccìnea has both

colours on the one petal. This has been seen by this author ocoasion-

ally in the field \^there a somatic mutation may have occurred, and is

commonly seen in herbarium specimens as the petal colour changes from

red to yellow on aging. One of these explanations may account for

this variety.

A. bietnetjj is not recorded by Maire.

A. dentata

Maire has four varieties, three of which correspond t'o subspecies

of Riedl.

A. Akene a crete transversale forÈement dentee-echinulee:
var. genuina P. Coutinho.

AA. Akene a crete transversale saillante, faiblement dentee:
vat. intermedia Boiss.

AAA. Akene a crete transversale peu saillante, non dentee:

B. Sepales glabrest var, microcarpa (oc.¡ P. Coutínho.

C. I'Ieur 1-I .8 cm d.iam. z f . patvif Lora Maire.

cc. Fleur 2-2.5 cm diam. z f. grandifTota Batt ín B. and T.

BB. Sepales villeux sur la face extermei petales rouge. va4. Pseudo-
fTammea Maire and Sennen.

B

c

cc

BB

AA
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Mairets first three varieÈies are clearly referabi.e to Riedlis sub-

species dentatus, intetmedjus and mÍcxocarpus respectivej-y. The variety

pseudafJ.ammea appears to be a variation in the flower only and as Riedl0s

diagnostic criteri-a are based on the achene, then he would probably

place it, ån ssp. microcatPus "

A" eriocalgcÍnus is not record'ed by Maire.

A" fTammeus

This speeies is treated by Maíre but he records no varietíes"

A" paJaesùinus is not recorded by Maire.

Consídering Mairers grouping, it is a fair sunmary to say that

although the work was done apparently independently from Riedl, their

treatments have been similar, especially in respect to å" denÈaÈus and

its varieties or subspecies.

(b) Tutín et aJ. (1964)

Prof" Tutin, in his key and description of the genus Adonis (tutin

et a7., Lg64)rdid not generally consider varieties. His only

excepÈi.on was that he subdivided å . annua as follows:

i:::::: î:::ï; 

"Ï;::""rse 

keel on Èhe back near the base

Achenes with a transverse, entire or subdentate level on the
back near the baseô Þ... ..ssp " carÍnata'

Using Riedl's key such achenes would still be classed as

.å. ännuus.

Tutin et af. (jþid) also lists .å " .baetjca coss noÈing that it

may be a subspecies of À" ännua but waS "of uncentaín status". Riedl

consj-ders A. baeticus synonymgus with .4. annuus. (Note that Maire

(L964J accords it subspecific status.)

A. micracarpa DC., a subspecies of A. dentata according to Ried1,
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is here granted sPecific status "

(c) Davis (1965)

Davis (l-965) foltrows the classification of Riedl very closely' aî'

his annual species, A. aestÍvatis, A. aTeppicao A" åi?nua, A" eviacaTEeina

and .Ã . fLammea are equivalent t-q the same taxa of RÍedl. of theseo Davis

recognises subspecies of A. aestivaJrs oni-y, These are also the same as

those of Riedl v1-2" ssp" aestivafis and ssp. paîvifLara. Davis con-

siders ùhat .Ã. biernetjj Butk" may oni-y be an extreme form of

A. aestivaiis 'ssp. aestival js.

In his consid,eratj-on e¡f the À. mictoearpa-dentata group, Davis raåses

A"microcarpaDC.backtospecificstatusandconsidersA.denËatus

ssp. inËermedjus anð å.d. ssp. mictocatpus of Riedl to be synonl¡mous"

Davís restrict,s A" d,entata DeJ. to include only A. dentata ssP"'dentata

and .4"d. ssP. Persica of Riedl.

These groupings are supported by some of the earlier authors in

particular Bc¡issj-er (1967) for both groupings and Vü-'ilkomm and Lange

(1880) ' De Halaczy (190I) and Hayek (L927 ) for the former'

(d) SteinberE (f970)

fn a recenL paper Steinberg (l-9?O) has proposed an.apparently

símple classifÍcation of the annual Adonis. Hís diagnostic eharacter-

istics for distinEuishing between species is the relationshíp between

the. beak and. the çrojection proximate to it, íf any" At the specåes

level he ignores achene sLze, length and, direction of projectÍon of the

beak, and the prësence or absence of ridges, teeth and other pro-

jectÍons. These are the characters used in earlier schemes (e"9" De

Halaczy, 1901; Hayek, Tg27; Riedl, 1963 etc') "
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Steinbergrs approach assumes that the shape and position of the

projection proximate to the beak is a completely stable character.

It is claimed ín the Ïtalian material, at least that this is so

(Steinberg, pers. coÍìm.). Riedl however, has examined material from

more widespread sources and he does not agree with this opinion

(Riedl, pers. comm.). It will be shown that the Australian material

supports Riedl's view.

Steinberg's key to the ltalian species is reproduced here and

some comments on the groupíngs offered.

1. Acheni senza gobba su1 lato ventrale
2. Sepali glabri, piante pelose specialmente nella parte inferiore,

acheni mm 4.0-5"5 Adonis annua ssp" annua
2" Sepali pelosi, acheni mm 3.0-4"5

3. Piante glabre, sepali con corti peti alla base
Ad.onis annua ssp. cuPaniana

3. Piante peloso-lanose anche in a1to, sepali inferiormente con
lunghi peli sottili Adonis annua ssp. casteLLana

1. Acheni con gobba su1 lato ventrale
4. Becco spostato dalLa gobba rotondeggiante lateralmente alla punta

dell'achenio, sepali lunghi meta dei petali o meno eretti e

awolgenti gli stami
5. Sepali peloso-lanosi, pianta peloso-lanosa

Adonis fl-ammea ssP" fTammea

5. Sepali glabri, pianta glabra o con pochi peli
Adonis fTammea ssP. cortiana

4. Becco sempre apicale, sepalí lunghi 2/3 a 3/4 ð'ei- petali
6. Gobba decorrente sulla parte ventrale dell'achenio fino a

raggiungere quasi iI becco, sepali con peli corti alla base,
piante glabre, acheni mm 2.5-3..5

Adonis microcatPa
6. Gobba verso il centro del lato ventrale dell'achenio, rnolto

dístanziata dal becco, acheni mm 3-6
7. Acheni con cresta + pronunciata, becco diritto o leggermente

curvato verso il lato ventrale
8" Sepali glabri, fusti pelosi almeno in basso

Adonis aestival-is ssp. aestivafjs
B. Sepali pelosi per peli lunghir fusti peloso-tanosi almeno in

alto Adonis aestivalis ssP ' provincialis
7. Acheni con cresta molto pronunciata e a maturíta con becco

rivoltato indietro, sepali con peli corti aIIa base e pianta
glabra per il resto Ad,onis aestivaTis .ssp. cretica

Using Riedl's classification as a standard, Steinberg's taxa may be

related as follows:
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Taxa of Steinberq (f970)

A" aestivaJis ssp. aestivaJ-is

A. aestivalïs ssp " provincialÍs

å. aestjvaJis ssp. cxetica

A" annua ssp. annua

A. anrlua ssp. cupaniana

A. annua ssp. casteflana

A. tl-ammeä ssp" flammea

A. fLammea ssp. cottiana

A. micxocarpa

Taxa of Riedl (1963)

A. aestivalis ssp. aestivalis
f " aestival-is

A. dentatus Del" provincia-Zjs DC.

cteticusA. dentatus ssp.

A. annuus

(Synonymous with A" dentatus
(ssp. mictocarpus
(Also A. annuus so far as'Ried1's taxon
(includes A. preslü and Maìre's
(A. annua ssp. eoccinca

Not considered

A. fLatwneus ssP. flammeus

Not considered

A. dentatus ssP. mÍctocatPus
A. dentatus ssp. jntermedjus

From the above comparison, it is clear that Steinberg's greatest

divergence from Riedl is in his treatment of the latter's subspecies

of .4" dentatus.

The amalgamation of Riedl's two taxa A. dentatus ssp. mÍcrocarpus

and å. d. ssp. intermedius has already been discussed wÍth reference

to the work of Davis (1965). Nor wilt any time be spent in the placing

of å. denÈaËus ssp. cretjcus (Huth.) Riedl with Èhe species

.4. aestjyal,is except to note that this taxon is not widely treated in

the literature. vrlhere it does occur (De Halaczy, I90l; Hayek, 1927)

it is considered as part of the microcarpa-dentata complex so Steinberg's

arrangement is quite new and can only be justified in terms of his

basic assumptions.

The most drastic change is in Steinberg's treatment of å. cupaniana

Guss. to which he.grants subspecific status within the taxon A. annua.

Many authors treat this taxon as a synonym of A" mictocatpus DC.
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(Bo5-ssier, L867; Vililkommen and Lange, 1880; Bor9, 1927; Riedl , L963¡

Tutin et aJ", L964 and Davis, 1965). Thiebaut (1936) treats ít as a

variety of å. microcarpu,s DC. differing in that the beak is ascending

instead of horizontal as in À. mictocatpus DC.

others accord it specific status, noting that it is synonymous

wíth ^å. microcarpus Boiss but slightly different to.A. mictocarpus DC"

These authors distinguish å. cupanianus Guss. from A. microcarPus DC.

using the same feature as does Thiebaut (ibid) viz" in the former the

beak is ascending, in the latter it is horizontal. Thus De Halaczy,

19OI; Halzek' L927; Post, L932; Rechinger, l-943 and Parsa, 195I.

Steinberg's placing of this taxon with the species å. annua is

thus a radieal departure from previous opinions. A further departure

is the inclusion of .4. presTii Tod. as a synon]¡m of å. cupanìana Guss.

Hayek (L927), Riedl (1963) and Maire (1964) consider this taxon to be

a variety or synonym of ^å. annua and far from .A " cupanìana regardless

of the way they treated the latter.

Riedl has examined material from a wider area and his basis for

classification is supported by earlier authors. Furthermore the basic

ass'umptions of Steinberg regarding ornamentation are rejected by both

Riedl and this author on the grounds that our specimens do not suPport

his assumption. Therefore .Riedl's treatment is followed in the subsequent

pages, as a basis for classification of the local material.

2"33 The Taxonomy of Adonis in Australia

2.33L N. S.W" and Victoria

Maiden (1905) when introducing the first recorded specimen, did

so as A. autumnalis Linn' which is synonymous with A' annua' since

then all references in New South lvales have used this name (¡laiden, L92O¡
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Hurst , 1.942 and specimens 'in the New South lrlales State gerbarium) '

Ewart (1930) mentioned the genus but did not record a specífic

epithet. A ptant from Dinboola in 1959 was identified by Mr. J.H.

willis as A.aestivaJ.is L. and he included the plant in his book

(vflillis , L972) .

2"332 South Australia

Tn south Australia Black (1919) referred to the first finding as

A. autunna-zjs L. However, he soon changed his mind for in the first

edition of the "Flora of South Australia" (Black, L924) he referred to

it as A. aestiva-tis 1,. Later he published (Black, 1940) further

descriptions and locations and again referred to the plant as

A. aestivaJ,js L. In the latter publication he includes the specimens

that he had referred to in 1919, as A. autumna-Zjs L'

In the second edition of his Flora (B1ack, L948) he reverted to

A. autumnaLis L.

Eichler (1965) in the Supplement to Black's Flora suggests that

two species are present in south Australia ' A. annua and, A- aestivaLis"

He suggests that they may be distinguíshed as follows:

1. Nutlets without teeth. Petals sub-erect, incurved, dark
scarlet. Calyx spreading to reflexed' A' annua'

2. NutLets with an acute tooth on both the ventral and dorsal
keel. Petals spreading, f1at, red and yellow' Calyx
appressed Èo the spreading corolla' A' aestivaTis'

2.4 ADONTS AS A WEED

vühilst the annual species oî Adonis have been spread very

widely throughout the worfd ít is only in restricted areas that they

have become a weed problem, They may attain this status in two ways'

Firstly by being poisonous to stock, which is not subject to
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geographical restrictions, and, secondly by competing with desirablà

plants of crop or pasture, a situation which only arises in certain

well defined areas.

2 "4L A Poisonous Plant

Ad,onis has been known for many years to be poisonous to stock

when eaten in larEe quantities. The following examples are representative"

pammel (1911) records A. aestival,js and the perennials A. amurensis and

A. vernaljs as being poísonous. In Germanyr Degen (l-932) records that

four horses died wiÈhin hours of eating lucerne hay containing 8.5

percent A. phoenicea.

Maiden (L9I2) reports horse deaths from .A . autumna.l,is in New South

lrlales over a period of about ten years. SubseguenÈly Hurst (1942)

records the species as A. annua in "Poison Plants of New South l,vales".

Webb (1948) records the same species as a poisonous plant of Queensland.

In South Australia an unpubtished report of the Department of Agrícr¡lture

in L967 records the death of a number of pigs following ingestion of

hammer-milled pasture hay containing Adonis

The Èoxicity of Adonis is caused princrpally by t'he glÌrcoside adonin

(Mercier , L92g). This occurs throughout the plant but is concentrated

in the stêms towards flowering (Zinoveva' 1930) and. the leaves as the

plant matures (El-kiey et af., 1968). The drug had been used as a folk

cure for centuries in Eastern Europe (Lohr 
' l-929) and as its action is

similar to that of digiÈalis (Hatcher and Haag, 1933), it has been used

commercially in Eastern Europe where A. vernal-is is grown- as a crop"

This species has been principally used as the source of the drug but

Grossheim (1946) showed that other species including the annuals

could be used as alternative sources
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The pharmacology of Ad.onis has been extensively investigated

and, a recent review was made by Lutokhin (1967). Further discussion

of this subject ís beyond the scope of this review'

2.42 A lVeed of and Pasture

There are few records in the literature of Adonis competing

against pasture and crop planÈs. whilst its presence in cereal crops

in Europe is recorded, e .g. A. autunnaLjs in Great Britain (Moss, L920)

and .4. cupaniana in Greece (etchl.ey, 1938) there is no indication that

it is troublesome" The first record of this group being a weed ís in

Fron (1917) in which A. autumnal.is is noted as a weed of cereal crops

on calcareous soils in France. Forty years later A. aestiva-ljs as well

as å. autumnalis \^tere still proving troublesome in cereaf crops

(Montecut, 1969) and lavender crops (Bassino and Longchamp, 1969)

on the salcareous soils of that country. Annual- Adonis spp' also

occur as weeds in cereal crops in Israel (J. Katznefson' pers. comm')'

In Utah, u.s.A. Holmgren (1958) considers A. annua to be a weed of

wheat. Considerable yield losses are avoided by applying 214-Ð to

infested crops at the early tillering stage (Tingey, 1963) ' Tingey

and Timmons (1950) had published weed control recommendations for

Adonis in cereals in Utah which have been reissued periodically

virtually unchanged. since then. Two Europeên herbieide manufacturers

have in their respective publications listed annual Adonis species

as r¡¡eeds of cereals in Europe (Schering , 1965; Hanf , 1972) "

It, is noteworthy that in the cases listed above ådonjs is

'considered a problem of the cereal crop itself, i'e" not in any

other phase of the land use rotation. Bu! in South Australia, and

the Vüimmera district of Victoria, it is generally a weed of the pasture

r

t
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years of a cereal-pasture rotation (winn, L965; Vfebber and Matz, 1970)

alÈhough it may be seen occasionally in a crop.

2"43 Current Control Procedures

Maiden {T9L2) recommended that the plants be pulled up by the roots

and, burned. Since the advent of chemical herbicides, more efficient

control is possj-ble. The Anerican and European recommendations are

as follows:

Source Species Control Measure Recommended

Tingey & Timmons (1950) A. annuus L.6-2"2 kg a"e./ha ester 2,4-D

2.2-2.8 kS a.e.,/ha amine 2,4-D

Schering (1965) A. aestival-is 3.3-4"4 kS a.i./ha DNOC

I.2 kg a.e.,/ha MCPA

O .765 kg a . e . (in toto) /ha
rtlCPA/2r4-D mixture

.'I
il{
t
tì,l

BASF (1968) .4. aestival,is
A. fl-ammeus

0.920-1.I50 kg a.e./ha MCPA

0.546-0.819 kg a.e. (in toto)/ha
MCPA/2,4-D mixture

An experimental control which appears promising in wheat in France

is the use of a pre-emergence apptications of 2 kg/ha neburon plus

L kg/ha nitrofen (nùnon and Poignant, 1969).

Vlhilst the quoted, rates of these herbicides are within the

limits tol-erated by cereals they are well beyond those tolerated by

medic (catt , L973) " Thus the problem caused by Adonis in Southern

Australia cannot be solved by using imported recommendations.

2 "5 THE GROVil H AND PHYSIOLOGY OF .ADONT,5

Very little on these subjects is recorded in the Literature. Although

descriptions of the plants in floras include details of habit it is

t
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virtually impossible to draw any firm conclusions as the descriptions

of the dimensions of heíght, spike length and so on are very vague"

2.5L The Perennial Species

The perennial species have been studied to a certain extent " This

work is mainly confined to Eastern Europe with the intention of

increasing the efficiency of drug prod,uction. Thus Wladyslaw (1960)

has studied the germination, Lanowska (1968) the mycorrhíza and Ivashyn

(1962) the biology and ecology of Adonis vetnafis.

A study quite different to these was that of Whitehead (1968) 
"

He found that the perennial A. distorÈa is sensitive to wind cond,itions.

lrThere the plant is protected, from-the wind it grows and flowers normally.

However, if it ís in an exposed situaÈion, Èhe wind causes severe

stunting and the plant does not flower. This phenotypic adaptation is

easily reversed as moving plants from one situation to the other causes

a corresponding change in the plantrs habit"

2 "52 The An¡rual Species

2"52L Morphology

LitÈle reseatrch has been carried out on the annual species.

Et-kiey et af", in Egypt, have studied the macro- and micro-morphology

of A. dentatus (1965a,brc) and .4. annuus (1969a,b,c) . Here the studies

I^rere,preliminary to utilizing the plants for drug production"

Filipescu (1969) has investigated the anatomy of.å. vernalis, A" fJammea

and .4. aestiva1is and related, plant structure to the envíronmental

conditions of their respecÈive habitats.
I
I

!
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2 "522 Biochemistry

There has been little interest in the metabolism of the annual

species even with respect to the formation of adonin. However petal

pigrmentation has been investigated by a number of workers" seybold

and Goodwin (1959) isolated astaxanthin from the red petals of

.4. annuus. Neamtu et al. (1967) found that ån the yerlow frowered

forms epcxides and furanoid oxides of l-utein and zeaxanthin were

dominant but in red flowers, astaein, astaxanthin and other secondary

carotenoids are predominant" czygan (1969) has investigated the

balance of ketocarotenoids in abnormally coloured flowers of annual

Adonis spp.

2 "523 Ecol-ogy

!{ith respect to the competitive ability of Adonis it has been

noÈed. that in South Australia, Adonìs does not become a serious problem

(i"e" does not compeÈe successfully) where grass makes up the burk of

pasture growth (U.n. Orchard, unpub. corresp. S.A. Dept" Agric"). The

implication here Ís that where legumes predominate in the pasture

mixture, Adonis does compete successfully because it ís taller earty

in the season. Hohrever it is not as tall as the grass at any given

time in the season, so the grass competes effectivery. This is also

seen in cereal crops where Adonis does not survive for long.

2.524 Germination

There are no references to the germination of annuar species"

other members of the Ranunculaceae respond to 1ow temperature

sÈratification and, pericarp removal (Andersen, 1968) . lVladyslaw

(f960) found that the same treatments increased the germination of

!
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seeds of the perenniaL specíes above the usual fifty percent. He

also found that soakinE and drying the seed at room temperature for

several days helped. Germination vras slow and irregular, being spread

over some months. After-ripening in dry storage at room temperature

for three to four months was also found necessary.

As may be seen fron the foregoing, the study of the Physiology,

germination growth and ecology of the annual Adonis has barely begun.
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CHAPTER 3

TAXONOMY OF ADONTS TN AUSTRALIA

3.1 INTRODUCTION

At the outset of these studies a cursory examination of

specimens of, Adonis revealed variation in achene structure both

between the descriptions published in the FTora of South Australia

(glack, L948) and the SupplemenÉ (Eichler, 1965) . The achenes were

observed to vary in the degree of ridging, the presence or absence

of a projection close to the beak and in other respects. Black's

descríption implies a ríd.ge (but not toothed) but there is no

mention of a projection near the beak. Eichler's key, whilst valid

for the species differentiated by it (i.e. À. annuus and A. aestivaTis),

is not relevanÈ to the local material.

It was found that the nomenclature of Adonis in the other States

was also unsatisfactory. A thorough investigation and revision was

required, and this is reported here.

V'Ihen it was realised that loca1 descriptions and the resultant

nomencl-ature were unsatisfactory, recourse to the overseas l-iÈ,erature

revealed, that there \^tas much confusion in the taxonomy of the annual

species of Adonjs (Sect.. AdonÍs). In most schemes, the crj-tical diag-

nostic críteria used, are the shape and size of the achene" Plant

villousness and petal colour are of secondary importance whilst spike

shape, petal shape and flower slze are useful in certain cases. The

angle of projection of the beak has been considered as a diagnostic

aid but as will be shown this is not reliable.

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2L Specimens of whole plants were collected in each year from

1968 to L972, from 28 sites in South Australia. Subsequently they were
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lodged in the State Herbarium, Adelaide. FuIl details are given in

Appendix I. P]ants were also examined in the field at every opportunity,

even if collections ürere not practicable, to ensure that as much material

as possible was examined.

3.22 Collections of achenes were made by the author and others

from a number of sites in South Australia, where it was more convenient

to do so than to take whole specimens. This collection has also been

lodged Ín the State Herbarium, Adelaide and fuII details are given in

Appendíx tt.

3"23 Both local and overseas specimens of Adonis were kindly made

availabfe by the curators of the following Herbaria:

State Herbarium, Adelaide (AD)

Herbarium, !ùaite Agricultural Research Institute, Adelaide (ADV'I)

Queensland Herbarium, Brisbane (BRI)

Herbarium, Canberra Botanic Gardens (cBG)

National Herbarium, Melbourne (t¡sÏ,)

Herbarium of the University of New England, Armídale (NE)

National Herbarium, SYdneY (NSvü)

Herbarium of the Northern Territory, Alice Springs (NT)

hlestern Australian Herbarium, Perth (PER)

Herbarium, Department of Agriculture, Adelaide.

Private Herbarium of Dr. Hj. Eich1er, Adelaide.

3.24 The material was examined to determine the range of

variability" Initially, petal number, flower slze, plant height,

leaf dimensions and. branch number were assessed but as the study
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progressed it became apparent that emphasís was better placed on

achene size and shape and. where possible, petal cslour"

3"25 In the absence of type specimens and other basic diagnostic

material, very carefuL reference was made to the various Floras men-

tioned herein but greatest reliance v¡as placed on the revision "Revision

der einjahrigen Arten von Adoni.s L." by Dr" H. Riedl of Vienna,

published in Ann" Naturhistor. Mus. V,Iien ,66: 5I-90 (1963) 
"

The overseas material available from Australian herbaria was

examined with many reservations as the identifications given were,

in many cases, of doubtful reliability. However by careful cross-

checkíng with published descriptions in European Floras, it was

possible to obtain comparatíve descríptions and impressions against

which local material could be checked"

Reliance on published d,escriptions, rather than reference to

t,ype specimens was justified as it was soon realized that only one

or possibly two taxa were involved. If more taxa had been suspected

then only by reference to type specimens could the local maÈerial be

differentíated definitively.

3 "26 Studies were made of factsrs influencing achene size and

structure, and, the conclusions drawn were utilized in the assessment

of the local material.

3"27 Following a provisional identification by the author,

duplicates vrere sent to Dr. H" Riedl in Vienna and to Prof. Dr" c.

Steinberg in Florence for confirmation. Both these workers, having

recently completed major revisions, \^rere in a good posit,ion t,o compare
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Australian specimens with European material.

3.3 DIAGNOSTIC CRTTERTA

3.31 Plant Height, Branch Nr:rnber and Leaf Dímensions

According to published descriptions, these characteristics vary

between taxa, but ín practice they are not reliable except perhaps in

the case of different species gro\^7n under id.entical conditions.

3"32 Spike Shape

As the achenes mature, the carpellary spike lengthens. When ful1y

developed, the spike may be from 10 to 30 mm long depending upon the

species and Èhe growing conditions. The diameter of the cross-section

of the spike seems to be fully constant between specimens of the same

species" A. denËaÈus Del" typically has a thin cross-section of 6-8

mm giving a quite different appearance to a spike of the other European

species¡ e.g..A. aestÍvaLis L. which typically has a cross-sectj-on of

about 10-12 mm. This is a very obvious. difference between species but

it is restrict,ed. in practice because, in the author's experienee,

only a" dentaÈus is satisfactorily distinguished and this taxon is

easy to isol-ate using other criteria. Riedl (1963) points out that

in the A. dentatus group the variation in spike shape is assocíated

with the environment of the native habitat" The xerophytic forms

ssp. dentatus and persicus have long thin spike whereas the mesophytes

ssp. microcarpus and cretjcus have shorter, broader carpellary spikes"

Riedl claims that ssp. intermedius is intermediate in both shape and

environmental range.

Another difference in spike structure is that most of the annual

specS-es have conferted spikes but ådonis fJ-ammeus 'Jacq. has a lax spike.
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3.33 Petal ShaPe

This is of value in differentiating A. fTammeus Jacq. which has

Ianceolete to lanceolete-obovate peÈals (Riedl, 1963) which are + 4

times longer than broad (Davis, 1965) compared to the other annual

species whj-ch have obovate-fanceolete petals (Riedl, ibid) which are

2-3 times longer than broad (Davis, ibid) .

3.34 Corolla Síze

Vühil-e sizes must be considered cautiously for diagnosis, a

consideration of the corofla sizes given by Riedl show that there are

differences which would be most uÊeful in differentiating A' aleppicus

Boiss and ^4. palaesÈinus Boiss.

SPecies

A" eriocaTgeinus Boiss

A. fJ-ammeus ,facq"

å. aestjva.Z,is f,.

A. biexnetii Butk.

A. dentatus Del.

Ä. annuus L. emend Huds"

A. aleppicus Boiss.

A. palaestjnus Boiss.

The measurements given by Maire (f964)

general agreement with these figures.

Corolla Diameter (Riedl, L963)

10-20 mm

10-25 (-¡O) mm

t0-30 mm

l0-30 mm

12-25 (-30) mm

20-25 mm

30-50 mm

30-50 mm

and Davis (f965) are in

3.35 Petal Colour

The colours found in the annual species are firstly red, secondly

yellow and occasionally white and shades of red or yellow such as

purple and orange respectively. The red colour is unstable and oxidises
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slo\4rly in herbarium specimens. The yeIlow colouring is much more

stable and as Èhe red colourÍng is due to a predominance of red

pigrments over yellow (Neamt:u et al ., 1970) i.e. not the absence

of yelIow pigrnenÈs, all herbarium specimens finish with yellow

flowers. Thus flower colour is only reliabte when working wiÈh

fresh specimens or the voucher notes on herbarium material have

noted petal colour. Flower colour should be noted for aI1

specimens of. Adonis.

The following table summarises the flower colours noted by

recent authors:

Author Riedl
(re63)

Maire
(Le64)

Davis
( 1e6s )

Tutin.et aL.
( 1964 )

Origin of material Sth. Europe
and

Middle East

Europe Nth. Afriqa Turkey

A. aestivalis Red or yellow Scarlet Red or
ye1low

Deep Scarlet,
sometimes
orange
coppery or
ivory

A. aTeppicus Red Crimson

A. annuus Deep red Bright
Scarlet

Blood Red Crimson

A. dentatus Yel.Iow,
rarely red

Yellow or
scarlet

YeIlow

A. eriocalgcinus Yellow Scarlet
drying yellow

A. fTammeus Red., rarely
yellow

Deep scarlet, Scarlet,
rarely rarely
yellow yellow

Flame scarlet

A. mictocarpus Red and
yellow

UsuaIIy
yellow

Red and
yellow

Crimson,
rarely yellow

A. paJaestjnus Red

(- indicates species not treated)
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A faír summary of this appears to be as follows:

A. aestivaTis Generally red, but yellow forms are found.

A. aTeppicus Red. (Also Boíssier (1867) and Post (L932)
Thiebaut (1936) gives "orang'e". )

.4. annuus Red.

but

A. dentatus Yellow, the red forms result from the placement of
A. mictocarpus as a subspecies of å. dentatus.

A" eriocaTgcinus Yellow. (AIso Boissier ibid, Post jþid' Thiebaut
ibid, but note Davis' view.)

A. fTammeus

A. mictocarpus

A. palaestjnus

Red, rarely yeIIow.

Red and yellow.

Red. (Also Boissier ibid' Post jbid and Thiebaut
ibid. )

3.36 Villousness of Plant Parts

In the annual section of Adonis, the presence or absence of hairs

on (a) the stem, especially towards the base and (b) the sepals are

useful diagnostic features. There is, fortunaÈelyr good agreement

between the various authors on these features and the following

table summarises the situation:

Both stem and sepals glabrous

A. aTeppicus

A. annuus

A. microcatpus

A. palaestjnus

A. dentatus

Stem more or less villous but s

A. aestivalis

Both stem and sepals villous

A. blernetii

A. eriocaTgcÍnus

A. fLammeus
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3.37 The Achene

For the genus Adonis, the achene is the crucial diagnostic

character. Most keys use the achene and all published descriptions,

however ínadequate they may be in other respects, generally gíve good

descriptions of the achenes. However measurements are meagre.

A diagrammatíc sketch of an achene is shown in Figure 6. Atl-

the terms used in describing the achene are shown there.

3.371 Size of the Achene

Size considered in an absolute sense, is most unreliable in

classification. The organs of plants oríginating from favoured

situations will tend to be larger and, better formed than Èhose of

the same species from harsher envíronments. Relatíve size is of

l-imited use if the fuII range of possibilities are available for

comparison and some conception of the degree of likely variation

is availabfe.

Most authors do not give measurements for the achenes they describe,

but those that are available are listed below for three species which

are relevant to this study.

Length of Achenes in Three Annual Species of Adonis (including the beak)
(mm)

Author Ríed1
( re63 )

Davis
( r96s )

Steinberg
( 1e7o )

Maire
( re64 )

RiedI
(L964)

origin of
Material

Southern
Europe and
Middle East

Turkey ltaly Nth. Africa lraq

A. annuus J-J .5 3-3.5 3-5 " 5 3

A. microcarpus 2.5-3 c.3 2.5-3.5 3 3-4

A. aestival-is 3 .5-5 3-5 3-6 5-6 3-4
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For comparison, "averages' for these figures (obtaining by

averaging minimum and maximum figures separately allotÈing the

same figure to both where only one fi-gure Ís provided) are as follows:

A. microcarpus 2.8-3.3 mm

.4. annuus 3 .0-3.9 mm

A. aestivaTis 3"5-5.2 mm

These ranges overlap but the trend is clear. It is noted that the

range of .4. mictocarpus is most closely confined to the Mediterranean,

the range of å. aestivalis reaches furtherest, and å. annuus \^rhose

achenes are intermediate in size has orange intermediate Èo the others

(see Figures 2-4).

3.372 Shape of the Achene

The following table lists five features of the achene which

generally are used for distinguishing taxa within the genus Adonis.

The table is drawn up from descriptions presented by Riedl (1963) and

Davis (1965).

Presence of
basal tooth

Absence,
presence

and
toothing
of crest

Posterior
tooth on

crest

Beak as
Iong as
achene

ProjecÈion
towards
beak

A. aestivalis
A. aTeppicus

A. annuus

A. biernetii
A. dentatus

A. f l-ammeus

A. microcarpus

A. palaestinus

A. eriocalgcinus Absent

Present

Absent

Absent

Present,

Absent

Absent

Absent

Absent

Present

Present
toothed
Absent

Present

Present
toothed
Present
toothed.

Present

Present

Present
toothed

Present

Present

Absent

Present

Absent

Absent

Present

Present

Removed

Absent

Absent

Removed,

Adjacent

Adjacent

Adjacent

Absent

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Present Yes Absent
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Using thís table it is possible to distinguish between all

species except.A. aesËjyaJis and A. bierneËii, and also between

A. aTeppicus and A. eriocaTgcinus. Ho$rever the first pair are

separated in the villousness of A. biernetÏÏ compared to the relative

glabrousness of A. aestivafis. (Davis (1965) considers however that

this is only an extreme form of, A. aestivaljs.) A. aleppicus and,

A. eriocaTgcinus may be readily dist.inguished in Èhat the flowers of

A. aleppicus are red, whereas the other species ftowers are yellow.

Furthermore the stem and sepals of A. eriocaTgcinus are villous whereas

the other is entirely glabrous.

By reference to the analytical keys of Riedl (1963) and Davis

(1965) but with due regard to originaL descriptions of Boissier

(1867) and De Candol}e (1818 , L824J, the criteria enumerated above

\^rere used when examining overseas specimens that were available from

Australian herbaria. It was found that most of the exotic specimens

vrere correctly identified and thus provided a visual reference for

comparing Australian specimens. It is explicitly stated that at no

time was it considered that these specimens had any authoritative

status as types.

3.4 PREVIOUS AUSTRALTAN DETERMINATIONS

Prior to this study, the Australian collections of ådonjs had

only been considered ín isolation by each individual herbarium. In

Nehr South lr]ales, Queensland and South Australia, collections in the

first two decades of this century were considered by Maiden, Manson

Bailey and Black respectivelY.

The first specimen collected in New South lVales was NSW 51339

from Berrigal (according to the voucher) in 1903. Maiden identified
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it as A. autumnal,is 1,. and subsequentty all tater specimens were

identified as å. autumnal,js which was subsequently corrected to

A. annua r,., the csrrectíon being initiatled BGB (Dr. B"G. Briggs).

Later collections \^tere tabelled as .4. annua at the outseÈ. The

specimen in the University of New England Herbaríum NE 25032 was

similarly identified, as å. annua.

In Queensland, Manson Bailey also identified the first specimen

from the Jimbour lands in 1909 (BRI 10032) as ^e. autumnalis L. A

colfection from Toowoomba in 1938 (BRI 10031) was similarly labelled

but later specimens were labelled å. annua"

The specimen from Dimboola, Victoria collected in 1960 (MEL 36765)

was identified as å. aestivaJ-is L. by Mr. J.H. Vüil1is. The collection

from Alice Springs in 1962 (NT 9338) was simílar]y identified by

Dr. P.G. !'tilson.

The two specimens collected in Western Austral-ia in 1967 and

todged in the lrlestern Australian Herbarium, Perth were identified'

presumably by their respective collectors as ^4. annua. In 1968,

Dr. V'filson determined them to be A. aestivaLis and a third collection

from that year is similarly identified.

In the South Australian collection lodged at the lrlaite Institute

Herbarium, abou! half the collection is labelled as A. aestivaTis

and the rest as A. annua. C.M. Eardley identified a number of earlier

specimens as the former whereas D.E. symon in recent years has

favoured A. annua. Other collectors have chosen one or the other but

it is not possiþle to establish their reasons.

The collect,ion lodged in the State Herbarium, Adelaide is the

largest cottection of locat Adonìs in Australia and it also contains

the personal herbarium of the late J.M. Black. Amongst his specimens

may be for¡nd his drawings, notes, provisional names and sundry
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cornments so that by a careful study it is possible to retrace his

thoughts on the, nomenclature of Adonis "

În Plate 1, the specimen which Black (1919) recorded as the

first collection of Adonis in South Australia is shown. Attached to

the same sheet is a specimen collected by E.H. Boehm at Sutherlands

Ln 1929. The notation clearly indicates that Black's original

deÈermÍnation was A. autumnaLis L. By 1929 when Èhe second specimen

was added, Bfack had changed his mind Èo A. aestiva-Zjs L. and the

vouchers show this. In fact he had reconsidered bef.ore L924 (see

Black, L924). At a later date, Btack reverted back to his original

position. This must have been before 1945 as in Plate 2 the specimen

eollected in october 1945 by Sir John Cleland (,lBC) is labell-ed as

A. autumnaLis.

A further interesting specimen is that from "W.C. Summers

collection - locality and date not given". This may have been a very

early specimen because the petals hrere obviously yellow when Black

saw it. He therefore identified it as Adonis aestival-is L. var.

citrina Hoffmann. A later note states "petals have probably turned

yellow on drying". This suggests two things" Either it was originally

yeIlow, but Black not, realizing that yeltrow forms existed in South

Australia assumed t,hat the colour had, been lostr or it had been

collected so long ago that the colour had. been lost before Black saw

it. In the latter case, even assuming that it was A. aestivaTis

then it could not have been var. citrina Hoffm.

Plate 3 is the facing leaf to the sheet shown in Plate 1.

Black has obviously taken an achene from the first noted occurrence of

Adonis and carefully drawn it. Attention is drawn to the projection

near the beak, and the dorsal tooth and Black's note "tooth but not

a sharp one". AIso it is clear that there is not basal tooth"



PLATE 2: Specimen collected by J-8. Cleland'
in L945 and annotated by J-M- Black
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characteristicatly Btack has drawn his material accr¡rately as

available specimens show" The only possible conclusion is that the

species is neither A. annuus nor A. aestivafjS but another species

with which Black {and also Maiden and Manson Bailey) were not

familiar.

It is concluded that as Black (and the other early botanists)

considered this plant to be a garden escape (Black ' L94O; Maiden,

IgL2) then the plant was Pheasantrs Eye of hortieulture and therefore

must be A. auturw)aLjs L. (as it was usually referred to at the time or

more correctfy .4. annuus). Black's uncertainty was presumably due

to his observation of the various projections on the achene which

should have been excluded å. annuus. Presumably he -argued that as

there was confusion between Ä. aestival.is and A. annuus in Great

Britain, a similar situation prevailed here. v'lhen Eichler (1965)

was compiling the SuppLement to Bl-ack's FLota, it was not possible to

examine every point critica1ly,. He relied upon the various writings

of Black which unless closely examined could be easily interpreted as

índicating the presence of two species, Eichter thus conctuded that

perhaps two species \^tere present and if so he Eave a key which would

distinguish between them, if "the names rdere correct"" In Èhe next

chapter, a discussion of the origin of the seed and the misnaming of

the plant will be given.

A further difficutÈy in previous attempts to classífy Adonis in

Austrafia has been the unsuÍtability of maÈerial" This criticism could

perhaps be levelled against other attempts elsewhere in the world and'

the following comments based on observations during this work are

offered.



PLATE 3: Achene drawn bY J.M. Black

PLATE 4: Achene variation due to soil type

A - Grown in clayey soil
B - Grown in sandY soil
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3.5 THE SUTTABILITY OF MAîERIAL FOR CLASSIFTCATÏON

The taxonomy of Adonis is fraught with difficulty because the

critical decisions should be made on mature achenes" Hor¡/ever, fully

mature achenes faIl readily from the stem. Unless they are carefully

collected, enclosed and mounted separately on the herbarium sheet,

they are usually missing, especially in older specimens. Immature

achenes do re¡nain and as these may differ considerabi-y from those

fu1ly matured, correct identification or confirmation of prevíous

identifications is virtually impossible. Davis (1965) has previously

drawn attention to unripe achenes leading Èo mísidentification.

Tn this author's opinion, much of Èhe confusion that has occurred

in the taxonomy of this genus could be traced to examination of inadequate

material, or materral that had lost achenes over the years so that

different achenes hrere examined to those used in earlier determinations.

Even with fresh material problems arise " The ornamentation used

for identification forms late in the acheners development and require

optimum conditions for doi,ng so. Low fertility or the onset of drought

prior to full maturity (both strong possibilíties in this country) cause

misshapen or incompletely formed achenes. This contention is supported

by experimental work carried out in 1969"

(a) The rnflr¡ence of Soil Type

Being unable to germinate seed, very young plants (2-3 true leaves)

were transplanted from the Freeling area into pots. Tn one group the

pots were filled with a mallee sand, which being almost a pure sand

hras an extreme soil type on which Adonis has been found" As a control,

other plants \¡¡ere grown in a red-brown earth typicat of the areas in-

fested in the Lower North of South Austratia" Both groutr)s of pots were

watered as required. At no time were the plants subjected to water

shortage. The pots were grown in the open at the Northfield Research

t
I

r



PLATE 5 P1ants collected from StockPort

Left. Highly fertile site
Right. Less fertile site,1
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Laboratories.

In plate 4, the síx heaviest achenes from each treatment are com-

pared. Apart from differences in size and ornamentation which are seen

there, the following is an overall summary in qualitative terms of the

differences.

Achenes Grown
in Sand

Achenes Grown
$-n Clay

Number

Length

ornamentation

CoIour

Few

3m

Slight

PaIe green-yellow

ManY

3.5mm

Ì1e11 developed

Brownish-green

Further examples of the influence of fertilíty are shown in

Plates 5, 6 and 7. In the first, two ptants from the stockport area

are contrasted. The plant on the left was taken from a highly

fertile patch. From the vigorous growth and deep green colour of

other plants such as grasses and other weeds it was clearly a well

favoured spot. Vüithin two metres, this effect had been lost and

other species by their l-esser growth and different shade of green

\^rere reflecting a lov¡er level of fertility. The second plant was

taken from such a patch, and the rather marked differences in habit

are clearly seen in P1ate 5. The achenes are contrasted in Plate 6 "

Specimens have been lodged in the State Herbarium as K7013 and K7014

respectively.

A similar contrast is shown in Plate 7, but the planÈs come from

Redhill,, where the annual rainfall is lower than at Stockport

(approximately 400 mm and 500 mm respectively).

Thus it is evident that the levef of soil fertility will markedly



PLATE 6: Achenes from Stockport plants

Left.
Right.

Highly fertile site
Less fertile site
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affect plant habit and achene structure "

(b) The Influence of Drought

Plants similar to those used above were transplant,ed into pots

containing a red-brown earth Èypical of the Adelaide Plains areas.

They were grov',n under similar conditions to those prevíous but towards

the end of the season $rater stresses were induced by withholding water

and protecting the pots from raín. Minimal waùering htas carried out

to ensure that the plants all proðuced achenes.

The treatments vtere:

1. stress induced at bud burst;

2" stress induced at petal drop;

3. no stress "

If minimal waÈering had not been carried out, the numbers of achenes

produced by plants subjected to either stress, would have been almost

nil . Even with this aid, achene numbers r^rere greatly reduced.

The average numbers produced per head under each of Èhe treatments

is as follows:

TreaÈment I 2 3

Achene no " 33 48 52

Representative examples of achenes from each treatment are shown

ín Plate 8.

The following descriptive assessments were made of the heads,

achenes and seeds resulting from the treatments.

Treatment I

Heads small to I.3 cm. Individual achenes pinched to 3 mm long,

strawrcoloured, ornamentation aLmost completely lacking, very few seed

produced but those formed appear normal (f t* diameÈer.



PLATE 7: Plants collected from RedhiII

Left.
Right.

More fertile site
Less fertile site
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Treatment 2

Heads larger Lo 2.0 cm. Achenes to 3.2 (:"5) mm long, strîaw-

coloured to greenish. The projection towards the beak is present

but the transverse crest is only weakly developed" A higher propor-

tion of the achenes appear to have formed seed but even a number of

relatively normal sized achenes have noÈ formed seed. seed about

1 mm diameter.

Treatment 3

Heads to 2;5 cm. All achenes developed except for the very

uppermost, acþenes to 3.5 mm 1ong, plum, deep greenish-brown" All_

the ornamentat,ion i.e. projection towards beak and transverse crest

is present. Seed round, dark-green to 1.5 mm diameter,

ft is thus concluded that the onset of the summer drought is

crit'ica1 in the development of the achenes and marked d.ifferences will

occur in material collected in the fierd depending upon the season

and the location"

The position on the stem is of utmost importance. The fruit,ing

head matures acropetally and und,er local conditions the upper achenes

rarely mature (see Plate 9). They never attain the surface structuring

that the lower ones do" The very lowest or most completely formed are

those most likely to falI off. careful examination of the sùem just

beneath the remaining achenes ís imperative Èo ensure that this has not

happened,.

However, the mosÈ important factor is the formation of viable

seed. The healthy viable seed of .Adonis sp. is round and blackish-green

snugly fillíng the achene. They seem to survive in this condition for

at least sixty years, so are a stable feature. lvhere the seed has



PLATE 8: Achene variation due to drought

A - No sÈress applied
B - Water stress from bud burst
C - !{ater stress from petal drop

PLATE 9: Typical spike of A. microcarpus
illustrating the effects of stem
position on achene maturity and
beak direction.
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failed to form, the inside of the achene is either empty or contains

a dry whitish papery cuticle" This has been observed vlhere seed has

not formed due to natural conditions and also where, at a late stage

in growth, plants have been sprayed with ester 2,4-D which being a

auxin type herbicide aborts seed formation.

In alt cases¡ this author has found that where the seed, has

aborted the ornamentation of the achene is very undeveloped or non-

existent. Thus such material is also unsuitable for critícal taxonomic

determinations.

It is concluded thaÈ the only material suitable for eonsideration

of the taxonomy of the annual Adonis sp" ín Australia must satisfy the

following criteria:

(a) The achenes m,rst contain a viable (i"e. round, greenish-b1ack)

seed,.

(b) The achenes must be from as low as possible on the fruiting

head.

(c) The achenes must be from healthy, well-watered plants growing

under reasonably fertile conditions.

(d) The achenes must be fully ripe, i"e. they will drop from the

stem au a light touch.

If l-hese criteria are followed, a good deal of the Australían

herbarium material is clearly inadequate. This particularly applies

to N.s.!ù. material" Certain specimens did not have achenes, e.9"

NSW 51336. In almost all the other specimens, achene ornamentatíon

was primitive Èo non-existent, e"g. NSVü 5L325, NSIV 51331' NSW 51339,

NSI/ü 51332 et af. Upon investigation it was found that the seeds had'

not formed (NSW 51331, NShI 51332, NShT 51339) or \^tas misshapen (NSÌ/ü

51325). Where seed was formed, plants had not begun to senesÇe and

the achenes vtere not mature, the sure sign of which aS noted above is
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that the lower achene should fall from the rhachis (NSVI 51329,

NSVü 51335, NS!ü 63758) .

It is felt that the reason for these problems is that the specimens

were gathered too early in the season. The unsuitable material was

mainly gathered. in Augustr September and October. Where a specimen \¡Ias

collected much later, e.g. NE 25032 coll-ected on November 12Èh, the

achenes are fully developed and identical in size and ornamentation

with material considered suitable, found in other collections.

Vühi1st some material from other States did have deficiencies, there

was generally sufficient, suitable material to arrive at an assessment

with confidence.

3.6 OBSERVATIONS

A full description of the plant is provided below. In this section,

only critical points in the species determination or points of

variation from published materiatr wilt be considered"

3"6I The Plant

The diagnostic criteria all involve the reproductive stage of,the

p1ant. Published photographs of seedling plants (e.9" Schering

(1970) - å. aesËival.is,Hanf (L972) - A. fl-ammeus) suggest that at an

early stage Èhe Vüestern Mediterranean species at l-east, (i.e. not

including A. biernetiÍ, A. paJaestÌnus, A. erioealgcinus and.A. aleppÍcusJ

are very similar. The seedlings shown in these photographs are

indistinguishable from seedlings seen locally.

The cotyledons are bright greenish-yellow and may extend to 4 cm

in length bUt are generatly 2.5 Lo 3.5 cm long at the appearance of the

first true leaf. They may be up to 4 mm broad. They are linear with a
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sharply acute tip. The first leaves are simitar in shape and structure

to those following but are considerably smaller' usually being only 3

to 4 cm long and 1,5 to 2"5 cm broad.

There is no rosetÈe stage and the main stem gro$Is upwards at the

outset. After about three or four weeks (about mid-June onwards) the

maín stem begins to lengthen considerabty, profuse branching occurs

in favourable situations and flowering commences from about mid-Ju1y

in the main stem then on subsidiary stems in the same order that the

stems appeared.

The plant continues to grow and branch, producing new flowers

until early to mid-October by whích time the ptant has reached full'

stature as shown in Pl-ate 10. From this time senescence begins, and

continues during the period of seed formaÈion. The achenes are usually

fully mature just prior to plant death in November. l{here plants

have germinated rather later than normal or when the season finishes

quickly as in drier areas or drought years in favoured locations,

fewer flowers and./or achenes are likely to form. Those achenes that

do develop tend to be less ornamented than usual.

The stem is generally glabrous, but toward.s the base there are

scattered simple multicelled hairs. In this material the degree of

villousness was variable. The specimens from New South !{ales had fewer

hairs than the southern specimens, although no differences could be

found in the Alice Springs or Queensland material.

Although lgaf segment size varied between herbarium speeimens and

between plants observed in the field, no significant variability was

obvious apart from greater development found in plants from more favoured

Iocalities. This is true for all other vegetaÈive characters"



PLATE l-0: A. microcarpus at ful-1 development
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3.62 The Fl-ower

3.62L Calyx

Although most authors record only glabrous or villous sepals (as

discussed above), under magnifj-cation short hairs were found on the

outer surface of the sepal towards the base and on the lower margins'

Also, some hairs were present just below the base of the calyx on the

peduncle. Steinberg (1970) records a similar distribution of hairs on

the sepals for A. aestivaJis ssp. creticus (Huth.) Steinberg; å. annuus

ssp. cupanianus (Guss.) Steinberg and .A " microcarpu.s DC. This dis-

tribution of hairs was seen in all specimens.

3.622 CorolIa

The number of petals ranged between 5 and I although occasionally

up to l0 were found. Petal nunlcer even varied slight'Iy between flowers

of individual plants. The most usual number of petals was 8.

petal colour in the Australian specimens was usually red. The

material from lvestern Australia, Northern Territory, New South !{ales

and Victoria invariably had red petals. Most of the South AusÈralian

materiaf \^/as also red, but AD 96933755 and AD 97202249 and possibly

the unnumbered specimen from the Adelaide Herbarium ex !rI.L. Summer's

collection were yellow examples. Both numbered specimens were yellow-

flowered plants taken from amongst red-flowered plants. However the

yellow-flowered forms were quite separate; no specimens bearing both

yellow and red flowers have been recorded. One example of a somatic

mutation has been seen by this writer, where a red flower had two petals

which r¡7ere partly yeIlow. This effect was confined to one flower amongst

a number of apparently normal red flowers on a single plant" Maíre

(1964) has surely exaggerated the importance of somatic mutation in
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A. annuus by considering such plants to be a separate taxon, viz"

A. annuus ssp. autumnaLis vat. coccinea.

The occurrence of yellow flowers appears to be confined to two

localities as shown in Figure '1, Roseworthy-Freeling about 40-70 km

north of Adelaide and to the South Hummocks area about 90-100 km

north-northwest of Adelaide. Beyond these areas, yellow flowers

are very rarely seen.

It has been noticed that red-flowered specimens from well-

favoured areas tend to be crimson, whereas in less favoured sites the

flowers tend. to be scarlet.

3"63 The Achene

3.631 Spike Shape

Most Australian material had spikes to 2"5 cm long and a cross-

section of around 10-12 mm, but in much of the N.S.Ví. material the

spikes although of simiLar length \^¡ere considerably thinner being

only 6-8 mm in diameter.

As mentioned previously, differences in spike shape could indicate

A. dentatus Del. However in this species the characteristic spike shape

is associated with characteristic toothíng of the crest which is lacking

in the N.S¡!V. material. Furthermore, for reasons given previously,

this material was considered unreliable for determination, therefore

differences in spike shape in the local material were sonsidered of no

consequence.

3.632 Achene Size

Apart from the N.s.w. material where the achenes were generaltry

2.5 to 3.0 mm long (including the beak), the Australian examples ranged
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from 3.0 to 3.5 mm 1ong. Larger achenes to 4.0 mm long were coflected

from lvhitwarta and Langhornes creek in south Australia (contained in

AD 97308198 and AD 97308199 respectively) ín 1968 which s¡as a very

favourabl-e season. The largest achene seen by thís wríter was collected'

from palmer, s.A. in 1970 (AD 97308204) which is 4.5 mm long" Overall'

it would appear Èhat the range 2.8-3.8 mm length would adequately

describe the Australian species of Adonjs'

3.633 Achene Shape

No basal tooth was seen in Australian specimens. This is a very

obvious and characteristic feature in A. aestivafis and its patent

absence in focal material unequivocally rules out the possibility of

this taxon being present in the current collections '

In mature Australian achenes a transverse ridge is always found.

In larger achenes there is a tendency for the ridge to be undulate

whereas in smaller (but mature) achenes the ridge is dentate. The

d.entate ridge is most highly developed in specimens from the Northern

Flinders Ranges in South Australia (AD 96529270) and from Parkes in

N.S.vf. (NSVI 63759). The ridge is less developed in a collection

from Alice Springs N.T. (NT 9338) and GeorgeÈown s.A. (AD 97202263).

In other specimens the ridge is present but varying from mildly dentate

to undulate. Examples are shown in Plate 1Ï '

At the most posterior point on the ridge a tooth is present

regardless of the degree of denÈation of the rest of the crest '

V,jhere the crest is dentate, then this posterior tooth is usually less

obviousi conversely if the crest is undulate then this tooth is gen-

erally more prominent. The posterior Èooth does vary in size and

prominence, however, but in mature achenes it is always present"

(See Plate 1I.)



PLATE lI: Variation in achene ornamentati-on
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In the Australian material, the projection on the exterior surface

close Èo the beak is always present in mature achenes. It is not so

close to the beak that they touch as in A. fJ-ammeus nor is it as far

removed as in A. aestivaljs. In the latter species it is about one-

third to one-half the distance from the beak back towards Èhe base

of the achene. In the loca1 material it is generally only one-fourth

of this distance. This is demonstrated in Plate 11.

3.634 Beak of Achene

(a) Colour and Size

In the overseas literaturer e.g. Riedl (1963), a thín, almost

hair-tike bl-uish-black beak is a diagnostic feature of À. fl-ammeus.

In the locaL material it was observed that i-mmature achenes tended

to have deep blue to black beaks but with maturity this colour faded

and the beak assumed the overall colour of the achene.

The beak in our, material \¡ras never seen to be hair-like and it

was always considerably shorter (generally I run' occasionally to 1.4

mm long) than the rest of the achene"

(b) Direction

As outlined above the distinction between a beak pointing

horizontafly (í.e. perpendicularly to the rhachis) and a beak pointing

verticatly (i.e. parallel to the rhachis) is virtually the sole

criterion for a number of authors to divide .4. cupanianus Guss. from

A. microcarpus DC. However as may be clearly seen from Plate 9, the

distinction between ascending and horizontal beaks is likely to be

worthless. The lower, more mature achenes are often forced outwêrds.

The smaller, upper achenes are not as crowded and the beaks appear

t
I
I
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ascending. If the lower, mature achenes fall, then the plant appears

to be bearing only achenes with ascend'ing beaks"

Later authors, e.g. Riedl (1963), Tutin eX a1. (1964) and Davis

(1965) ignore this distinction treating A. cupanianus as a synonlrm of

A. microcarpus.

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

overall, there were only minor differences between all the specimens

examined. If the criterion of achene maturity was strictly adhered Èo,

then the only substantial variation was in the colour of the corolla

being red or yellow and the degree of dentation of the transverse

ridge.

As the yellow-f]-owered forms were only a very minor proportion of

the population in specif,ic locations with no other appreciable

d,ifferences it is concluded thaÈ this is not a specific difference.

There vras a distinct gradation in Èhe degree of dentation of the

transverse crest between plants from arid environments to those from

wetter localities. Therefore, it was concluded that this is continuous

variation rather than discrete populations'

From the observations recorded abover and using the diagnostic

criteria, the species of. Ad,c¡nis present in Australia was d'etermined as

follows:

I. A. biernetjj Butk. may be rejected as the distinguishing feaÈures

of this specíes is Èhe soft pubescence on the stems and petioles.

This is not found in our material "

II. A. aTeppicus Boiss -, A- etiocaTgcinus Boiss' and A' palaestinus

Boiss. may all be rejected on the grounds of flower size which

is greater than 25 mm for all species and the size of the achenes

!
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(generatly 5-7 mm) and the ornamenÈation which for these species

is quite characteristicr sêê Riedt (1963) ' or Davis (1965) '

A. fLammeus Jacq. may be rejected because of the haír-like beak'

oblong-lanceofate petals and villose sepals characteristíc of

the species but not found here.

A. aestiva-Zjs 1,. may be rejected on the grounds of achene size

(3.5-5.2 mm long, see above) but more importantly the presence

of a basal tooth on the achene. The Australian materiaf does

not have the basal tooth and the achenes are considerably

smaIler.

A. annuus L. may be rejected partly on size as shown earlier,

partly on flower colour which in A. annuus is always red, but

more particularly on achene ornamentation. In å. annuus this

is lacking, yet the local materiat is obviously ornamented by

the ridge with its posterior tooth and the anterior projection

near the beak.

Vüithin the å. dentaxus Ðel. group, onLy A" dentatus ssp"

microcarpus and .A. dentatus ssp. Ìntermedíus using Riedl's

(1963) scheme may be considered as the oÈher subspeeies are

precluded by flower colour (solely yellow) , spike shape and

achene ornamentaùíon. As far as the latter \^7as concerned , the

most imporÈant point, is the very deep dentation combíned with

a small achene (to Z mm long) fsund, in the rejected subspecies"

V,fiÈh other keys and d,escripÈions, similar taxa are af so reached

by paralle1 processes of elimination. By ignoríng the d,irection of the

beak which according to the first three authors mentioned below

would d.ifferentiate between å. microcarpus DC. and A. cupanÍa¡2us Guss"

the foll-owing taxa are diagnosed:



De Halaczy (1901) :

Hayek (1927) 
=

ThiebauÈ (1936):

Maíre (7964) 
=
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A. cupaniana, A. microearpa DC" tgpìca

A. cupanianat A" microcarpa and cretìea Huth.

A. mictocarpa including var' cupaniana

A. microcarpa var. microcarpa f" parviflota

and f " grandifTora, A. Íntermedia Boiss"

A" microcarpa

A. microcarpa

Davis (1965) :

Steinberg (1970) :

Thus, except for De Halaczy (1901) and Maire (L964), all the taxa

are identical. The variety creticus Huth. is a separate subspecies

af A. dentatus according to Ríedl (1963) " Also A. intermedjus Boiss.

is also a synonym of the same taxon aecord.ing to both Riedl (1963) and

Steinberg (1970). Using the schemes of either De Halaczy and Maire

this taxon cannot be separated. But by using the schemes of Riedl

and.,/or Steinberg and by accepting the synonymy, this taxon is not

present ín the Australian collection. The taxon cretjcus Huth.

is characterised by yeltow flowers and, a very cuboid achene 3-4 mm

long. The beak of the achene tends to be curved back" These features

are all lacking in the current collectíons.

The local_ material compares very closely to the descriptions

given by Davis (1965) or Steinberg (1970) fot A. microcarpus DC" in

which they include å . d.entatus s.sp " intermedjus of Riedl (1963) " This

arrançJement is useful for the Australian materiat as the specimens

referred to previously, AD 96529270, NSIù 63759 and ¡rossibly NT 9338 and

AD 97202263 would be more closely referable to å. denÈaËus ssp.

intermedius of Riedl because of the highly-developed dentation in the

transverse ridge. ft is possibfe however that Èhey may only be a very

extreme form of ssp. microcarpus. Riedl (1963) has discussed the

gradaÈion in achene form which corresponds to a gradation in
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envircnmental conditions.

To incfude A. intetmedius Webb et Berth" within A. mictocarpus DC'

is not unreasonable because in their origína] description lriebb and'

Berthelot (quoted in Riedl (1963) ) indicate that De candolle's

A. microcarpus as expressed in his canary Island specimen was identical

to their taxon. Since then Boissier (1867) considered that

A. intermedjus V,] . and B. was synonymous to .4. microcarpus and

intermedius Boiss. That later authors considered that Boissier's

variety intetmedius is actually another taxon is irrelevant. The

importanÈ point here is that Boissier belj-eved the two to be close '

Wilkomm and Lange (1880) considered both A' microcarpus Dc' and

A. intermedjus \ir7. and, B. to be both synonymous with å. dentatus DeI' '

again indicating a close relationship. The latest authors Davis (1965)

and steinberg (1970) both consider å. intermedius !rl" and B. to be

a synon)¡m of. A. mictocarpus Dc. As shown in Figure 4' the Canary

Islands, apart from their isolation from the mainland, are the extreme

western edge of the natural range so that differences from the mainland

forms could be exPected"

Examination of overseas material available in the Melbourne and

sydney collections as well as the private collection of Dr. Hj "

Eichler, Ad.elaide showed that specimens generalty identified as

A. microcaîpus DC. or A. cupanianus Guss" vlere identical or very

similar to Australian material. In particular the material from the

lvestern Med.iterranean appeared closest to the southern Australian

material, whereas the Eastefn Mediterranean specimens appeared closer

to the better N.S.Vl. and Queensland material'

This Mediterranean material \^las as follows:
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A. dentata DeI" Castille, H" Elias 1907 (NSVI), A. microcarpa DC"

(Syn" A. intermedja Webb) Puerto Santa Maria, Bourgeae, 1849

(MEL 1008754\ A. jntermedja ïüebb, Det. lvebb origin unrecorded,

(MEL 1008742) A" mierocarpa DC. sardinia (MEL 1008748) ,

A. cupaniana Guss., Palermor C. Baenitz, March, 1885 (EICHLER)'

A. microaarpå DC. (Syn" A. cupaniana Guss.) Palermo, H. Ross,

1896 (ETCHLER) , A. microcarpa. (syn " A" cupaniana Guss")

Palermo, H. Ross, Apri1, 1901 (NSW)" A. cupaniana Guss. citrina.

In campis herbosis, Palermo, Todd (MEL 10087L7), A" microcatpa

Dc" (aoiss.) Ad Phaneris Piraei, 1884 (NSW), A. microcatpa

Dc" (Boiss.). West of Damascus, Gaillerdet, 1857 (MEL 1008755) '

A. mictocarpa DC, Damascus Plains, GaíilerdeÈ, Spring 1857

(MEL 1008756), A. microcarpa DC. forma grandiflora, Algeria,

C. Allard, l-880 (EICHLER) .

It is thus determined that the Australian representatives of

Ad.onis are referable to A" microcarpus DC, Davis (1965) considers

that A. cupanianus Guss. is completely synonymous and that Ríedl's

subspecÌes .4" denÈatus ssp. intexmedius is j-nctuded.. By including

the two subspecies ín the one taxon, the Australian material is

adequately covered; Furthermore it is highly likely that the Austral-ian

populatian was of Western Mediterranean oriEin"

Upon submissj-on of specimens to Dr" H. Riedl in Vienna and Prof.

Dr" C. Steinberg in Florence, advice was reeeived that Riedl confirmed

that the specimens he saw were A. dentatu.s ssp" mictocarpus (pers.

comm. H. Riedl 13./9 and 3/LOl72) " specimens that in this writer's

opinion were referable to .4. denÈaÈus ssp. jntermedius were not

available for despatch, so that Dr. Riedl \^las not able to comment on

that aspect.
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SteinberE advised (pers. comm. C. Steinberg IL14/72) thaÈ of the

duplicates he received he identified the foltowing síx as A. microcatpa

DC.: AD 97202237, AD 97202245, AD 97202248, AD 97202251' AD 97202254'

AD 97202255" The fotlowing specimens he identified as A. annua L" ssp.

cupaniana (Guss.) steinberg: AD 97202243, AD 97202249, AD 97202252,

AD 97202257.

Acccrdíng to his key, Steinberg's differentiating factor between

these two taxa is the presence or absence of the projection on the

upper surface near the beak, although iÈ is elear from his descriptions

that the ridge and keel tooth is present j-n Ä " mietocarpus Dc. but not

the other species. It, ís this writer's opinion that even if this

difference ís real and meaningful in the European species, it is an

artificial distineÈion in Australia.

Therefore wíthout any commitment concerning SteinberE's distinctions

with respect to European taxa, it is considered that it is suffieient

to use one taxon for the Australian material" As Hooker (1875) put it

so succinctly with respect to A. aestival-is - "The achenes afford a very

variabi-e charaeter, too much used. in dividing varieties of this into

species " "

3.8 SPECIES DESCRTPT]ONÈ

Adonis mìcraearpus DC. Syst. It223 (f817) Syn: A" cupanÍana Guss",

Fl. Sic" Syn.2(1): 37 (1843); Ä. dentaÈus DeI" subsp" intermedjus (vüebb

and Berth") Riedi. in Ann" Nat. Mus. wien 66: 12 (1963) ¡ A. dentaÈus

subsp. microcarpus (Dc.) Riedl op"cit" 73 (f963).

Erect annuaL to 55 cm high, often multi-branchedi stem' striate,

sparsely villose towards base but glabrous abovei stem haits, simple,

colourlessì l-eaves alternate, to 6 cm long and 4 cm broad (in outline),

upper leaves gradually diminishing, obovate (in outline), glabrous,

Ake y to the annual spec ES onas l-s given in ÀPPe ix II
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bright green deeply díssected, bi-tripinnate with more or less linear

segments, each Segment to 4 mm long, 1 mm broad, terminal segment to

I mm long, acuminater lower leaves petiolate but upper leaves subsessile;

leaf-like eauline bracts subtending the base of each petiole (lower

leaves) or leaf (upper feaves) "

Fl_owers (8-) 15-25 (-30) mn diameter, solitary, terminal, borne

on a peduncle which lengthens as the flower matures to be + 4 times

tength of mature carpellary spike i calgx appressed to the spreading

corol-la, but reflexing vúhen mature; sepaJs, 5 to 12 mm longr 6 mm

broad, obovate, sparsely villose towards base and on lower margins

(hairs similar Lo stem hairs) , glabrous elsehlhere purplish, petaloid,

apex obtuse, slightly undulate ¡ coroLLa, sub-erect initialJ-y, but

spreading flat as fl-owers mature1- petaTs (5-) 6-8 (-10) 
' to l-5 mm

long, I mm broad, obovate, glabrous, bright scarleÈ (al-so crimson

and ocsasionally yellow) with black basal spot, drying to yellow in

herbaríum specimens, apex obtuse, sinuate to crenater remainder of

petal margin enÈirei stamens numerous, hypogynous consisting of anÈJ:ers

I mm long, dark purple, borne on filaments to 4 mm long; gynoecium

of l-O-50 superior carpels each with single-celled ovary containing one

anatropous pendulous ovule.

Achenes, 10-50, conferted, maturing acropetally along spike

L.O-2.5 cm long, the uppermost achenes rarely maturingi immature

achenes, avoid to globose, little ornamentation if any, bluish beak

lying paraltel to rhaqhis, colour varying from blue-green to off-

white, indivídual achenes clinging firmly to rhachis¡ matuxe acheneso

2.5-4.0 mm long wiLh a short.beak to I mm long protruding from the

posterior-dorsal surface + perpendicularly to the rhachis, globose,

rugose, with transverse ridge, often toothed in specimens from arid

situations, but the ridge tending to be obscure in plants obtained'
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from favoured sites, keel tooth always present at bottom of transverse

ridge, rugose surface, sandy-brown to off-white, occasionally dull

shades of green; seed, to I.5 mm diameÈer, round, plump, blackísh-

green. Flowering July-November.

SeedTÍng - catgtedons, linear, acute, Eo 4 cm 1ong, 3 mm broad,

pale yellow-greeni first true |eaf, petiolate, similar to other stem

leaves but considerably smaller. Seedlings emerge soon after opening

rains, April to June depending upon the season.

3.9 DTSTRIBUTTON

Tn Southern and Eastern Australia, on calcareous soils, ad,ventive

in other areas. A fuII discussion on the distribution is given in Èhe

next Chapter. The following localities are those of herbaríum specimens

on1y.

V'IESTERN AUSTRALIA;

Cadoux, R.D. RoYce 8397, 27 "vfTT. l-967 (PER), Manmannín9, H.g" Smith

D. & P.,t. somers, VIII. 1968 (PER).{i co., IX" L967 (PER) Toodyay, J"

NORTHERN TERRITORY:

2t m N.lv. Alice Spríngs P.O., Adventive in garden area' R. Swinbourne

464, 19.rX.L962 (NT 9338) .

OUEENSLAND ¡

Darling Downs - ,fímbour lands, J"T. Belt, L9O9 (BRI 10032):

Pirrínuan, Barnes Bros;, (BRI 10035); Pirrinuan, on ,Iimbour Creek'

mainly low lying areas, 27 "vÍ.II. 1958 (BRI 15719); Dalby' VIII"

Lg52 (BRr ]OO3O and BRT 146724); between Dalby and st" Ruth, black

soil , S.L. Everist, 2"X.L954 (BRI 10034); Toowoomba, H. Jarvis Bo.

2, 10"x.1938 (BRI 10031); Goondiwindi, x'1905 (NSVÍ 130030);

Allora, close to old Talgai homestead, reddish-brown loam,

Hunt1ey, 10.VIII .L962 (BRI 33483).
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NEI,V SOUTH VüALES:

North lrlestern sI - Moree, x"l-909 (NSVü 51324 and, NSVü 51325);

lrlarialda, L" l-9i-0 (NSIV 5i-328), X.1915 (NSVí 51327 and NSVü 51328);

Tnverell, VrTr.l-9l-2 (NSW 51324), X"l_91_2 (NSW 51331 and NSW 51332),

Ix.1951 (NSVü 51333) ; X"1905 (NSvt 51335) ; Gurley (S.s. of Moree) ,

X"1930 (NSVí 51330); Terry Hie Hie {S"n. of Moree), no date

(NSW 5I326') ; J.W. Símpson, I2.XI"1968 (NE 25032) , "Berrigal

district" (a later note "may be BerryEill 33 miles NE Narrabri)';*

x"1903 (NSÌr 51339), Narrabri, Ix.I955 (NSW 51336); Tamworth,

rx.1955 (NSVí 51337 ) .

Central hlestern slopes - Turill , Tx.1962 (NSW 63758); Temora,

x.1915

Other

(NSVí 51338) ; Parkes,

- Far Western Plains

1963 (NSW 63759).

- Broken Hill, Hospital garden¡

A. Rainbow, rX.L927 (Ex coll" Al-bert Morris, ADIV L69O2).

VICTORIA:

lVimmera - Dimboolâ, H" Faux, early X"l-960 (MEL 36765) "

V,Testern District - "Lindsay" 40 km NE Mt" Gambier, ,f .8. Cleland

16" rx "1945 (AD 95828049) .

SOUTH AUSTRALTA:

Eyre Peninsula - Nundroo 250 m VrI of roadhouse near house ruins,

S.,J. GarrÍck, 3.Ix.1971 (Ex Ktoot, AD 9730824L); Minnipa, Research

Centre, T"R" Davidson, 9.VITI .I97L (Ex Kloot colln. K7 101-,

AD 97308203); 8 km SVI Pt. Augusta, C.R. Alcoek 2739 7 "rX"L969

(AD 97007035); Mt" Cooper, 1.x"1941 (ADW 4268); Blesing Reserve,

central area, R. Slmon, X"I967 (ADW 36064); Hundred of Blesing,

According to Maiden (1905), the locality of this specimen was Berrigan
which is adjacent to the South hlestern slopes 80 km E. of Deniliquin"

:lÊ
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ca. 6 km SVÍ Bascombels V'tel1 homestead, near well in "glade",

S. Fraser, 5"X.1967 (AD 968I913i-); Hd. Blesing' ca" 5 km SSE

Bascombe's l¡{ell homestead, near the East End shearing shed,

Hj. Eichler L9286,5.X"7967 (AD 96933746)¡ (achenes oni-y)

Sheringa, Hd. lrlay Sn. 24 A. lrliltiams, IX.l970 (Ex Kloot achene

colln.415, AD 973082f8) Mt, Hope, Hd" Kiana, Sn.96, common

on heavier fLats between limestorre rises, C.R. Alcock, IX"1968

(Ex Kloot colln" K6805, AD 97202240) "

Far North - Northern Flinders Ranges, ca" 10 km E of Angepena

homestead on ltalowie Gorge Road, T"R.N. Iothian 2487" 27"IX'"L964

(AD 96s2927O) .

Mid-North - 8 km E lVilmington, I'Iater reserve adj Sn. 260 Hd.

Gregory, P.S. Gurner, x"1970 (Ex Kloot colln" K7008 , AD 97202250) ¡

(achenes onty) Wilmington Hd. Gregory Sns" 283/4, xI"1969 (Ex

Kloot achene co1ln. A4, AD 97308215); nr" Gladstone J"G. hlood,

VIII.1939 (ADW 3890); Georgetown, J.G" Vüood, VIII"1939 (Ex J"M.

B1ack colIn. AD); Georgetown area I X"L97O (Ex Kloot colln" K7011,

AD 97202263); nr. Redhil.I, J.B. Cleland' 6.Ix'1963 (AD 96422.184);

1 km S" Redhill, small patch, P"M" Kloot K7015, 8"X"I97O

(AD 97202256) ¡ beLween Redhill and Summertown (?), J"D. Sommerville,

X.I924, (Ex J.M. Black colln. AD); Snowtown, Hd. Barunga Sn.780,

P.M. Kloot. K7016 , 2"1X"I970 (AD 972O2257J ¡ Snowtown, Hd. Barunga,

Sn. 72O, P"M. Kloot K72OI, 10.X"L972 (AD 97308201-); 9 km I¡l Blyth,

A.F" Tucker 104, 26"VIIT.I966 (ADW 34849); between Blyth and

Clare, L97l , (Ex J.M. Black col-ln" AD) .

Yorke Peninsula - Vüokurna, Hd" VliJ-Èunga Sn. 251 P"M. Kloot' K7005

(AD 97202246) ¡ üI of Barunga Gap, in wheat stubble, D"E" Symon 29L7,

13.VIII .1964 (ADW 28436); nr. Bute, Hd. lViltunga Sn. 190, B" Copley

640, 17.IX.1966 (AD 96701L34)¡ nr. Bute, Hd. Wiltunga, Sn. 137,
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heavily infested, B. Copley 485, 12"VIII"1966 (AD 96646045); nr"

Bute, Hd. Vüiltunga Sn. I24' near dam on E bounðarY, B" Copley 485,

12.XI .L966 (AD 96701047) ¡ I kn S Bute, Hd. Vlíllunga Sn. Pt" 20,

P.M. Kloot K7202' 10.X "L972 (AD 9308200); (achenes only) South

Hummocks, Hd. Kulpara Sn. L23, xf."L969 (Sx Kloot achene colln. A6,

AD 97308210); 2 km E SouÈh Hummocks TeJ-ephone exchange, red

flowers, B. Copley 1493, yellow flowers - B. Copley 7492, l"IX"196'7

(AD 96933746 and AD 96933755 respectively) i ca. 8 km S Kulpara

on Melton - Arthurton road, T.R.N" Lothían 2316, 10"IX.1963

(AD 965i-8039) ; Moonta - 6 km towards Maitland, M"E. Phillips

2.X.Lg65 (CBG 38295); Clinton 3OO m NE of Post Office, M" Howe,

ITTO (ADVí 38150); I,leetulEa, 1943 (S.A. DEPT. AGRICULTURE HERB.);

V'Teetulta, M.V. Carter | 27.VITT.1948 (ADVí 13304); Arthurton, Hd"

Tiparra Sn. 401, very widespread in area, P"M" Kloot K7004,

g.Ix.lg7o (AD 97202245) ¡ lVinulta, D" Sparrow, 12"IX.1961

(ADVí 23782); Winulta, 2 km N of Post Office corner, D.E. Slmon

L447 , 14.IX.196I (ADW 23783) ; Vüinulta, R" Williams 34a,

24"VÍ.rI.I97I (ADVü 41076); (achenes only) Maitland, D. Cooper

xr.1969 (Ex Kloot achene colln. 45, AD 97308211); Curramulka, Hd.

Muloowurtie sn. 11, P.M. Kloot K7OIO, l6"X "L97O (AD 97202252) ¡

Curramulka, Hd. curramulka Sn" 26, P.M. KlooL 7OL7, 9.rx"I97O

(AD 97202259) ¡ Hd. Ramsay Sn. 82, B"J. Blaycock i-501, 23.VIII "I97O

(AD 97115023) ¡ Stansbury, H.Vl. Cornish, 22"IX.1939 (ADl/í 3891) .

Lower North - Whitwarta, roadside adj. Sn" 2, Hd. Stov\¡, P.M"

KlooÈ K6901, 19.VIII.L969 (AD 97202238) ' P.M. Kloot K7012,

2 .fx.Lg7O (AD 97202253) ¡ Rhynie, P "J " V'iarren, VIII.1968 (ADW 35414) ;

Riverton, Hd. Gil-bert Sn.453, F.R.H" Chapman, VIII"1968

(Ex rloot colln. K6804, AD 97202239); Stockport, Hd. Light' Sn'

3L4, p.M. Kloot K6806 , 28.VII.1968 (AD 972O224L) ¡ Stockport Hd.
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AIma. Sn. 440, high fertility specimen, P.M" Kloot K7013, Iow

fertility specimen from withín two metres of previous P.M" Kloot

K7014, 8.X .I97O (AD 97202254 anð. AD 97202255 respect,ively) ; Allen-

dale North, Hd. Kapunda Sn. 1564, low fertility pasture, P.M'

Kloot K7OO3, 10.IX.1970 (AD 97202244); Kapunda, highly fertile

paddock adj. Marrabel Road, F.R"H" chapman, VIII"1968 (Ex Kloot

colln. K6802, AD 97202236), P.M. Ktoot K7006, 10.IX.1970

(AD 97202247); Dutton, Hd. Dutton Sn. 15, P"M. Ktoot K6803

3.X.1968, P.M. Kloot K7OO1 10"IX.I97O (AD 97202237 and AD 97202242

respectively); Dutton, Hd. Dutton Sn. 102, P.M" Kloot K7009,

27 "X.IT7O (AD 972O225L) ¡ (achenes only) Freeling, roadside adj "

Sn. 376 Hd. NuriootPa, X.L97O (Ex xloot achene colln" 418,

eD 97308217); Roseworthy A. Adams, Ix.1915, (Ex Herb. A. Adams

incorp. in J.M, Black coIln., AD)i nr. Roseworthy, Hannaford &

Co., 6.X.1939 (ADW 3889) ; Roseworthy Agricultural College,

M. Hutton, 17.X.1939 (Ex J.M. Black colln" AD); Roseworthy

Agricultural College, Hd. Mudla l¡lirra Sn" 840, P"M. Kloot

K6801, 4"IX.1968 (AÐ 97202260)¡ Roseworthy Hd. Nuriootpa Sn.

719, Red flowers P.M. Kloot K7007, yellow flowers P.M. Kloot

K7OO7A, 2.Xr.Lg7O (AD 97202248 anð. AD 97202249 respectively);

(achene only) RoseworthY, Hd. Nuriootpa Sn' 331, X.I970 (Ux

Kloot achene colln. 418, AD 973082T7\; Gawler xII.1968 (MEL

36766) "

Murray Mallee - Sutherlands, Boehm 20.IX "1929 (Ex J.M. Black

colln. AD); Sutherlands, E.F. Boehm 395, 5"TX.1963 (AD 96349091);

betw. sedan and cambrai, E.H. Ising, L2"Ix.L927 (AD 96621480);

Palmer,, Hd. Finnis Sns. 232/3, P.M" Kloot K7OO2, 31.VIII.1970

(AD 97202243) ¡ nr. Callington, Hd. Monarto sn. 2OL6, A.V. Lehmann,

24.x.L966 (ADW 34662) .
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Other : Melaide metropolitan area - Beaumont, amongst weeds,

J.B. Cleland, 5"x.L945 (AD 9582805Q, also dupl. in J.M. Black

colIn.); Marino, lrl.E. Bond , L952 (iuw fOOZ¿); (achenes only)

Pt. Noarlunga, R. Graves, Ix.1969 (Ex Kloot achene colln"

AI3, AD 97308222).

Southern Hills - Langhorners Creek, Hill , x.1968 (Ex Kloot

achene colln . A2, AD 97308199) .

South East - Coonalpyn, Hd. Coneybeer Sn" 24, S" $thisson,

Spring 1971 (Ex Kloot colln. K7LO2, AD 97308202) .

Local unknown - specimen ex W.C¡ SUMMERS colln. in ,J.M. Black

co1ln. (AD) .
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CHAPTER 4

THE CURRENT DTSTRIBUTION, MEANS OF SPREAD AND ORIGIN OF åDO]\TS IN AUSTRALTA

4.L INTRODUCTION

Having revised the taxonomy of Adonis the factors influencing the

current distribution of the plant were deLermined. Combined with

historical informatíon they form the basis for an assessment of the

weed,'s potential. The origin of the r.'.U *"" invesÈigated and the

manner of its spread elucidated from available evidence"

As it \^ras not possible to travel interstate to assess Adonjs in

other States, it was necessary to rely on interstate V'Ieed Control

authorities for some information and. their contríbutions are duly

acknowledged "

For the sake of clarity, the methods and procedures used in these

studies are outlined at the beginninE of the respective sections,

rather than given Ín toto at the beginníng of the Chapter.

4.2 THE CURRENT DISTRTBUTTON OF ADOIVTS IN SOUTH AUSfR,ALIA

4"2I Methods

Earlier reports, surveys and correspond.ence of the Vleed Section

of the Department of Agriculture were drawn upon to establish the

broad limits of the areas involved." To ascertain further the magnitude

of the infested regions, a preliminary survey of alL Dístrict Councils

was carried out" A simple questionnaire reproduced be1ow, was mailed

to the Clerk or Vüeeds officer of the 98 Distríct Counci.ls in South

Australia.

Following analysis of this preliminary study, the main survey

commenced.. Observations by the author form the greater part of the data

but other locations were kindly notified by eolleagues within the

Department of Agriculture, and Authorised Local V'teeds Officers of a
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nuÍìber of District Councils. This detailed information was supplemented

by locality references in the literature, on HerbarÍum records, and in

unpublished reports and correspondence of the Department of AgricuLture.

lrlherever possible, Iocality information supplied to the author was

checked personally, although in the presentation of the data, it is

ascribed to the original informant"

Between 1968 and L972 a number of survey trips were undertaken

to survey the heavy infestations on Yorke Peninsula and in the Mid-

and Lower-North; As the areas involved are utilized for lay farming,

it was desirable, but not always possible, to traverse the same areas

in at least two consecutive seasons, as the weed is generally not

obvÍous in a crop.

PRELTMTNARY SURVEY - VüORDING OF OUESTÍONNATRE

Has Pheasant's Eye been recorded in your district? Yesr/No

If so, is it considered as

serious,

a nuisance, or

an insignificant weed?

Status.

(a) Do large scale infestations involving many farms occur? Yesr/No

(b) Do scattered paddock size infestations occur? Yes,/No

(c) Do scattered patches occur? Yes,/No

General Comments on above:

Does the weed appear to be spreading in the district? Yes,/No

General remarks, if any.

4.22 ResulÈs

I

2

3

4

5

The response to Èhe preliminary survey \¡¡as aÊ follows
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Councils on mailing list 98

Replies received from 83 (84* response)

Replies "No weed in council area" 63

t'Does occurtt 20

Serious 2

Nuísance 6

InsignÍficant 11

Generally those rating it "insignificant" also replied "scattered

patches" and those rating iÈ "nuisance" also replied "scatÈered

patches" and those rating it "serious" also replied "large scale

infestation".

Two weeds officers involving four District Councils subsequently

indicated that their previous replies of "not occurring" were not

correct. This raised Èhe number of Councils involved to 24" However

seven Council-s answering in the negative were known to have the weed

in their respective districts, and two Councils known to have the

weed did not reply.

Following thís preliminary assessment the full scale survey was

commenced "

All the locality data for South Australia gained by communications

and observations, and from herbarium records, unpublished records of

the Department of Agricul-ture and sund.ry other sources have been

listed ín Appendices III and IV. In the first table references are

given to exact locations in terms of Hundred names and Section numbers.

All other references which \^rere usually less precise t e,g. specifying

an area such as "near Georgetown" or "between Sedan and Cambrai" have

been included in the second table.

In assemblíng the d.ata presented in Appendix III some generalisations
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v¡ere necessary. Vlhere one Section $ras internally subdivided. ínto two

or more separate paddocks, the presence af Adonis in only one paddock

was considered to be an infestation of the whole Sectíon" A1so, no

distinction hras made between a very dense stand or scattered plants of

Adonis. this course was adopted, as Adonis can vary markedly in density

within a given paddock from year to year.

There were very few road.side patches which r^rere not associated

with infestations in the adjoining paddocks" These exceptions however,

have been noted.

The locality references have been arranged into regional groupings.

Vüithin each region each affected County is taken in order starting

from the most norÈhwestern County of each region moving eastward., then

moving south and east again to the most south-easterly County of the

region. Within each CounÈy the affected Hundreds are similarly listed"

The Section numbers for each Hund.red are given in numerical order.

In Appendix IV the d.ata has been treated similarly, but only the

regions have been used to subdivide the references. The localities

are listed in the same \¡tay, i.e. from upper northwest progressively

to lower southeast, within each region. The tocations are cited as gÍven

in the acknowledged sources, but where some correction or inter-

pretation seems required, this has been added, in brackets"

From the data presented in Appendices III and IV the areas of

South Australia known to have Adonis have been delineated in Figure

8. The definite locations (Appendix III) have been mapped as discrete

points and the less definite locality references (Appendix IV) as

shading.

The distribution of ådonis in South Australia may be subdivided

as follows:
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Eyre Peninsula - mainly on the hlestern coast but extending east-

ward to the centre of the Peninsula with isolated pat'ches even

further towards the eastern coastline "

upper North - an infestation in the wilmíngton area extending

northward to the Kanyaka-Quorn area.

Yorke Peninsula and Northern. This is the main infesÈation and

extends from about Gladstone in the north to Gaw1er in the south

and includes virtuai-ly the whole of Yorke Peninsula, and extends

as far eastward as clare, Riverton and Kapunda (with isolated

patches even further eastward).

For convenience this large region may be consídered as Èhree

adjoining areas:

(a) Mid-north - approximately bounded by a line through Redhill'

Snolvtor^rn and Cl-are.

(b) Yorke Peninsula - approximately bounded by a line through

Redhill , Snowtown and Port V'takefield {i"e. Counties Daly

and Fergusson).

(c) Lower northern approximately bounded by a line from Port

V'Iakefield to Clare (i"e. Counties Gawler, Light and

southern secÈiorr of County Stanley).

4" Murray plains - a patchy infestation which extends from Sutherlands

in the north to Callington in the south.

5. Other areas. Reports have been received of isolated occurrences

from as far'north as the Northern Flinders Ranges to a confirmed

report from Kingston in the south-east and unconfirmed reports from

as far south as Port MacDonnell "

The information obtained and presented in Èhis Section, whilst

complete in itself, is the basic material for the study of the factors

,.I

iÌl

J

t
I
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that have affected the distribuÈion of AdonÍs in the past and are

likely to do so in the future. These factors are discussed below.

4"3 THE CURRENT DISTRIBUTTON OF ÀÐONTS TN OTHER STATES

4.3L Methods

The current distribution has been compiled from herbarium specimens

supplemented by information supplied by Government Departmental Officers

in the varíous St,ates.

In Figure 9 the interstate locations from which herbaríum

specimens listed in the prevÍous Chapter were obtained. It is quite

clear that outside South Australia there are three separate infes-

tations, one large, but the others, so far, of limited extent.

4.32 Results

4.32L New South Wales - Queensland

The largest, infestation stretches northward from about Temora on

the Central V'Iestern Slopes of New South Wales, to the Darling Downs

District in sr;'uthern Queensland. Within this region which is mainly

mixed cereal-livestock farms , Adonis is seen from Èime to time. The

infestation is confined to the western slopes of the Great Dividing

Range, the 200 metre contour being the approximate western bound,ary

and the 500 meÈre contour being the eastern limit.

In this region Adonis is not particularly aggressive and does

not d,ominate pastures as in South Australia" It is a minor weed,

variabl-e in its extent and density from year to year, and causes

little concern (4.D. Mears, pers" comm.) .

4.322 Victoria

In Victoria small patches have been noted in the V'limmera District!
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at Rainbow in 1943 and Horsham in 1953 (Vf"T. Parsons, pers. comm.),

Dimboola in 1960 (Herb. specimen MEL 36765J, Horsham in 1969

(M",t. Catt, pers" comm.), but at present the largest infestation is

near Nhill. It appears to be spreading and has been noted more

frequently in the last few years by Inspectors of the DeparÈment of

Lands, Victoria (pers. comm. !r7"T" Parsons) " Ho!,rever, beíng aware of

the potential problem from South Australian experience, control is

being actively pursued before the situation becomes unmanageable.

4"323 Western Australia

So far the occurrence of .ådonis in lVestern Australia is li"mited

to the three herbarium specimens. The plant is not causing any weed

problems and does not appear to be spreading (G.A,. Pearce, pers.

comm. ) .

The specimen from A1ice Springs, Northern Territory (Herb.

specimen NT 5338) is not significant agriculturalty. The plant is

adventive in gardens but with no agricultural practices to spread

the weed it witl probably remain confined to a well-waÈered area wiÈhin

or immed,iately adjacent to Alice Springs town.

Ignoring the Alice Springs occurrence, it is clear that in broad

terms the soil types, cJ-i,mate and land usages of the affected areas

interstate are similar to the infested SouÈh Australian regions.

4.4 THE FACTORS TNFLUENCING THE DISTRIBUTTON OF ADO]VTS

Having established the present distribution of Adonis within

South Australia in detail, and the interstate range in general terms,

various environmental factors that could affect the distribution may

be examined. The basic factors influencing the environment of any
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particular location are climate, topography and soil type. Each of

these $rere examined. As .Adonis is confined almost entirely to

agricultural areas it is also necessary to assess the effects of land

use.

The infLuencing factors were assessed on a gross scale for Australia

in the first place and then in somewhat Ereater detail for the whole

of South Australia. A sloser examination was then made of two heavily

infested areas - County Light in the Lower NorÈh and the southern

portion of County DaIy aÈ the north of Yorke Peninsula.

4"4L Climatic Influences

These are commonly considered to be rainfall, temperature, nelative

humidity, evaporation, sunshine and wínd, Of these, only rainfall and'

temperature vary to any extent over the settled areas of South

Australia, and in particufar the areas in which Adonis is found. This

is also true for its range in other States.

4.4II Rainfall

In Table I average monthly rainf,all figures for 35 sites scattered

through the ådonis areas are presented. The sites are mapped in

Figure 10, The average total annual rainfall (Collxnn A) has also

been incfuded in the Table. To support the discussion below' the

average total- rainfall for the six months May to October j.ncl-usive

has been calculated and tist,ed for the respective centres Ín Column B"

The proportion of rainfall in this six months period has been

expressed as a percentage of total rainfafl in Column C.

(a) Total Rainfall

Vühilst there is considerable variation in the average total annual



TABLE 1

RATNFALL AT CENTRES IN THE ADONTS AREAS OF-AUSTRALTA

Average Monthly Rainfall

(run)

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Cofumn t'4"
Average
TotaI

Rainfall
(mm)

546
353

314
377
483
422
460
4l-2
377
375
511
418
460
408
435
53s
488
450
452

column t'8"
Total

Average
for six
months
MAY-OCT

(run)

438
258

2L9
273
36r
279
301
267
243
248
34r
287
322
264
2A3
356
316
295
297

Column "C"
Six month
total as B

of Annual

80
73

ülestern Australia
Tood,yay*
Cadoux*

South Australia
Nundroo
Streaky Bay
Mt. Hope
Vüilmington
Georgetown
Bute
Paskeville
lrleetulta
Maitland
Curramulka
Warooka
Sno\,rto\^7n
Blyth
Riverton
TarIee
Roseworthy
Freeling

9
10

10
9

9
23
24
20
20
16
22
16
20
22
24
25
22
2L
22

T4
15

L4
18
18
27
28
25
22
2L
29
22
23
29
26
z6
27
¿¿
25

105
61

108
6l_

29
L9

26
25

IJ

48
82
49

4I
23

29
15

18
11

1,2

l5 \¡
È

70
i¿
v5
66
65
65
65
66
67
69
70
65
65
67
65
66
66

2L

25
29
30
35
30
24
26
33
27
28
26
29
36
33
30
29

24
29
33
42
46
39
35
33
46
39
4I
38
42
50
48
46
44

47 40
59 50
84 66
53 52
56 56
46 46
42 45
45 43
64 58
52 52
64 59
47 49
50 50
62 66
56 62
50 57
53 57

48
52
45
48
60
56
51
53

19

11
I2
15
I6
L7
18
L7
13
I8
I3
11
16

24
25
29
27
33
33
32
34
45
33
36
29
35
44
4L
39
39

39
42
60
44
4e
46
43
49
62

44
59
74
47
50
50
46
43
6t
53
63
48
50
60
48
47
47

24
34
45
4I
45
39
35
36
49
42
44
39
44
57
49
44
44

15
16
2L
20
23
19
20
L7
23
19
20
¿L
19
27
28
24
23

2T
19
19
L7

(contd. )



TABLE I (contd")

Kapunda
Sutherlands*
Palmer
CoonalPYn

Victoria
Horsham
Rainbow

New South V'fales

Berrigan*
Temora
Parkes
Dubbo
Narrabri
Moree
Inverell
Oueensland

Goondiwindi
A11ora
Dalby

28
22

33
¿t

2o
L4
18
2L

25
18

3t
24

50
25
44
48

33
l9
29
35

Column 'lA"
Average
Total

Rainfall
(uun)

493
27e
457
486

454
359

443
560
585
598
644
566
765

584
705
685

Column ttCt'

Six month
total as å

of Annua}

66
59
64
64

60
61

55
50
52
46
44
42
39

39
Jb
34

Average MonthlY Rainfall
(mm)

JAI{ FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUf, AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

23
L.]
23
26

25
24
30
24

3l
45
57
73
81
77

r05

8I
77
88

39
L9
38
4I

54
30
55
53

50
26
42
51

64
30
6o
57

48
27
40
50

28
2L

26
27

\¡
ul

59
26
52
52

46
38

324
165
293
31t

272
2L8

3I
50
53
65
8T
68

80
104

89

40
5l
50
A',',|

52
52
58

36
45
44
50
3t
29
35

36
42
46
44

43
52
54
52
50
4L
49

42
48
50
45
45
45
50

38
44
46
45
38
30
40

35
38
38
37
3V

34
46

50
56
5''¡

52
63
53
73

34
51
4e
52
66
54
74

27
38
42
36
5I
45
94

243
280
29r
275
28L
240
297

101

43
35

49
36
39

49
38

49
38

39
3l_

45
37

34
30

26
20

46
56
61

4L
43
40

39
st
37

55
72
65

26
40
39

33
35
3t

33
40
32

64
70
82

57
r04

98

28
28
24

229
254
230

The western Australian rocalities of roodyay and cadoux and sutherrands in south Austraria are only

sporad.ic occurrences and the Berrigan record is uncertain (see text) "

CoLumn "Bt'
TotaI

Average
for six
months
IVIAY-OCT

(run)

*



1 Tooclyay
2 Cadoux
3. Nundroo
4. Streaky Bay

5 Mt. Hope
6 Witmington
7 Georgetown
8. Bute
9 Paskevitte

10 Weetutta
11. Maittand
12. Curramutka
13 Warooka
14. Snow town
'l 5 Blyth
16 Riverton
17 Tartee
1 8. Roseworthy
19 Free ting
20. Kapunda
21. Suthertands
22. Pa tmer
23. Coonatpyn
21, Horsham
25 Rainbow
26. Berrtgan
27. Temora
2 8. Parkes
29. Dubbo
30. Narrabri
31 Moree
32. Invere[[
33. Goondiwindi
34. Attora
35. DatbY

7

F GURE 10 Location of sites tisted in Tabte l.

Major cereal growing areas
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rainfalls of centres within the Australian range of, Adonis (Column A)

there is much greater uniformity if the rainfall ín the growing season,

i.e. May to October, is consid.ered. (These six months are taken as a

standard growing season for the purpose of comparison") Ignoring the

f5-gures for Toodyay, Cadoux, Sutherland,s and Berrigâl1 ,* there is

l-444 range from 314 mm at Nundroo to 765 mm at Inverall-. The average

annual rainfall for the 3l sites is 494 mm + l-07 mm.

By considering the totals for the six months May to October

inclusive, there is a much greater consistency in the figures" The

range is consid,erably reduced to 63* from 218 mm at Rainbow to 356 mm

at Riverton with an average rainfall for the síx-month period for

the 31 sites of. 282 mm + 37 mm.

ft would. appear that a minimum of about 220 mm is required during

the growing season, May to October ínclusive. Vüithin South Australia

this is equivalent to a 300 mm (12 inch) total- annual rainfal-L" The

upper limit of rainfall is obscure because of confounding with other

factors.

In passing it may be noted that as the figures for Cadoux and

Berrigan are close to the average, if other sonditions are suitable,

Adonis could be expected, to persist in both locations. Toodyay has

a consid.erably greater rainfall for the six-month period and judged

on this criterion that area may not be favourable" Sutherlands,

conversely, has a marked,ly lower rainfall- for this same period and

Whereas the other centres are known to be in well-established areas
of Adonis, Toodyay and Cadoux in hI.A. are only recorded from single
herbarium specimens respectively, the plants being rare at this
time. Sutherlands, S.4., has only been recorded from two herbarium
specimens, 44 years apart. From personal observation, it is
certainly not well established in the area. The Berrigan reeord
is doubtful, see page 61.

*
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Adonis would not be expected, to flourish. This prediction is borne

out by the fact that only t\^to records in forty-four years exist.

Presumab.ly the few ptants that survive benefit from run-off water"

(b) Seasonal Distribution

In the Mediterranean basin, the typical climate named, after

the region itself, consists basieally of a hot, dry sunmer and a

cool, wet winter. Toward.s the margins of the natural distribution

of Adonis this clímatic type is modified and the rainfall- tends to

be more evenly distributed through the year. Throughout the range

in AustraLía Adonis is exposed. to similar climatic conditions.

In Vlestern Australía, South Australia and Victoria and possibly the

southernmost NeW South Welsh occurrences, a more or less standard

Mediterranean climate Ís found" However, as one moves further north

through New South lVales from about Temora, the rainfall tends to

be more evenly distríbuted. Proceed.ing even further into northern

New South lVales and the Darling Downs region of Queensland a summer

maximum becomes more and more accentuated. This is illustrated Ín

Column C of Table I where the proportion of rain falling in the

six months, May to October inclusive, to the total rainfall has been

shown; the trend. is quite clear"

In northern New South l¡Iales and Queensland where the climate

deviates most from the true Mediterranean pattern, ít is notable

that although .Adonis has been there for periods of sixÈy years or

more, it is still only,a minor problem (i.e. not aggressíve).

(c) Variability of Rainfal

It is characteristic of weeds that they are adapted to wit'h-

stand adverse seasons. In Australia and in particular the range
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of. Adonis, the main climatic adversity is drought. To withstand dry

seasons , Adonis has a thick wood,y achene which, apart from protecting

the seed across the harsh su¡nmer folrowing íts formation, may also

protect it for a number of years. Also, in common with alr annuaj-

weed,s Adonis has a remarkabre capacity to produce at least some seed

even in a shortened season when the summer drought commences earlier

than usual.

Rainfall variability, as such, is not particularly important in

determining the distribution of a weed adapted to drought condiÈions"

It suffices to note that Adonis in Australia does not occur in areas

having a greater variabil-ity than 25* from the mean (cf. Figure 8,

Leeper, 1972) .

Compared to world. standards (Leeper, ibid) most of the area

is no more variable than areas in other parts of the world receiving

a similar total rainfall. Towards Èhe north of the range in New

south lvales and, Queensland,, the rainfall varies up to lot from world

standards.

The area involved embraces almost all the cereal growing regions

of Australia which as a rough and ready guide would índicate it to

be an area of more or less "re1iable" rainfall by Australian standards.

4.4L2 Temperature

There appears to be no rel-ationship between the distribution of

Adonis and summer Èemperatures for which ilanuary temperatures are

consídered indicative (Comm. Bur. Census and Stats " 1972') " This is

not unexpected as Adonìs is essentíarly a winter growing annual.

Examination of the isotherms for minimum ,ruly t,emperatures

reveals that there is a reasonably close rerationship between the

course of the 4.soc isotherm and the limits of Adonis although in
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Victoria and New South l{ales minimum temperatures reach 1.7oC as

shown in Figure 9 " According to Perring and ülalters (L962) , this

Latter isotherm (i.e" t"7oC in February) j-s the boundary of the

infestation of À. annuus in Great Britain"

Withín South Australia, where locality data is more detailed,

the.Adonis areas all lie outside the 4"5oC isotherm¡ see Figure 1I.

It may be significant that Clare, which has an average minimum

.fuly temperature of 3.4oC, is just beyond the edge of the Adonis

infestation which extends to a poinÈ about eight kilometres west

of the town but some 180 m below Clare " At this point the minimum

temperature would be some degrees higher due to the lower altitude.

This boundary of Adonis appears to be quite ¡:,ermanent as the plant

has been in the area for over 55 years (Bi-ack, 1919) " However

the Victorianinfestation in the V,limmera lies between 1"7 and 4.SoC.

If the lower limit is 4.5oC then the situation ín the V'Iimmera must,

be considered unfavourable and Adoni-s less likely tc be as aggressive

as in South Australia.

If, as d,iseussed previously, the 300 mm isohyet is considered

to be critícal (wíttrin South Australia) then by superimposing the

isotherm for 4.Soc average minimum July temperature, the boundary

is modified. In part,icular on Central Eyre Peninsula, the areas

about lrlilmington and Clare respectively and the eastern portion of

County Light are affected"

4"42 Topography

ThroughouÈ its range in Australia ^Adonis is found from sea

level to an altitude of 1000 metres. In New South Vlales and

Queensland (and V'Testern Australia) the range of altitude is

restricted to between 500 and 1000 metres.
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The topography of the land as such does not seem to be

significant, Certain land forms may be associated with specific

j-and usages or soil types" An exampJ-e of the former is that steep

eountry Ís not cultivated. An example of the latter is the Mt" Hope

area of Eyre Peninsula" outcropping limestone ridges are separated by

clayey flats. AdonÍs is confined to the flats but does not occur

on the ridges (c.n. Alcock, pers" comm"). But thís must be

eonsidered as an effect of soil Èype"

Topography also has indirect climatic effects" HiIly country

influences rainfall pacterns and winter temperatures are lower at

greater altitudes. As discussed above, both of these factors are

relevant to the distribution of Adonis.

4"43 Soil Type

In Chapter 2 reference r¡ras made to observations from Europe

and Israei" that AdonÍs preferred alkaline soii-s, especially those

with free limestone in the profile" Such soils do occur through

Èhe ådonis areas of South Australia (and for that matter ín the

other States atso). Viithin South Australia, the soils of the

major Adoni-s areas have been rnapped in detail, viz. Eyre Peninsula

(French, l-958), the northern and. Yorke Península Regions (French,

MaÈheson arrd Clarke, 1968). In addition the soil associations of

the State are mapped in Sheets 1 and. l0 of the Attras of Australian

Soils (Northerote et aJ. , 1960-8) . These were amalgamated to a

single sheet by Vüright (1969) 
"

The grouping of soil types into various associations varies

between the several authors. Vühilst associations dominated by such

oharacteristic types as red-brown earths, mallee soils and podsols

closely agree from map to map, transitional areas or those not
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dominated by a particular type are treated different,ly. However

as the classification of individual soil types has now been

standardised (Northcote, L97r), the soil types in each assoEiation

may be examined and an overal-l picture obtained"

the Atlas of Australian Soils has been used to discuss the

relationships between the dist,ribution of Ad.onis and soil type in

all- states includÍng south Australia" To examine rerationships on

Eyre Peninsula, French's study (j.bjd) was used" For the north and

Yorke Peninsula, the soil map of French et aL. (ìbid) was utilized"

ThÍs was supplemented by field observations and a large scale master

map of that, area kept at Northfield Researeh Laboratoríes, Adelaide"

4"43L Other States

Precise data on all localities was not available but for each

locality for whiah a reference coul-d be traced it was ascertained

from Èhe relevant sheets of the "Atlas of Australi.an Soils,' that

alkalíne soils, usually calcareous, are present in the vicinity"

In the case of Parkes, Narrabri and the Vie Èorian Iniimmera, these

soil types are extensive" On the Darling Downs and in Western

Australia only small pockets of suitable soil are found in the areas

that could fairly be considered as being those described on Herbarium

vouchers. In the absence of deÈailed information it is considered

highly t-ikely EhaE Adonis in other parts of Australia is confined Èo

loamy alkaline soil, usually cal-careous, of the red-brown earth type.

4.432 fVithin South Australia

In l-964 (¡.¡,t. OrNeil- - unpub. internal report, S.A" Dept" Agric")

AdonÍs was reporÈed to prefer "heavy, better-class cereal cropping

soil-s". A further report (unpublished. survey, S.A. Dept" Agric., 1966)
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noted that ådonis was noticed "on all soils, al"though not so

frequently on sapdy soils"" A weeds officer with much experience

in County Daly has advised, that in Lhat area Adonis is confined to

red-brown earth and loamy mallee soils (K"H. Vlii.liams, pers. comm") "

observations by the author confirm that this is correct and

throughout South Australia Adonis is most aggressive on loamy and

grr:y malJ-ee and red-brown earths, the mallee soils having lime in

the profile and both overlying limestone, The soil Èypes concerned

are as follows:

Nomenclature according to

French et al, . , Íbi-d

Factual key according to

Northcote, ibid

Grey mallee

Loamy mall-ee

Loamy and. clayey red-brown earths

Gc 1.12

Ge 1"2

Dr 2"23 and Dr 2.33

(The difference in the maIlee soils, i.e" between Gc l;12

and Gc 1,.2 lies mainly in the amount of calcium carbonate in the

profile which is very great in the former and less in the latter"

The difference between Dr 2.23 and Dr 2 "33 is in the degrqe of

bleaching of the A, horizon which is non-existent j-n the former

and sporadic in the latter. Gc signifies a gradational profile,

calcareous throughout and Dr a duplex soil with red clayey subsoíl;

see Northcote, ìbÍd.',

In the following comments on certain infestations within

South Australia more specific points are made"

Eyre Peninsula

The main ínfestation is on the western coast from Streaky Bay

to Mt. Hope. This is an area of limestone outcropping on the rises
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with shallow calcareous soils and rendzinas on the flats " Adonis

is confined to these heavier flaÈs (C.n" Alcock, pers. comm") "

Typically there is onty 8 cm of dark brown to black toam with fine

lime overlying dense traverÈine limestone" It is quite alkalíne

(pH 8.0-8"5) " It is low in fertility, requirtng the addition of

superphosphate and trace elements for satisfactory pasture production"

Poekets of deeper soil are used for cultivation.

Mallee soits which are deeper and usually cultivated also occur

in bhis area. These are also alkaline, frequently eontaining fine

lime" This soil type occurs in the Minnipa and Cleve areas from

where reports of Adonis have been received.

Between Wadikee and Lock there are sand ridges with flats of

red-brown earths and mallee soils. Vlhilst locality data for this

area is vague, it is reasonable to expect .{donis to be confined to

the flats between the ridges as on the western coast.

County Daly

The soils of these regions have been described by French et a1 "

(1968). It is clearly seen in Figure 12 that Adonis in county

Daly is concentrated on their soil association No. 17, to a lesser

extent Nos. 18 anð, 27C with isolated oqcurrences on a number of

other associatíons.

Details of these associations are as follows:

(Relevant soil ùypes have been given in BLOCK)

No. 17 - Gently undulatÍng to flat; friable loamy soii-s as follows:

Extensive areas of LOAMY MALLEE ANd LOAMY RED-BROWN EARTH"

Minor components calcareous l-oam, CLAYEY RED-BROVíN EARTH

and dark brown cracking claY"



FIGURE 12. COUNTY DALY _ SOUTH AUS]RALIA

- The relationship between infestations of Adonis microcarprs and soiI associations.
Adapted lrom French, Matheson & Ctarke (1958)
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No. 18 - Gently undulating with deep grey timey soils as follows:

Very extensive areas of GREY MALLEE wj-th lesser areas of

LOAI4Y MÃLLEE or sha110w calcareous sand and in the south,

saline areas.

No. 27c - Sand ridges with alternate flats consisting of maj-lee

sand, LOAMY MALLEE and límited areas of RED-BROWN EARTH"

As ådonjs prefers heavier soj-ls, the l-imited distribution

on the association 27C ís due to it being eonfined to pockets of

heavier soi1s, i.e. loamy mallee or red-brown earth, amongst the

mallee sand.

llhere Adonis is found on lighter soil it' is far less aggressive

and usually consists of scattered plants or small patches, e.g. in

the Vlokurna area. Near south Hummocks (Hd' Kulpara Sn' 123) '

there is a distinct change in soil type in a paddoak which is worked'

as one unit. Ad.onis is Èhick in the southern part where the soil

is a loamy red-brown earth, but is very sparse towards the northern

end, where the soil is a sand,y mallee. To the west of WeeÈulta,

there is anoÈher distinct boundary where J-oamy soils meet sandy soils"

As the climatic criteria discussed earlier are all fulfilled

in County Daly, the distribution of Adonjs is almost entirely

dependent on soil type. Pockets of suitable soil amongst otherwise

unsuitable soil- types may account for isolated outbreaks" In other

cases, especialty at soil type boundaries, the contj-nual rej'nfestation of

unfavourable areas by contaminated farm machinery or stock moving

from more suitable soit types, gives an illusion that ådonls is

persisting.
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County Light

In the lower north as typified by County Light (fígure 13),

minimum winter t,emperatures may be a limiting factor on the eastern

boundary" The soil types have been shown and they are rather

different to those of CountY DalY"

In this county, Adonis is concentrated on soil association

124 and 24 wí|ujn lesser infestations on other associations. The

details of these are:

No. l2A - Gently to moderately undulating with long sJ.opes and

some open plains consisting of extensive areas of

CLAYEY RED-BROWN EARTH and l-imíted areas of dark brown

cracking c1ay, LOAMY RED-BROVIN EARTH, shallow

calcareous loam.

No. 24 - Gently undulating, moderate slopes, of very extensive

areas of d,ark brown cracking clay and limited areas

of LOAMY RED-BROWN EARTH, LOAMY MALLEE.

North of Freeling there is a large area of acid soils

qonsisting mainty of solodized solonetz" Adonis is not found

in these soils and the soil boundary is identical- to the infes-

taÈion boundary.

It is concluded that as in its natural habitat, Adonis prefers

neutral to alkaline soils of loamy or heavier texture especially

with free lime in Èhe top soíl.

4.44 Land Usage

In afl_ states Ad.onis is confined to the míxed farming zone

of cereals and wool. Throughout these areas the basic agricultural

pattern is rotational or lay farming. Tn general the rotations are

t
I

!



FIGURE 13 COUNTY LIGHT SOUTH AUSTRALIA

The retationship between infestations of Adonis microcarpui and soil associations
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between wheat, barley and anhual pastures. Fie1d peas or oats may

also be included. Adonis appears ín the fírst year of pasture following

cropping and witl persist in the pasture, usually increasing in

density, until the ground is cuttivated for a subsequent crop.

The relatively high fertílity and the friability of cereal paddocks

is a favourable environment for Adonis.

Whilst it flourishes most successfully on land periodi-cally

cultivateð,, Adonìs is also found on roadsides (both grad.ed and

ungraded) , along fencelines and, on v¡aste land. ln these situations,

however, the plants are usually subjected to various stresses, of

which low fertility would be Èhe most frequent. Vigour is impaired

and the pJ-ants are generally smaller, Iess branched, and forming

fewer flowers and less seed,.

The previous conìments are fel-t to be applícable for atl ådonjs

infestations but further details are not available for interstate

infestations. Vüithin South Australia, considerable information is

available about the details of land usaEe and in particular, crop

rotations. These are discussed, with respect to three main areas of

infestation - Yorke Peninsula, the Lower North and Eyre Peninsula.

In these three regions as in the other Adonis areas the

agricultural enterpri,ses have been basicatly cereals and sheep,

although changes to alternative crops and to cattle have been taking

place recently. Medics are the usual pasture legume, although

subterranean cl-over is found mixed with medic in parts of County

Light "

The length of rotation varies. On Yorke Peninsula in the

Ad.onis areas the rotation is typically on the heavier soils

Fal Iowrlwheat,/Pas tut e /BarLey,/PasÈure

or Pasture,/!vheat,/Pasture/Barley.

l
ì

!
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On lighter soil-s infested with Ädonis, rotations in common

use include

BarLey/Pasture

or lvheat,/Barley/Pasture

or the rotations given above (Vfebber and Matz , L97O) " In this area

stubble burnj-ng is considered to enhance germination of Adonis

(N. ¡tatz, pers. comm.). However this would be of minor importance

as this procedure is generally used only príor to sowing a cereal

in which the weed is readily controlled.

In the Lower North regions the rotations on heavier soils

are changing from

Fallow/lVheat

and. Fallow/Wheat,/Pasture

to longer rotations although a further change to lrlheatr/Pasture is becoming

apparent. on lighter soils the rotations resemble those of Yorke

Peninsula;

F a 1 low/Vühe at,/Pa s tu r e / Bar Ley,r'P a s ture

or Pasture/Wheat,/Pasture/Barl-ey

(Michelmore, 1970) .

on lower Eyre Peninsula (Bicknetl , I97O) a twe to Èhree-year

rotation is used, generally

Vühe at,/Bar1 ey/P a s ture

or Barleyr/Pasture.

In the Streaky Bay-Minnipa areas of upper Eyre Peninsula infested

with Adonis, a four-year or longer rotation is in use, although on

properties of higher fertility, shorter rotations may be used

(Holden, 1970).

In consid.ering the main areas of South Australia infested with

Adonis, a rather striking point emerges. The areas which have
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similar soiJ- types either currently follow or are changing to

rotations which require the soil to be worked at least once every

tr^ro years. It is notíceable that in the streaky Bay area longer

rotations have been practiced and in thís area Adonis, although

present for fifÈy years, does not cause any concern (T.R. Davidson,

pers. comm.).

It would thus appear that the use of, or the change to,

shorter rotations coupted with increased soil fertility are the

prime cause for the sudden increase in Adonis in these areas.

fhis is not surprising as one reason for the use of such rotations

is to encourage medics (WÌnn , 1965). As medics anð' Ailonis originate

from the same Mediterranean envíronment it would be expected thaÈ

conditions favouring one plant would also favour the other.

4.5 THE ÏNTRODUCT TON OF ADONTS INTO AUSTRALIA

It has previously been suggested that on taxonomic evidence

it is highly likely t.ha:- Adonjs found in Australia originated

from the V'lestern Mediterranean. With the eooperation of Mr"

Michael Yates of Arthur Yates & Co. Pty" Ltd., Seed Merchants,

evidence was obtained to lend further support to this hypothesis.

4.5L The Method. of rntroduction

In Europe Adonis,as well as being a component of the native

flora, is both an agriculÈural weed and a garden p1ant" Both these

situations could have had a bearing on the introduction of Adonis

to Australia, and in particular South Australia"

Many plants have been introduced into Australia accidentally"

Of those from the Mediterranean area, subterranean ctrover

(TrifoJ-ium subterraneum L.) and medics (Medicago ssçt") are examples
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of plants later found to be beneficial- " lvild Èurnip (Brassica

tournefortij Gaun.), and saffron thistle (Carthamus lanatus L.)

are examples of weeds (Meadley, 1965) "

Thqse plants were likely to have been pícked up in MedíÈerranean

ports contaminating fodder load.ed for feeding animals on the voyage

through the Suez Cana] and Indian Ocean, infesting animals coats'

or attached to sacking' crates and other ímported material"

Typícally, the spread, of such plants in Austrafía has been from

ports outward to the later developed areas.

As ådonjs is a weed of Mediterranean origin, this method of

introduction is a possíbility. Ho1aleveT, it is noticeable that

the species introduced in this way were natural-ízed at the time

the first Floras were compiled (e"g. Manson Bailey, 1899; Black,

1909; Ewart, 1909), but Adonis was not mentioned here"

I,Veeds have also been introduced as garden plants. Typicatly

these have not entered Australia direct from their original habiÈat,

but from those countries that were sources of Australian immigration"

For example, salvation Jane (Echium lgcopsis L"), although

originating from the Medíterranean was introduced into Australia

from England. Furthermore, the spread of such weed's is quite

different. The starting point of their movement is not confined

to ports, but to any locality where garden enthusiasts planted

them and then abandoned their cultivation" If conditions were

suitable, then the plant started to spread and soon it was considered

a weed. Safvation Jane is again a good example, spreading from the

introduction to the Albury area by Mr; Patterson in l-895 (Meadley'

1e65).

The earliest ïecord-s of Á.ilonis in this count,ry is that of

A. autumnalis , A. aest,ivalis and. A. vernal is gro'hring in various
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Botanic Gardens (see pa.ge 6). The f irst record from the f ielcl is
a specimen in the Sydney Herbarium (NSVí 51339) collected in the

Berrigal District, New South V,tal-es in October 1903. (Berrigal does

not exist and a later note on the sheet suggests that the location

is Berrygill, 33 miles north-east of Narrabri. Also see the footnoÈe

on page 61. ) Further reports from Goondiwindi, southern Queensland

in 1905 (NSvü 130000); Invere]l, october 1905 (NSW 51335); Moree,

October 1909 (NSVI 51324); V,Iarial-da, 1910 (NSVí 51328) and a number

dur:-ng L912, led the New SouÈh WaLes Government Botanist to hrarn

stockowners of the weed (Maiden, L9I2) " He d.rew attention to

reports of horses being poisoned, and \^rarned EhaE Adonjs was being

distribut.ed in chaff and dirty seed. A noteworthy point is that

he consid,ered that iÈ "probably escaped from gardens".

During this same period, Manson Bailey (1909) reported the

plant as having started to spread in the ,fimbour area on the Darling

Ðowns in Queensland. This region is adjacent to the north-western

slopes of New South lrfales.

By L942 AdonÍs had become well established on the north-west

and central-west slopes of New South Vrlales (Hurst , 19421 , and

reports continued to be received in Queensi-and where it was also

recorded. as a poisonous plant (We¡¡, L948) "

In recent years, specimens have been collected occasionally

from these areas t e.g. Narrabri, 1955 (NS!^t 5336) ; TamworÈh, l-955

(NSW 51337) ¡ Turrill, September, 1962 (Nsvü 63758), and parkes,

1963 (NSVú 63759) ¡ Pirrinuan, 1958 (BRI 15719) ; Allora, L962

(BRI 33483) etc. Apart from a passing note that it is a

poisonous planÈ (VlhiÈteÈ, 1968), no further references to Adonjs

in New South V'lales or Queensland have been located. It would appear

from this, as well as discussions with of f iqers of the New South V'ta1es
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Department of Agriculture thaÈ Adonjs is neither spreading' nor

causing any concern in its present localities in Nev\¡ South lrtales

or Queensland.

In Victorla, Adanis was noted by Ewart (1930) to be a garden

plant, but not naturalized. According to unpublished record.s of

the vermin and Noxious lleeds Destruction Board (vr.T" Parsons,

pers. comm"), the weed was noted at Rainbow in 1943, and has been

reported. from other centres in the wimmera since then. There

appears to have been no movement outside this area but withín Èhe

region it appears to be more common. This area has features, e.g.

soil type, rainfall and' land' use, similar tc the most heavily

infested Adonis areas of south Australia, although winter minimum

temperatures are somevthat lower.

A specimen Î¡¡as colfected from the western district at

"Lindsay" (homestead) 40 km north-east of Mt" Gambier (AD 95828049)

in 1945. However as no other reports have been received, it has

probably not persisted.. A similar case has occurred in the Port

MacDonnell district of south Austrafia, south of Mt. Gambier,

where it was reported to have been seen in the past but has since

died out (E.4. Milstead, pers, comm.). The whole region embracing

both these areas would not be considered suitable for Ädonis on

account of soil types and land usage.

The oùher occurrences in hlestern Australia and at Alice Springs

appear to be isolated occurrences and there are no reports of it

spreading. At Alice springs Adonis was noted to be adventive in

garden areas.

In South Australia Black (1940) also commented. that it is

"doubtless an escape from garden" . Furthermore, as in the other

States the earliest reports of Adonis in South Australia were away
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from the seaboafd. In chronological order they \^rere :

September 1915 Roseworthy

l9L7 Between Bi-yth and Clare

1924 Between Redhill and Snowtown

November L927 BetÌ^/een Sedan and Cambrai

September 1929

August 1939

October 1930

Sutherlands

Georgetown

Roseworthy AgriculturaL College.

These specimens are all in the collectíon of the late,f.M" Bl-ack

lodged in the State Herbarium, Ad,elaide. In his writings (B1ack,

I9I9, L924, 1940) Black always listed the 1917 specimen from

"bethreen Blyth and Clare" as the first record, but the Roseworthy

specimen is quite plaínly Adonis and is clearly marked with the

date.

Enquiries of seed merchanÈs revealed thaÈ at least one firm

did handle the seed. According to their Flower Catalogue of 1905,

Arthur Yates & Co. Pty. Ltd. were offering seed of "Adonis aestivaJ-is

(Flos Adonis), hardy annual-, very pretty border planÈ" at 3d, per

packet. The firm has advised (M. Yates, pers. comm,) tfrat although

it is not certain, the seed was probably offered for safe in the

l-ate 1880's or early 'níneties. Apparently the seed sold poorly,

and in l-ine with the policy of continual- revision of their seed

catalogues, the company withdrew it aÈ some dat,e after 1905. The

year in which the seed was withd.rawn is unknown, but enquiries in

the retail trade indicate that this must be at least fifty years ago.

The firm offered this seed. throughouÈ Australia and, although

enquiries were fruítless, it is probable that other businesses

were also offering it.
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Taking all the above into consideration it is conclud.ed. that

Adonis was deliberately introduced into Australia for hortj.cultural

purposes in the years between 1880 and L92O.

4.52 The Origin of the Australian Material

4.52l- Morpholoqical- Evidence

It was suggested in the previous Chapter that the Australian

material was very similar in appearance to examples of å. microcarpus

DC. from the western Mediterranean, in particular France and Spain"

Therefore, if there has been litt1e or no genetic shift away from the

originally introduced type, ít is reasonable to assume, on morphological

grounds, that the Austral-ian material is of French origin.

4.522 Evidence from Commerce

Enquiries by this author revealed that only one of the present

seed firms is definitely known to have handled the seed (Arthur

Yates & Co. Pty. Ltd.). A senior member of the firm kindly supplied

the following information (M. yates, pers" comm"). The seed offered

for sale in Australia was obtained. from the parent company, Samuel

Yates, of Manchester. He in turn probably bought the seed from a

Continental merchant.

Mr. Yates forwarded, a copy of the 1912 edition of ALbum de

Cliches, a seed catalogue produced by Messrs" Vilmorin-Andrieux et,

Cie. the well-known seed merchants of Paris. Both "AdonÍs aestival-is"

and ".Adonis autumnafis" were offered each at three francs or two

shillings and sixpence for a quantity (not specified). These names

are very unreliable, but the picture of A. aesÈjyaJjs in the catalogue

resembles Australian material more than the other does. It was

offered in Australia as "Adonis aestivaJ-is" as mentioned above.
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Ho\dever, because a símilar plant was called Flos Adonis in Great

Britain, this common name was added in the Australian catalogue. Flos

Adonis, hovrever, is an accepted British common name for å. annuus.

Thus it is concluded that incorrectly named seed of A. microcarpus

from France was introduced into Australia as .4. aestivalis.

Furthermore there was confusion between Ä " aestiva-Zis and .4. annuus"

It, is suggested that the error escaped attention because of the

unfamiliarity of Australian botanists with the genus as discussed in

the previous Chapter.

4.6 THE SPREAD OF åDOTVTS ]N AUSTRALIA

From information obtained by personal observation, communicatíon

with fandhold.ers and from the titerature, the introduction and spread

of Adonis in South Austraf ia \^ras reconstructed.

By consideration of past and current means of dispersal and

the environmental- features limiting the distribution of Adonis, an

assessment was made of the potential threat of Adonis invasion into

areas currently free of it.

Two distinct phases may be seen in the spread of Adonìs within

South AusÈral-ia in particular and within Australia in general. For

simplicity Èhey will be referred to as primary and secondary stages,

respectively. The primary stage finished about fifty years ago, but

secondary spreading is still proceeding, alÈhough as wí11 be discussed,

ít probably reached its peak about 1965 to 1970.

4.6I Primary Spread

As was shown earlier, Adonis seed was offered for sale as a

garden plant about the turn of the century" It is thought that it

was offered for sale throughout Australia (M. Yates, pers. comm.).
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As far as South Australia is concerned, it was probably available

widely. No records exist of ít being wideiy grou/n in the metropolitan

area of Adelaide although this is likely. It is still grown in the

Botanic Gardens and also from time to time in the grounds of

Vlilderness College, Medindie (G.8. Baldwin, pers. comm') , so iÈs

cultivation is quíte possible. However' environmental conditions

are not suitable for Èhe plants persistence close to Adelaide.

It would have been planted around farm homesteads at the

same time. There are personal recollections of cases at Palmer

(V. fichler, pers. conm.) and Balgowan (unpubl" report S.A. Dept.

Agric.). Also a number of abandoned homesteads still with ådonjs

growing in their deretict gardens have been seen by this author

near Truro (plate 12) and near Stansburyr and by other reliable

observers on Eyre Peninsula in the Mt. Hope area (c.n. Alcock,

pers. comm.), and at Nund,roo (s.¡. Garrick' pers. comm')'

primary spread was thus the movement of seed over vast

distances for commeroial purposes. The origin was the !ìtarehouse

to which the seed, \¡Ias imported and the lines of spread were the

commercial network of seed merchantsr nurserymen and, the like.

Originally there would have been no ecologícal límits to the distribution"

When this phase ended, i.e. the seed was removed from the market'

then .Adonjs would disappear under the inÈensive workings of a home

garden. on farms Adonis persisted because spe4king generally many

such gardens are far less intensively worked than those in Èowns and

cit,ies. Hence, plants are permitted to germinate and grow as they

are able. If the environment favours the pl-ant then it will flourish,

if the conditions are not suitable then Adonis would die out"



PLATE 12 A. microcar7us sPreading from an

aband.oned homestead, Truro S'A'
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4.62 Secondary SBread

It is a feature of the primary spread that the limits of the

distribution were reached during that stage. Thus in Queensland

and New south waLes t Adonis is stj-I1 confined to the original

locations on the Dartíng Dovtns and the western slopes. Símilarly,

in victoria the plant is becoming more common in the wimmera, but

not beyond.

The same applies in south Australia. Bearing in mind that the

plant is only reported when it is causing concern' i'e' not when

it is first noÈiced which in turn can be some years after it actually

occutrs there for the first time, Adonis has not spread beyond those

areas from which it was reported by I94O (see Figure 14) '

Secondaryspread,thereforeistheincreaseinfrequencyof

Adonis in those areas to which it moved during the earlier stage of

primary spread.

Thisplantwasconfined'tothegardensandadjacentareasfor

about forty years for two reasons. The gardens and adjacent areas

were tended and. kept in order and also the surrounding paddocks

away from the immediate house area were relatively infertíle '

During the tforties and 'fifties, there \^tas a general rise in

fertility. This can be shown in the foltowing table of average wheat

yield in South AustraLia"

south Australia - Average wheat Yield for the Five seasons Ending

Lg36-37 663 kg/ha

Lg46-47 818 kg,/ha

Ls56-57 L44L kq/ha

Lg66-67 I22I kg/ha

(Adapted from figures published by the Bureau of Census and Statistics

1960,1969)
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vühilst improved wheat varieties would account for some of the

increase, it is accepted that the rising level of fertility is the

main factor (see Donald, 1964).

Furthermore, during this period the íncreasing rural prosperity

enabted landhol-ders to abandon old homesteads and build new houses'

The amalgamation of holdings rendered houses redundant and these

hrere also abandoned..

This author has found Èhat all infestations of Adonis ate

related. to a homestead, usually abandoned, a ruin or a site of a

former homestead. In the case where this refationship has not been

proven, it is strongly suspected that it actually exists, but has

not or cannot be shown at this distance in time '

The houses and surrounding gardens became derelict and Adonis,

among other things, gre\^r freely" During the 'fifties and early 'sixties

there r^tas an economic incentive to increase cereal production' A

targe increase occurred in the traditional cereal areas, although the

greatest increase5 were recorded in the south-east and on Eyre

peninsula, as is shown in the following table for wheat.

Area Sown for Vlheat Grain in South Australia

1956-57 to 1966-67

Statístical
Dívision

l_9s6-57
ha

L966-67
ha

Increase

Central

Lol^ter North

Upper North

South Eastern

Vfesteln

Murray Mallee

Other

93 ,000

141 , oo0

37 ,000

I ,000

195 , O0o

98 ,000

l_67 ,000

246,OOO

7 3 ,000

26,0OO

500 , o0o

i_76 , o0o

ne91ígible

792

752

988

225*

I56%

818

576 , oo0 I ,185 ,0oo* 106aToÈal S.A.

* Discrepancy from sum of figures shown due to rounding (adapted from
figures published by the Bureau of Census and Statistics 1960, 1969)'

Ilnderlíned divisions are those mainly infested with Adonjs.
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In the undeveloped areas land was cleared¡ and in the south-east

land use was changed. In Èhe traditional cereal areasu derelict

homesteads and the unused waste land around them \¡Iere seen as potential

cereal cropping areas. OId fences were dismantled and j"n many Çases

the ruins removed.

In any event, the old gardens, yards and horse paddocks became

incorporated wíth adjacenÈ paddocks. Cultivating machinery and

animals then moved the plant throughout these pad.docks and eventually

over the whoie farming unit, including properties some distance away

which were \^rorked by the same contaminated. machinery or to which stock

from affected areas were taken"

The mature achenes are rather heavy (3 mg being a mean figure)

and, movement by wind or water over long d.istances would be negligible.

The achenes however do cling to fleece and are carried in soiL

adhering to cultivation machinery.

It is noteworthy that boundary lines less líkely to be crossed

by sÈock or machinery, e"g. the Nuriootpa road and the Main North

Road near Roeeworùhy, are bcundaries of the infestation. The

Roseworthy area also provides an interesting example of secondary

spread,. Recent amaj-gamatÍon of propertíes due to the expansion of

activities of one landholding company has led to a massive increase

in .ådonis ín the area.

Fertility is stii-l increasing and the cleari-ng of old ruins

continues. Combined with property amalgamatJ-on, the weed appears

to be actíve1y spreading. Naturally, this concerns all involved in

weed, control, but Adonis wii-l only spread (or persist) up to Èhe

linits of its distribuÈion as defined previously.
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4.63 Future Spread - The Potential fot AdonÍs

Should control measures be neglected, ít is reasonable to expect

that the secondary spread of .Adonis should continue. Ultimately

Adonis would extend to its ecological limits" However, unless an

isolated area, ecologically favourable buÈ hitherto free of the

weed becomes infested, only the currently infested area will be

expanded. In other words, as primary spread has ceased, it is

highly unlikely that it will appear in regions where it has not

appeared so far.

Thus in the Roseworthy, Freeling and Kapunda district or the

Paskeville, Kulpara and Bute district, for example, it would be

expected, to become distributed throughout the respecÈive regions.

The only places 1ike1y to remain free of Adonis would be non-arable

patches, depressions subject to prolonged waterlogging and pockets

of very sandy or otherwise unsuitable soil-,

But in other apparently suítable areas such as the vicinity

of Crystal Brook, as it has not already appeared it will probably

never become established. And similarl-y, infestation ís unlikely

in favourable parts of the tpp.t south:east, for example, near

Keith.

It is concluded that ådonjs in South Australia will probably not

extend very far beyond. its present range but it will increase in

density in many places at present only lightly infested. Such areas

are those between current infestations on Yorke Peninsula and in

the lower and mid-north where considerable areas free or only lightly

infested with ådonjs are found well within the exísting limits of

the range.

The following estimates are derived from relevant statistics

in Èhe South Australian Year Book and calculatíons by the author.
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Fourteen percent of the state lies between the 250 and 500 mm

isohyets. This is equivalent to around 15 m hectares' In at

least two-thirds of this area minimum winter temperatures would

be unfavourably low. Soil types and land usage would be suitable

in only about one-twentieth of the remainder, leaving about

25O,OOO hectares which potentially could become infested with

Adonis.

At present the areas known to be Ínfested with ådonjs are

estimated from the writer's records as follows:

County Area

Light 12,000 hectares

DaIY 30,000 hectares

Fergusson 15 1000 hectares

other Northern 21000 hecÈares

EYre Peninsula 21000 hectares

Other I '000 hectares

Totaf 62,OOO hectares

It is estimated that about one-quarter of the total area

likely to be infested with the Ad.onis already has the weed" If'

as suggested above, infestation would be unlikely in oÈherwise

suitable areas isolated from the current range¡ then the potential

distribution is reduced to about I5O,O0O hectares. Even at this

figure, there is obviously considerabte scope for expansion"

However, should control measures as outlined in chapter 6 be strin-

gently carried out, any further increase could be eliminated and the

edges of the current range be the limits from which the weed is

methodically reversed in the future.
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CHAPTER 5

THE BIOLOGY OF ADONTS

5.I INTRODUCTION

In the course of the work reported j-n this thesj-s some

experiments were performed and. a number of observations made on

various aspects of the biology of. Ad.onis mÍctocarpus " The study

of germination in the laboratory, although carried out over five

years, was unsuccessful. However, studies of the place of' AdOnis

in annual pagtures were undertaken wíth some success '

5.2 MORPHOLOGY

Observations on the morphology of. Adonis mictocaxpu.s have

already been made in Chapter 3 in connection with the taxonomy"

this plant has consid.erable plasticity in its morphology which

has caused it to be separated unnecessarily into several species.

The following comparison is , given between plant characteristj-cs

as observed on plants from favoured environments and those from

less favourable situations. Such a comparison ís only relative and

there is a constant grad.aÈion between these extremes.

A favoured environment in the South Australian context would

be a site on a loamy red-brown earth (or heavier) which, from

past superphosphate applications, would have reached a high level

of fertility. Typicatly, this would be at leasÈ I tonneThectare

over the preceedíng ten years. The site would receive at least the

equivalent of 4OO mm annual rainfall, either directly or from runoff"

However, the soil mUst be well- drained as it is observed that the

plant is very sensitive to waterlogging. (There is a sharp decrease

in plant heighÈ añd general vigour along a line from a well-drained

position to the edge of a waterlogged depression")
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A harsh environment for Adonis would lack the rainfall, soil

fertility, soil depth or drainage or a combination of these factors.

If the soil type is not suitable, this in itself would be an

adverse environment leading to sub-optimum development of the plant"

The following table sunmarizes the differences that have been

noted by the writer during the course of this study-

Plant Character Environment

Favourable Harsh

Vegetative

Height

Stem branching

Colour

Leaf segments

Flowers

Number

Petal number

Petal colour

Black spot

PeÈaf shape

Achenes

Length

Ornamentation

Crest teeth

TalI - to 60 cm

Profuse

Bright yeIlow-green

Long-to5mm

Many - ) r,

I

Crimson

\
Large I I.5 cm diam.

Obovate

To 3.5 mm or longer

Distinct

Usually right around

Short - to 30 cm

Sparse

DulI green

Short-to3mm

Few

5-6

Scarlet

small ( r.S cm diam.

Obovate-lanceolate

Rare1y longer than 3 mm

Obscure

Rud.imentary

The reader is referred back to Plates 5, 6 and 7 where some

of these features: are illustrated and may be compared.
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5.3 ECOLOGY

In the previous Chapter, Adonis mÍcrocarpus vlas shown in

detail to be a weedy component of annual pastures in part of the

South Australian,cereal be1t. Details of climatic' edaphic and

land use factors influencing the distribution of the plant were

given. The following studies were carried out to investigate the

place of ådonis within a particular plant community. rhis was a

pasture at a site typical of much of the area infested with Adonis.

5.31 Materials and Methods

This work was carried out in 1970 and 1971 at a site 10 km

north:east of Arthurton (Co. Daly, Hd. Tiparra sn. 40I). rn 1970

the area was in,pasture and, in 1971 it was sown to wheat. The soil

type was a loamy red-brown earth typical of Yorke Peninsula, which

has been described ín detail by French et a7. (1968). The top 10

cm of this soil is a brown loam with slight traces of lime, overlying

about l0 cm of red-brown friable clay which overlies a lighter

reddish-brown friable c1ay. This paddock is highly productive which

is typical of these soils when well-managed. The average annual

rainfall at the site is approximately 400 mm. The land use is rotated

between wheat, barley and pasture, which is grazed by both sheep

and. cattle.

In 1970, five fixed quad,rats were placed in the pasture and' the

numbers of. Adonis, çfrass, medic (Medicago sPp.), soursob (OxaTis

pes-caprae) and other plants recorded from ,fune 1 to October 27.

The size of each quadrat was 46 cm x 36 cm.

rn 1971 when ground preparation prior to sowing had commenced,

a strip received the first cultivation in February !97I, but subse-

quently reeeived no further treatment: This was,termed "early
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cultivation". Adjacent to this stríp, a second strip was,prepared

in exactly the same manner as the rest of the paddock. However,

during sowing the machinery passed along the strip but no seed. was

so\^tn. This t'late cultivation" took place on ,June 14. fn the crop

sown adjacent to this sÈripr ân area of similar d,imensionq to the

previous strips was delineated. The areas were approximately

20 m x 3.5 m. On August 18, two metre line transects (six per

treatment) were taken randomly across each treatment area. the

transects were at right-angles to the direction of ground preparation

and sowing. The numbers of each species of plants touched by the

transect hrere counted and other observations of ground cover and

plant layers were made.

5.32 Resul-ts and Observations

5.32L 1970 Experiment

Seasonal conditions in 1970 slightly favoured medic arowth

over that of Adonis. This is discussed in detail in the next Chapter.

The plant numbers recorded at the respective dates are shown in

Table 2, together with the rainfall- recorded by the property ourner

at a point about 400 m distant.

On June 1, when observations commenced, Adonis was at 4-5 leaf

stage, medic at 1-4 leaf stage, grasses al 2-4 leaf stage, and sour-

sobs had up to 10 leaves.

5.322 1971 Experiment

The average number of each species and the proportion of the

plant poBulation intercepted by the transects taken in 1971 are

shown in Table 3. For the transects taken in the wheat crop, the

proportions have been shown as pereentages of weedy species j-ntercepted
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TABLE 2

COMPOSITTON OF AN ANNUAL PASTURE AT ARTHURTONCHANGES IN T¡fE

S.A. DURTNG THE GROVIING SEASON OF 1970

Date No. of plants,/quadrat (av. of 5 reps.)

Adonis Medic Soursob Grass Other Total
Rainfall since
previous count

(mm)

i;

I

I .vr .70

16 .Vf .70

30.vr.70

28.Vrr.70

12 .VIII .70

27 "Vfir.70

9 . rx.70

28.rX.70

13 . X.70

27.X.70

r05 23 2.4 4.5

7I 15.6 2.O 8.0

97 35 2 "6 r2.4

77 3I 2.6 r3.8

69 37 2.6 L4.6

53 2.4 r2.8

135 34r,

99 37

L54 I9

128 L7

L27 I2

140 39

105 19

83

45

4"2

0

2.4

7.2

4"O

4.O

6.4

3.0

3"4

L.4

r.4

65

5T 4T 2.4 8"6

37 36 1.6 5.4

r5.8 2r 0.6 6"6

57

L3.7 r9.8 0 38

2

T

* Since May t, but only 5 mm fell after May i"7.

and also as percentages of all species intercepted, i.e. including

wheat plants.

In the "early cultivation" treaÈment a few scattered plants

of three other species, not intercepted by any of the transeets,

were noted. These were .gonchus ol-etaceus, SteJ-J-arÍa medja and

Sisgnbrium sp.

On the same day the vertical structures of the populations

were also examined.. In both the "early cul-Èivation" and "l'r¡heat

crop' treatments, the various layers or storeys \^lefe quÍte d,istinct

and. the approximate range of height for each storey was found by
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TABLE 3

ARTHURTON 197I
EFFECTS OF CULTURÀT TREATMENTS ON THE COMPOS ITION,OF Ptl\NT POPULATIONS

Species

Broadleafed sPecies

Adonis microcarPus

Atctotheca caJ-enduLa

BugTossoides atvense

Erodium sP.

Lamium amPlexicaule

Medicago minima

Medicago PolgmotPha

OxaLis pes-caPtae

Papaver hgbtidum

PoTggonum aviculate

GrassY S

Avena sPP.

Lolium rigidum

Triticum aestivaJ-ís

Early Cultivation
Plant No. Z

Late Cultivation
Plant No.

1.0

o.7

L7 .3

llheat CroP

Plant No. t*

0.52L.O

0.3

1.0

r.5
o.2

e.7

7"2

6"3

8.2

L4.7

30.2

0.5

L.4

2.2

0.2

L2.5

10 .3

9.r
0

0

3.4

0

2.3

0

59 .3

0

0

4.6

4.6

4.O

5.7

16 .0

0

r.5

4.5

z

.0

1"8

o"2

L2 "O

4-7

0

L4.7

0

42.2

0

0

10 .6

9"4

17 .4

1"6

%**

2.2

0

6.6

0

19 .8

0

0

L5.2

4.4

8.1

0

0"8

52.9

1.3

1.3

L.2

r.7
4.7

z

Ho
o\

I
I

0rt .8
2L.2

0

* v'teedy species onlY. ?t* All species, i.e. including wheat plants"

100

100
Total (excl. croP)*

(incl. croP) **
69. r 100 29.2 r00 ro.7

22 "7
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measuring the upper and lower limÍts of each sÈorey at twenty

random sites in each treatment. There \^Ias some overlap but the

findings are summarised as follows:

Layer Height range (approx.) Species Present

"ear1y cultivation'1

Upper storeY 20-30 cm Adonis, Erodium, Lamium,

Medicago sPP" LoLium, Avena

spp.

AtctoÈheca, BugTossoìdes,

OxaJis

,'I
[{
ìrl
,.ì'

I

Lower storey 10-15 cm

"late cultivations"

Plants forming less than 5ot ground cover. No vertical structure.

ttwheat cropt'

Upper storeY 30 cm Triticum

Middle storey 10-20 cm BugTossoides, Lamium,

Polggonum, LoJium

Lower storey Below I0 cm Adonis, Oxal-is, PaPavet

I

5.33 Discussion

From the plant counts given in Table 2, the gernination pattern

of the sward, may be reconstructed. The first substantial rain fell

on April g. (L4 mm), but consistent rain did not start until April 23,

and, between then and May 17, apart from one rainless period of five

d,ays, rain fell every third day or sooner yielding 44 mm in 24 days.

This caused the first germination.

In the first half of ,fune further substantiat rain fell which!
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\¡/as evenly distributed throughout the period. This caused a second

germination which is reflected in the increase in alt species between

June 16 and ,fune 30.

During ,July and the first part of August, the sward showed

visual symptons of drought stress. Good rain fel-l in the l-atter

part of August which produced a further germÍnation of medíc but not

of. Adonis. There was a sharp rise in the number of "other" species,

the increase being mainly due to a germination of wireweed

(PoJggonum avicuTare). This germination flush in late August

occurred at the same time as the Adonis came into fulI flower"

The spring flush of medic arowth commenced at the time that

the ådonis began Èo senesce in late August and, during September. The

plots appeared mediodominant during this period.

The results suggest that as with many annuals there is a

seasonal limitation to the germination of Adonis and a further

experiment to confirm this observation is reported below in Section

5.4L2.

The passage of the season (rabte Z) and different cultural

treatments (rabte 3) have marked effects on the composition of

an ådonis infested sward.

During the season there \^ras a continual

Adonis but a rise in the proportion of medic

falf in the proportion of

in the sward as follows:

78

Medic L7

ùttl
,T

t
Ì

27 -X.

36

t

2924

5460

23

63

L6

72

474320

35454946

38

13"X.28 " rX,9.IX.27 "Vr.rr. "12.Vrtr.28.VITT.30.vr.t6.vr.I.VT.

(t'igures shown are percentage of total number of plants per quadrat.)

52
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For this situation, at least, a shortened. season would favour

Ad.onis as it both dominates the sward and flowers earlier than the

desirable medic. A number of early-finishing seasons coinciding

with pasture years of the rotation could result in permanent Adonis

dominance.

Cultivation prior to sowing a crop is an effective control of

A¿onis, and as only little germination occurs after the time of final

working, the proportion of. Adonjs is drastically reduced. According

to the counts shown in Table 3, all medics were eliminated, but

this is not relevant in the cropping year. It is noted. that two

prominent cereal weeds, dead.nettle (Lamium amplexicauJe) and

sheepweed (Buglosscides arvense) dominate the plant populations

after a late cultivation. In a crop the proportion of sheepweed'

increases even further which suggests that it tolerates competition

better Èhan other species.

The compositions of Èhe several storeys in the respective

populations support the common observation that Adonis does not

tolerate competition from a crop. In Èhe pasture '("early") it

forms part of the upper storey being equal and greater in height

to deadnettfe and sheepweed, respectively, but in the crop both

species are taller than Adonis. These factors explain why cropping

is such an effective method of controlling Adonis "

5.4 GERMTNATION

The germination of many species of the Family Ranuncul-aceae

has been studied over many years and there is a substantial literature

on the subject. Much information is readily available for a number of

weed,y species (Andersen, 1968), and in the case of the many ornamental

annuals of the family, germination testing is a routine commercial
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procedure (Arthur Yates & Co. Pty. Ltd. - pers" comm.).

Hovrever, there is no published information on the germinat,ion

of annual species of Àdonjs. It is a common feature of germination

patterns of the perennial species of Adonis and of related genera

that a period of strat,ification is required (Crocker and Barton,

19s3).

The germination of Adonis microcaxpus \^ras investigated in the

fietd and the laboratory.

5.4I Field Studies

Apart fron field data obtained at Arthurton in L970 t and presented

in Table 2, iuwo experiments were carried out ín the grounds of the

Northfield Research Laboratories. one in 1971 investigated the effect

of achene burial and the other in 1973 was intended to test the

conclusions from the Arthurton observatíons of 1970.

5"4I1 Effects of Achene Burial

A number of plastic pots (approx" 30 cm diameter) were fitted

with soil taken from the laboratory grounds (red-brown clay loam)

and sunk into the ground so that the soil surface in the pots was

level to that of the surrounding soil " Fífty achenes were scattered

evenly over the area of each pot at the following depths: on the

surface, 1.5 cm, 2.5 cm and 5 cm below the surface.

The surface soil was replaced over the buried achenes. Apart

from ådonjs seedtings, the soil surface v¡as kept bare" There were

four replicates.

The experiment, was set up on May 4 , I97l before the first rains.

On June 15, the nu¡nber .of emerged plants were counted.
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The average number of plants per pot $Iere as follows:

Surface 2.5 a

1.5 cm 1.5 a

2.5 cm 2O.0 b

5 cm 17.3 b

(Values bearing different letters differ at the 0.lt level - Duncanrs

multiple range test.)

At first glance it would appear that the soil surface is unfavourable

for germination but the process is facilítated by achene burial perhaps

because of the greater water stress near the surface or the deleterious

effects of high temperatures at the soil- surface or possibly because of

light. Hohrever, in undisturbed situations there are no mechanisms for

achene burial either by the ptant itself, as with Trifofium subtexraneum,

the fruiting bodies themselves, as with Hordeum Jepoxinum, or by

external agents.

In this experiment the ground surface was kept bare but in the

field there is usually a ground cover of stubble and plant,residues

which protects the surface. It has been noticed that germination is

always prolific in a stubble paddock and particularly in patches of

dense stubble.

5 "4l-2 Seasonal Limitations to Germination

The data presented in Table 2 suggested thaÈ Adonis did not

germinate after mid-,Tune, although conditions two months later

favoured a germination of other species.

At the Northfield Research Laboratories, 25 achenes were

placed 2.5 cm below the surface in each of six plastic pots approx.

30 x 22 cm. The experiment was seÈ up in early April 1973 and the

first plants emerged after May 1. Other species that emerged were not
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previous experiment).

The numbers of AcLon:LË plants in each pot, were counted- at,
frequent intervals. A cl-ecrease from the previous count
inclicatecl pla,nt, mort,ality and- a subsequent increase inclicated-
f urther germination. The count,s were as f ollous:

Date Pots

I 3 4 652

I .V.73

l_5 .v.73

22.V.73

29.V.73

5.Vr.73

13 .Vr " 73

20 .vr.73

27 .Vf .73

3.Vrr.73

10 "vrr .73

17 .Vrr.73

24 "Vfr.73

10

I

I

2

2

2

5

5

5

5

4

4

2

3

2

0

T

2

2

2

2

2

I

I

9

5

5

2

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

1

6

2

3

2

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Germination was almost conÈinuous between early May and mid-June,

with new seedlíngs emerging even as others succumbed to competition from

other specíes. But as in the 1970 results, germination ceased after

mid-,fune although weather conditions appeared to be as favourable as

previously.

The subject of germination is so complicated that on the strength

of these meagre results it would be hazardous to suggest reasons for

this phenomenon. However, the results suggest that the germination of

Ad.onÍs microcatpus in South Australía is confined to the period

between the opening rains and mid-,fune.
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5 "4I3 Germination Percentage

Analysis of the 1971 and 1973 figures reveal that at 2.5 cm

depth (apparently the optimum), maximum germination figures

obtained were 23:50 sown (1971) and 13:25 (L973), which is 46t and

523 respectively. However, averaging alt figures for this depth

over the two experiments the figure drops to 35.28. This figure

is similar to germination percentåges obtained with a number of

weedy species of, Anemone and Ranuncul-us (Andersen, 1968).

5 "42 LaboraÈory Studies

Several germination tests were conducted as follows. Achenes

were collected. from fully mature spikes and from off the ground at

Roseworthy in the summers of 1968-9 and 1970-I. Initially

germination l,ì¡as attempted without removing the seed from the

achene but as Èhis was completely unsuccessful, and as it was

noted that during autumn the achene split in the field, ít was

decided to only use seed. Achenes v¡ere crushed, by hand and the

seeds removed. Damaged seeds were rejected" The standard

treatment was Èo apply the given treatment to two replicates of

each of I00 seeds.

(a)

(b)

The treatments used have included

constant temperatures; lOoC, 2Ooc,

Alternating temperatures ¡ 3Ol5oC,

2o/Looc, rslsoc.

3ooc.

3o/Looc, 3o/r5oc, 2o/5oc,

(c) Various light regimes; total darkness, I2/L2 hours, continual

tight.

(d) Vletting and drying cycles'' e.g. weÈ every three days' allow

to dry out between treatments.

(e) Stratification - up to 14 days at 2oC.
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(f) Gibberellic acidi 50, I00 and 200 ppm.

(S) Potassium nitrate, 0.01 M"

(h) Thiourea, 0.0I M.

(The light and. temperature regimes \^Iere established with a laboratory

germination cabinet;)

The substrates used were either Whatmanls filter Paper, blotting

paper or paper tissues in petrie dishes and plastic trays. More

recent tests have been carried out on a sand substrate in paper cups.

No seeds germinated under any treatment except that one seed

germínated Ín each of the fotlowing t a 2O/5oC and L2/I2 hour 1i9ht,/-

dark regime and pretreatment with 200 ppm gibberetic acid. On the

basis of published data on related genera (Andersen, 1968) these

two treatments would be expected to succeed. simllarly, the

stratification techniques used commercially by seed companies on

domesticated species of the RanuncuTaecae $tere expected to be

effective. The resufts are disappointing but work on this matÈer

is being continued by the author.
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CHAPTER 6

THE CONTROL OF AÐONTS TN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 2 E:ne nature oî. Ad.onis as a weed and measures

recommended for its control were reviewed. The annual species

recorded as weeds in Europe, Israel and North America are 'å ' annpus t

A. aestiva-ljs and A. flammeus. Apart from this country Adonis

microcarpUs is not recorded anlnuhere as a weed. Furthermore,

overseas .Adonis spp. are crop \^Ieeds. In Australia, it is

insignificant in crops but serious in the pasture phase of the rotation"

The problems causeð, by Adonis and the reasons for the differences

in the nature of the Australian problem are discussed in this Chapter'

Experíments to esùabfish control procedures are described and pracÈical

recommendations are given.

6"2 THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

In Australia, Ad.onis mictocaJ^pus is found in situations which

are one of three basic types - crops, pastures and vtaste places.

Ad.onis occasionally appears in a crop, but is usually a weed of pasture'

It \4ri1l invade waste places t e.9. roadsides , fencelines etc . if

it is thick enough in the adjacent area.

The general absence of Adonjs in crops is due to the relatively

short period of germination of the weed, as well as the faster upward

growth of a vigorous cereal plant. As shown in the last chapter the

period of germination is from the seasonal break to mid- or late June.

This is the period of seedbed preparation for the subsequent crop'

Thus, as Ad.onis emerges it is killed in the following cultivation'

By the time soil workings have ceased, germination is almost complete.

lvhere Ad,onis is seen in a crop, this has resulted from inadequate
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seedbed preparation. This situation may arise íf

(a) the cultivation techniques are not effective, or

(b) there has not been a sufficient number of cultivations prior

to sowing, i.e. in an "earlY" croP.

The former has been seen by the author on northern Yorke Peninsula

and the latÈer has been reported from southern Yorke Peninsula

(D. Cooper, pers. comm.). Adonis has al-so been reported as a crop

weed in the Pa1mer area on the Murray Plains (D' Curtis, Pers. comm.).

This area has very cold winters during which crops grow very slowly.

Ad.onis on the other hand does not appear to be as sensitive Èo the

cold and grolvs more rapidly. During the cold period Èhe weed gains

a competitive advantage which continues to favour it when temperatures

rise in the Spring.

Even where Adonis emerges in a crop it usually cannot compete

successfully as the cereal crop elongates and shades the Adonls.

V,lhere the crop is less dense as on lighter soils or around' the edges

of crops, shading is leçs effective and the weed persists. Even so

it will elongate and become very spindly due to light competition"

In many cases the cereal crop will be sprayed with herbicides to

control other hleeds (see CaÈt, Ig73), and this treatment will impose

further stress on the weed. VliÈh all these checks Adonis is not a

problem in crops.

In the pasture phase of the rotations used in the wheatr/sheep

zone of South Austral-ia, Ad.onis is a very serious problem in some

years, as shown in Plate f3. In a season which is colloquially

known as rra good medic yearrr, it is generally not a problem. In such

a year there is a sharp break to the season, usually relativefy early,

which produces a heavy germination of medic. Vlhen consistent rains

follow the break the medic plants quickly spread to cover the ground'



PLATE 13: A severe infestation of A microcatpus
in a medic pasture' near Arthurton S.A.
Spring 1968
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Adonis cannot conpete against such intense competition and appears as

scattered plants amongst the medic or as patches where the medic is

less dense. During the period of this study the 1968 and 1973

seasons typified Èhe situation described here. The 1970 season was

somewhat similar but the effects r^rere not as clearly delineated as

in the above-mentioned years.

In other years, which are more typical, a favourable seasonal

break as described above is not obtained. Medic germínation is

typically poor and patchy, which favours Adonis. The weed grows

vigorously and may crowd out such medic as is present. This happened

in 1969, l97L and, to a lesser extent, in 1972.

In pasÈures the problem caused by this weed, has two aspects-

Firstly, it crowds ouÈ medics causing a reduction in vegetative

matter (i.e. feed) and consequently a reduction in seed set which

has repercussions in subsequent seasons. Throughout the area infested

with Adonis the practice of regularly sowing a legume during the

pasture phase ís not common. The establishment of a pasture is left

to those seed reserves remaining from previous pasture years " Vühere

seasonal cond.itions favour an aggressive weed, the med,ic component

may be almost eliminated.

The medic species commonly found in the affected areas mature

later than ådonis. After the weed has reached its maximum development

at abouÈ flowering, the medic is able to take advantage of the gaps

ín the canopy caused by senescence of the weed to spread, flower

and produce seed.. But in a season which ends abruptly this later

development is very restrícted or does not occur at all (e.g. 1967)

,'t
riT

,,';

i

!
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and little or no medic seed. is added to the soil reserves.

Secondly , Ad.onis is poisonous to non-ruminants. In the

eastern States , Adonis was initial-Iy recognised as a weed because

of its toxicity to horses (Maiden, :-gI2) . More recently, Adonis

was recorded as being responsible for the death of pigs near Kadina,

South Australia, which had been fed hammer-milled hay containing

mature Adonis (unpub. report, S.A. Ðept. Agric.) .

The effects on horses is no longer important, but the danger

of contaminated hay or hay products being used as pig or'poultry

feed is sti1l relevant.

sheep and cattle avoid the plant when grazing. occasionally

ptants are seen that have been browsed (usually when lambs or

weaners are present) but no stock losses haye ever been reported,.

Apart from its occurrence as described, sma1l patches and

isolated plants may be found in a variety of situations such as

along fencelines, around buildings and on roadsides and tracks.

In such situations it rarely causes sufficient concern to warrant

removal. As it has an erect habit wiÈh stems that are easily broken,

continual reinfestation is usually required fot Adonis to persist in

such localities.

6.3 THE CONTROL OF ADO]VTS IN CROPS

If seed.bed preparation is satisfactory, Adonis should not present'

a problem in cereal crops. lrlhere adequate preparation htas not carríed

out for one reason or another, and Adonis emerges among the crop and

causes concern, herbicides should be applied. Most of the common

herbicides used at eafly post-emergence wilt have some effect on

Adonis as farmers have found. Compounding this with the competition

provided by the crop, a satisfactory resul-t is generally achieved.
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As vrill be discussed below with respect to pastures, Adonis

is sensitive to bromoxynil.* It is suggested that this herbicide

either by itself or in proprieÈary mixtures with MCPA will be most

effective. !{here the crop is undersown with medics, the rate

should not exceed 0.1 rrlha (0'5 pt,/acre) of bromoxynil (208 for-

mulation). If no medic is present or is not required the bromoxynil,/-

MCpA mixture should be applied at the rate recommended for use on

cereals in South Australia, i.e. 0.7-1 .4 L/ha (0.5-1.0 pt,/acre) .

These rat,es will control a number of other common cereal weeds

(Catt, l-973) .

Whereearlypost-emergencesprayshavenotbeenused,hormone-

type herbicides may be used between the commencement of tillering

and the onset of stem elongation. Various formulations of 2r4-D

and MCPA may be used at the highest recomrnended raÈes for the given

crop (Catt, ibid). These treatments may severely damage any medic

beneath the croP.

6.4 ARRESTTNG THE SPREAD OF ÀDOIV.TS

It hlas previously shown that the primary spread of Àdonjs has

ceased in south Austrêlia and that secondary spread over smalfer

d.istances is now taking place. Adonis is spread by movement of the

achenes on sheep and on implements. An example of the former method

is seen at Dutton where according to the owner, sheep bought from

Kapunda within the last ten years have spread Adonis on Section 15,

Hundred of Ðutton. Examples of the latter are common¡ e'9' near

Roseworthy, near Paskeville, east of Dutton as seen by personal

* A full glossary of standard chemical names will be found. in
Append-ix V, an¿l a stat,ement on t'he mod'e of action and usage

of Ëiomoxynii i" given in Àppenclix IX'
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observation and. confirmed by landholders concerned.

Such movement can be eliminated if

(a) sheep from infested areas are closely inspected prior to

movement and if necessary shorn or cleanedi

(b) implements are thoroughly cleaned before moving from infested

padd,ocks to clean areas. Alternatively clean paddocks should

be worked first, the infested paddocks d'one later. At the

conclusion of the whole operaÈion, the machinery should be

thoroughly cleaned.

Furthermore, paddocks adjacent to infested areas should be

checked periodically, especially near gates and along fencelines.

Isolated plants should, be removed manually when first noticed to

ensure that the weed does not become established in clean paddocks.

6.5 THE CONTROL OF .åDOTVTS IN PASTURES

Selective control of broadleafed \^leeds in South Australian

pastures is a difficult procedure. this is because the legume

component is usually one or more annual species of the genus Medicago

(medics). This group of plants - Barrel and Strand medics - are

the most sensitive to herbicides of the annual legumes commonly sown

in pastures in this State (Kloot and Dawes, I97l.). Therefore, a

suitable herbicide must be highly selective.

Furthermore, the herbicide must be inexpensive. In the affected

areas $12 per hectare or more witl be commonly spent on herbicides

for use in cereals, However, it is generally accepted that for

broad-acre use in annual pastures the upper acceptable limit of

expenditure on herbicides is $5 per hectare. (In less favoured ârêêsr

e.g. the Murray Mallee the figure may be as low as $2 per hectare.)

The question of cost is of overwhelming importance.
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In practice, the adoption of herbicide usage in pastures is

very strow because of economic considerations. Cultural techniques,

wherever feasible, are favoured. Topping by slashing and cultivation

in late winter-spring are two techniques used with limited success

in combating ådonis.

Cultivatíon is useful where it is planned to plant a crop in

the following year. The first working of the tong fallow is timed

to prevent seeding. However, Èhis is limited to particular years

of the rotation, and even then the weed has already adversely affected

the pasture prior to cultivation. There is no real benefit because

even the value of the diminution in seeding is dubious because of

the seed reserves in the soil.

Slashing has more possibility as it can be carried out in

any pasture year" However, apart from the effects during the season

caused by the weed as d.escribed above, other practical difficulties

arise. Firstly, the flowering period of. Adonis may be prolonged

which will require a number of operations. Secondly, the effects

of topping will adversely affect medic seed production. In practice,

the procedure of topping, whilst used occasionally, is not followed

systematically.

If it is decided that a herbicÍde is to be used it must, from

what has been discussed above, be selective, be cheap and be useful

early in Èhe season. The following e:çeriments were designed to

find such a chemical.

6.51 Prior l,{ork

In 1966 G.B. Baldwin, then Research Officer, Cerieal Herbicides

in the South Australían Department of Agriculture, carried out a

pilot trial on mature plants of Ad.onis at Balgowan, Yorke Peninsula.
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The treatments were applied on September 29, 1966" Both the Adonis

and barrel medic were in the stage of late flowering to seed for-

mation. The treatments applied were as follows:

Chemical Conc. RaÈe of Product Rate of active
ingredient

Bromoxynil
octanoate

Ametryne

Linuron

MCPA

2,4-DB-Ester

2,4-DB-SaIt

, o "7 L/ha
, 0 .5 Ptr/acre )

L.I2 , 0.56 kglha
(1.0,0.5 Lblacre)

5.6 L/ha (4 pt/acre)

5.6 l/ha (Q pE/acre)

5.6 I/ha (4 pE/acre)

48O, 24O Sn/ha
(6.8, 3.4 oz/acre)

LL2O, 560 gm/ha
(16, 8 oz/acre)

560, 28O gm/ha
2240 gm/ha (32 oz/acre)

2240 gn/ha (32 oz/acre)

2240 gm/ha (32 oz/acne)

2240 gm/ha (32 oz/acre)

33 .98

202

50r

408

402

40?-

r.4
(1"0

5.6
(4"0 re

L/ha
pL/ac

2"8
2"O

Within the límits of this trial Bald,win concluded, on assessment

35 days later (November 3, 1966) that bromoxynil t'itas promising, although

it appeared to be rather toxic to the medic" Linuron' MCPA and the

2,A-DB formulations were ineffective on the weed. Amet'ryne, whilst

moderately effective on the weedrwas severe on the medic"

Following this trial no further work was done until 1969. During

this interval two incidenÈs occurred which had a bearing on later

work. Firstly, bromoxynil Was not further developed in the previous

formulation. Until about 1969 when the less concentrated formulation

of. 2Os" a.i. became avaíIable, it was not readily available. Secondly'

in ,fune 1969 this writer was shown a pasture paddock in the Winulta

area where an applicaÈion of 0.7 l/ha (0.5 pt/acre) 27t MCFA-salt

when the weed was in the one-two true leaf stage had selectively

removed it from a medic past,ure.

As a result of these incidents, when the programme was resumed
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in 1969 the emphasís was on the hormone-type herbicides rather than

bromoxynil "

6.52 1969 Trial - RoseworthY

Aim: To assess the usefulness of some hormone-type herbicides commonly

used, in pastures to control Adonis in a mixed annual pasture.

Location: Co. Light, Hd. Nuriootpa Sn" 3L6,500 m east of Roseworthy

townshiP.

Backqround: For the reasons given previously it was planned to

test a number of hormone-type herbicides known to be relatively

selective in medic. Two times of apptication were to be used'

"early", i.e. seedling and. "Iate", i.e. pre-flowering. As the

Season did not open until June, the "early" treatments were not

applied until July 31, and flowering followed quickly allowing

no time for later treatments-

Treatments: These were applied with a vehicle-mounted, boom spray

on July 3I, :-969. They were applied in 112 l/ha (I0 gallrzacre)

of water through "Spraying Systems" 80018 jets aÈ a pressure

of 40 psi. The herbicides were:

Chemical Conc Rate of Product Rate of Active Ingredient

2,4-D amine

2,4-DB salt

MCPA salt

40?,

272

MCPA amine 50%

MCPP

Control

o.28 kg/ha

I.t2 kg/ha

o.28, O "56
(o "25, 0 .5

o.28 k1/ha

t .68 kg,/ha

(O "25 Ib/acre)

(1.0 lblacre)

kg/ha
lb/acre)

(0.25 lblacre)

(I.5 lblacre)

502 O "56 L/ha (O "4 pL/acre)

3.5 L/ha (2"5 pt/acre)

1" 1, 2.r L/ha
(0.75 , I.5 ptlacre)

0.56 L/ha (0.4 ptlacre)

4.2 Llha (3.0 ptlacre)308



,'Oxa'l-iS pe5:capràe, 'Medi:c"go. "pp., Avena tpp., Lclium tigÍdum,
''.'..'.''.'''

Hdrdeu* tpp. Btomus spp. and Ttiticù¡n aestivalis. ..
.. .. ..: . "i.; .,: .j

' Í. . l

Each plot.was 3 x 10 metres and the treatments Were replicated
'.: : .. i

.'
. . fou'lr tÍmes in a,randomised blôck.' Extra plots were ,Ieft
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The sprayed area consisted. of volunteer crop'and pqsture
. 

' 
j::

which had been mo\,rn' tó êxpose thê .Adonis ptrants absut two

weeks'prior'to spraying. other species. noted were'Fumaria spp.

.: unsprayed for inteniled late,: treãtments. Treatr,nent effects

' w.-re. visual'ly :assgssed using the scal-e of rating adop.ted by

the Europeân Weed Research Councit (see Apþendi.x VI) .'

Results fon All treatmentá checkqd the Ädon is and the

McÞP treatments kilTed

the mediç;: :

Th'e êv-erage visrral: ratings for

ght -weêks were as Lows:

Tr.eatrnent Adonis ' Medic
I:1. 2I.VIII:T969

Ad.onís

24 "rX.L969

Medic

.2,4-D,.amine

2,4-DB salt

MCPA salt

\4CPA amine ,

6;'8 5.8

?;5

3;5

3.8

8.5

1;3

4.0

1.5

2,3

MCPP ...

Cbntrol 1.0
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It was concluded that these treatments were not successful,

Reports were received by this writer of landhotders in other

areas both in 1969 and previous years having had. very mixed

success with hormone-type herbicides. It was suggested therefore,

that there l{as some inherent difiiculty with these herbicides

which at that stage was not understood.

6 .53 1970 trial - Arthurton

Aim: To assess the uSefulness of some common early post-emergent

herbicides for controlling Adonis in medic pastures.

Location: co. Daly, Hd. Tiparra sn. 4OI, lO km north-east of

Arthurton.

Background,: Following the negative results of 1969, a range of

herbicides and mixtures \^lere examined. The mixtures were

prepared in the proportions of proprietary mixtures available

in Europe which $rere recommended fot Adonis control in cereals '

Bromoxynil became avaílable during the course of the tríal

and was ínctuded with two other herbícides as a mid-season

treatment.

Treatments: The herbicides were applied with a vehicle-mounted

"chesterford" logarithmic sprayer. The early treatments were

applied on ,June 1, 1970 and the mid-season plots on August

4, L970. The treatments \^Iere as follows:
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Chemical Conc. Peak Dosage Rate of Active Ingredient
Rate of Product

/ha (/acre) kg/ha (lblacre)

Mixture in proportion
225

Linuron 508

2 r4-D amine 50?

Methabenzthiazuron 7Oz

2,4-D ester

Prometryne

2r4-D amine
+

MCPA amine

2 r4-D amine
+

MCPA amine

Mixture in proportion
1:1

MCPA amine

MÍd-season

2,4-D amine

Oxadiazon

Bromoxynil

508 4.48 t (3.2 pt)

50¿ 4.48 r (3.2 pt)

(8 pt)

(16 pt)

402 rL.2 I

80r

508

50% )

)

50* )

50å )

)

503 )

L.T2

3 .36

3 .36

2.24

3 .36

2.24

2.24

4.48

4.4e

(r)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(3)

2.8 r

6.72 kg

3"42 L

mixture

6.72 kg

4.48 I

4.82 kg

4"48 r
mixture

(2 pt)

(6 rb)

(3 Pt
mixÈure)

(6 lb)

(3.2 pt)

(4 .3 1b)

(3.2 pt
mixture)

(2)

202 22"4 L

(2)

(4)

(4)

At the time of the early spraying apart from Adonis, Oxalis pes'caprae,

annual grasses and medics \^Iere present" The latter were rather

drought affected.

The half dosage distance \^¡as approximately 7 metres (22 f'E) .

Results and Discussion: The earl y applications of 2,4-D and MCPA'

including the mixtures, in-i-tia]ly caused severe epinasty and plant

deaths within Èhe first half dosage distances and visible effects
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for vanying distances beyono that" After three months,

howeverr any remaining effects were eonfined Èo the first 3

or 4 metres of each ploÈ" The amine MCPA treatmentr and the

two mixtures containíng this herbicíde 'ùtere more effective

than the 2,4-D applications. At the rates required for

effectÍve eontrol, medic damage r,tläs unacceptably gevere and

there was almost complete plant mortatity. üIhere the medic was

removed, the sward became dominated by oxalís pes-caprae"

Of the othen three herbícides, linuron gave satisfacÈory control

even at Low rates but also damaged the medic. Prometryne and

methabenzthiazuron gave acceptable ccntrol of the weed only

at very high rates which were also lethal to the legume" The

manufacturers claimed success in other trials (not seen by

this writer) and it was decided to cagrY this particular chemical.

forwa::d. fcr trials in 1971.

fhe mid-season application of 2,4-D eas extremely effective even

down to low rates L"I L/ha (0.75 pÈ,/acre), although many plants

persisted. up to four weeks after spraying" Considerable damage

was eaused to the med,ico Oxadiazon was very effective on Adonjs

but extremely toxic to medic "

Bromoxynil was very effecÈive to 3 half-dosaEe disÈances, í.e.

to 0.56 kE/ha (0"5 tb,/acre). At the híghest rate Èhe medíc

l^ras severely damaged but, some regrowth appeared about two months

after spraying. At'lower rates about 1,12 kg,/ha (1.0 lb,/acre),

medic.damage was severe but transient.

The foltcwj-ng measurements which were Èaken PosË-flowering on

October 13, 1970 illustrate the position.
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Rate AdonÍs

Vüithin first half-dosage*

distance, i.e. above 2"24 kg/-

ha a. i.

lVithin second h.d. distance'

i.e. I.I2-2.24 kg/ha a.L.

Vüithin third h.d. distance,

i.e. 0.56-1 .12 kg/ha a.i.

Within fourth h.d. distance'

i . e . 0 .28-0 .56 kg/ha a.i .

Unsprayed,

4 very retarded. Plants flowered.

Growth very weak. These P1ants

close to lower limit.

7 planÈs - growth verY greatlY

reduced.

19 plants - growth reduced.

Average densitY 20 Plants/sq m.

Average height 20 cm. MostlY one

or two st,emmed- Plants.

1-4 (-7) seed heads/Plant.

Average densitY 70 Plants/sq m.

Average height 45 cm. 5-10 st,ems

per pJ-ant. 8-15 (-20) seed heads/plant.

* each h.d. area is approximately 24 sq metr¡es"

In thís trial as in previous years all herbicide treatments

retard.ed flowering. The season finished favourably however, and

a good seed set still occurred.

The hormone-Èype herbicides, in particular amine MCPA, performed

more favourably this year than in 1969 but' the reasons for this

are not understood"

It hras felt that the bromoxynil treatment \^tas very promising and

it was decided to devel-op this technique. The two chemical companies
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manufacturing and distributing the chemical were informed of

the results and encouraged Èo carry out trials in 197I '

6.54 1971 Trial - Arthurton

Following the previous year's trial a replicated' trial was

planned involving early applicatíons of bromoxynil and methabenz-

thiazuron. Although carefully planned, an u4detected fault in

the application caused the projecÈed rates Èo be rnisapplied. The

main experiment was abandoned but three obserVation strips were

laid down on .Tuly 28, Ig7L. At this time the Adonjs r^las in the

early bud stage with an occasional flower just opening. The

following treatments were applied with a vehicle-mounted. boom'

The water rate used was 112 l,/ha (Lo gaLL/acre) '

Bromoxynil O.7 L/ha (0.I4 kglha a'i')
(208)

t "4 \/ha (0.28 kg/ha a. i. )

2 ,4-D, low o "7 L/ha (0.25 kg/ha a ' e' )

volatile
ester

(3s.73)

The following observations were made three weeks later on

August 18, 197I.

At the fower rate of bromoxynil the sprayed area \^tas conspicuously

defined as a pai-e yellow strip" The plants $Iere very clearly depressed

with regard to branching Elower size and number. severe damage was

caused to the larger medics buL Medicago minima was unaffected.

At the higher rate of bromoxynil all the above effects were

more marked.

The low volatile ester 2,4-D treaÈment substantially removed

the weed from the plots leaving a few stunted plants bearing small

flowers. The damage to the medic vras very variable, ranging from
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mild leaf scorch to plant death. Overall medic growth had been

greatly diminished compared io unsprayed areas.

May and Baker (Australia) Pty. Ltd., laid a series of trials

during 1971 and these were reported by J. Vüinkworth (pers. comm.).

rn summary, he found, that rates of bromoxynil of 0.21, 0'28 and

o.56 kg/ha a.i. controltred .ådonis, but he considered that even

the lowest rate was too phytotoxic Eo Medicago t.r.uncatula. He

felt that further development was unwarranted. This writer, hthilst

agreeing that this interpretatíon of the data was fair, pointed out

in correspondence with the company that even lower rates, i.e" O.L4

kg/ha a.i. correspond.ing to 0.7 L/ha or 0.5 pE/acre would probably

be useful, espeÇially as the data presented by V'Iinkworth indicated

an increasing selecÈivity as the rate h¡as decreased.

This was accepted. by May and Baker (Australia) Pty' Ltd',

and the firm agreed not to abandon this work until after L972.

6.55 t97 2 Trials - Dutton and. Arthurton

Experiments were undertaken to test early spraying of bromoxynil

and some other herbicides, and to compare results with bromoxynil

applied in mid-season. The experiment went according to plan at

Dutton where the season $Ias favourable, but at Arthurton, after

opening rains which gave a good germination of Adonis, there was

no rain for two months. During this time the Ädonis. remained rin

the cotyledon stage. After the rains came at the end of June and

growth resumed, the \^reed hras almost completely resistant to

herbicides used aEainst it 
"

Aim: To refíne the use of bromoxynil as an early season sPray against

Adonis and to examine some other herbicides for the same Purpase.
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Location: Co. Eyre. Hd. DuÈton Sn. L2,2 km north of DutÈon township.

Treatments: These were applied at two times" The early treatments

ï¡ere applied on May 30 , L972. At the time Adonis vitas 5 to I cm

high. Plants had 2-3-4 (-5) leaves. Soil was dry, but plants

not drought affected. Following sprayíng there was over th¡o

weeks of $¡arm sunny weather"

The mid-season sprays were applied in July 25, 1972. The soil

was quite moist and, the Ad.onis plants 9-12 (-I4) leaves.

The herbicid,es were applied with a portable CO2 sPrayer using

twin "spraying Systems" 800I jets spaced about 60 cm apart on

a small boom. The water rate used was 112 l,/ha (Io gall/acre) '

Each plot was 10 x 2 metres and each treatment was replicated

3 times.

Chemical Conc. Rate of Product

/ha (/acre)
Rate of Active Ingredient

kg/ha (Lb/acre)

Early Treatments

MCPA

2,4-D amine

Bromoxynil

Benazolin

272

50s

202

308

I.4 I

2"L I

0.7 I

0.7 I

0.56 kg

(r pt)

(r.5 Pt)

(0. s pt)

(0"s pr)

(o.s lb)

0. 38

1 .05

0.15

o.2L

o.28

0.15

0.28

0.19

(0.34)

(o.e4)

(0. r3)

(o . re)

(o .25 )

(0.13)

(o.25)

(o .17 )

Methabenzthiazuron 508

Mid-season treatments

Bromoxynil I

Bromoxynil II

MCPA

202 0.7 r

202 I.4 T

27* 0.7 1

(0 .5 pt)

(1"0 pt)

(0.5 Pr)

Quadrats (457 x 356 mm - 18 x 14 inch) were assigned randomly to

each p1ot., Two quadrats per plot in the first Block of treatments
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and one per plot in the other Blocks were used.

General visual assessments of each plot were made at intervals

throughout the season. I¡üithin each quadrat, Èhe number of

Adonis plants was determined on the same occasion.

on october 24, when the plants were close to maturity, all

Adonis remaining within each quadrat was harvested, and counts

of 'stems , seed, heads and achenes made.

Results: Following the early spraying, the weather vras Very favourable

for hormone-type herbieides. Very severe effects showed within

two weeks. After one month many plants had died but the

remaining plants began to produce ne\^I normal growth. The

benazolin and methabenthiazuron treatments showed slight effects

but the nu¡nber of plant deaths were not significantly greater

than the ptant mortality found in the unsprayed plots.

The bromoxynil Èreatment was outstanding. One week after spraying

all plants v¡ere very severely scorched and appeared to be dying.

After two weeks at1 plants were dead. On two of the blocks, these

plots remained free of Adonis for the rest of the season. on

the third, horalever, a later germination produced two plants which

flowered and set seed,. These were not in the sampled quadrat.

The later treatments were also effective, but, as the weeds were

larger their greater resistance to Èhe herbicide decreased the

effectiveness. The plant counts from the sample quadrats are

shown in Table 4, and they quantitatively support the previous

description of the effects.

The following data was obtained at harvest: total plant number,

fertile ist,em' number, achene number, average number of stems s

per plants and average number of achenes per head. In calculating

this last figure, only heads bearing achenes were included, i.e.



TABLE 4

EFFECTS OF HERBICIDES ON NUMBERS OF ADONIS PfiAltrTS "-'EUTTON 1972

(Figures shor^rn are the average nunber of plants per four quadrats and the standard error.)

May 30 June 13 June 27 July Il July 25 August 29 September 20 october 24

8.0 + r.82 7.5 + 2.rO 4.5 + 1.55 2.5 + 2.I7 24 2"24 I.8 + r.74 r.8 + I.74

0 0

2+

0

2"3

00

2.3

0

0

+

0

0

EarIy spray

MCPA

bromoxlmil I0.0 + I-47

2,4-DB 12.8 + 1.65

benazolin 18.5 + 2.01

methabenthiazuron 17.0 + 6.05

15.0 + 1.82

19.3 + 4.93

17.3 + 5.21

14.8 + 1.70

17.8 + 4.55

14.8 + 5.36

4.3 + O.47

L7 .5 + ,8.79

LA"O + 7.23

0.3 + 0.25

9.3 + 5.57

85

3.5 + 12.01

9 .5 + 4.97

2 "8 + 2.O9 2.3 + 2.24 H
(¡)(,

5+11.5 7.8 + 3.47 7"8 + 3.47

+ 0"91 2.0 + O"70 I .8 + 0.88

4.8 + 3.7L4.8 + 3.71

r9.o + 7.o7 20"0 + 7.76

r0.5 + 3.50 9.5 20

Mid-season spray

bromoxynil I

bromoxlmil Ir

MCPA

unsprayed

24.3 + 3 .77

23.8 + 6.L7

30.0 + 7.56

11.0 + 3.69

5.3 + 3.38

2t.3 + 5.45

10.5 + 3.50

2.5

13.8 + 5.73 14.3 + 4.85 I3 8 + 4.32 L2.5 + 3.52 3+
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immature heads bearing flowers hTere excluded. However, no

significant correlations or variations occurred. fhis data

is presented in APPendix VII.

Discussion: The data in Table 4 indicate a continual decrease in

nunbers through the season. Competition from OxaLÍs pes-captae

and annual grasses was intense apart from competition from

' the crovrded plants of Adonis itself" The meÈhabenzthiazuron

treatment shows a decrease of the same magnitude as the

unsprayed, and it is reasonable to conclude that in this

trial this treatment was of no effect.

The other herbÍcídes enhanced the diminution of numbers but

f.or 2,4-DB and MCPA over a month was required to obtain a 508

reduction. Even longer was required for benazolin. A complete

kiII was obtained with bromoxynil in two weeks. The weather

conditions following spraying being fine and sunny were

extremely favourabLe for hormone-type herbicides, Yet bromoxynil

was still superior. This would suggest that in other years

when conditions were less favourable for these herbicidesr

responses would be less satisfactory, accentuating the superiority

of bromoxYnil.

The nid-season treatments índicaÈed that some control may be

gained up to flowering. In 19'72 aL this site, medic germination

was negligible. It \¡¡as not possible, therefore, to test

tolerances, so strips of ,femalong barrel medic and Harbinger

strand medic v\¡ere sown on the Northfield Research centre. At

Èhe five-leaf stage these were sPrayed with bromoxynil at 0"07,

0.14 and o.28 kg/ha a.i¿ At the lowest rate a slight transient

scorch was noted on the leaf margins" within four weeks no

effects could be seen. At the intermediate rate, leaf scorch

s

I
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was moderately severe and some leaves died. The plants were

slightly retarded buÈ after two months had completely recovered.

At the highest rate, some plant death occurred, leaf scorch

hras severe. Plants remained somewhat stunted to the end of

the season. ,Jemalong medic appeared to be more sensitive than

did Harbinger medic.

As already noted the season at Arthurton precluded the planned

experiment. On September l, L972, strips of bromoxynil were

applied as follows: 0.07, 0.14 and O.28 kg/ha a.i; Àlso a

sÈrip of proprietary mixture of bromoxynil and MCpA was applied

at the rate I"4 l/}:la, which is equivalent to O.LA kg/ha a.i.

of each of the constituents. None of these t,reatments had

any appreciable effect on Adonis. This was similar to the

poor control obtained in 1969. It is possible that Adonjs

becomes tolerant to herbicides if it is subjected t,o drought

prior to treatment with herbicides.

The recommend.ation was therefore amended Èo - "spray with 20A

bromoxynil at 0.7 I/ha in May-.Tune r^rhen the weeds are at the

two-four true leaf stage. At this rate, medic will be scorched

but will recover. Spraying with higher rates and at any other

period* is likely to seriously harm the medic. 1.4 L/ha can

be used up to flowering with good effect, buÈ control will not

be selective. "

6.56 Subsequent Developments

This recommendation and the results supporting it were passed

to May and Baker (Austral-ia) Pty. Ltd., at the end. of 1972. fn March

rt is known that annual legumes have maximum resistance to bromoxynil
during the coldest months (see Kloot and Dawes, L97I).

*!
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L973, that company apptied for a clearance from the Technical Committee

on Agricultural Chemicals, Canberra, for an extension of their claims

for bromoxynil to cover Adonis in medic pastures in South Austrafia

only. Clearance having been obtained, the label amendment was reg-

istered and the product made avail-able for Adonis control.

At the time of writing, demonstrations had been laid by this

writer at a number of sites on Yorke Peninsula to familiarise local

landholders with the technique. Other associated extension programmes

are being planned for L974.

6.6 A SCHEITE FOR CONTROLLING ADONrS

Because the hard, woody achenes persists for many years in the

soil, control measures must be carried, out over an extended period.

It is suggested t,hat in cropping years, seedbeds should be prepared

as late as possible. Should Adonis appear in the crop it should be

sprayed as outlined. earlier. In the pasture years it should be

treated with bromoxynit early in the season or as a far inferior

alternative, topped, a number of times if necessary, to prevent

seeding.

To increase competition, medic should be sown either under the

crop in the year prior to pasture or in the autumn of the pasture

year. Top dressing of pastures with superphosphate is highly desirable

to promote medic Arowth.

CleanÍng of implements and careful movement of sheep will prevent

the infestation of clean paddocks.

6.7 FUTURE VIORK

As a result of work presented, here workable schemes for controlling

Adonis are available. It is necessary that these be extensively tested

t
I

!
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in practice and fu.rther refÍnements made, if necessary. Routine

screening of new herbicides and new formulat,ions should be carríed

out as required, in case a more effective herbícide should be

found. However, as cost is such a critical factor, it is highly

trnlikely that a newly developed herbicide, which when first

released is highly priced to recoup production,costs, would be

suitable, for broad acre use.

I i
r¡(

j

I

I
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APPENDTX T

MATERIAL IDENTIFIED AND DEPOSITED IN THE STATE HERBARIUM ADELAIDE

APRIL 1971 AND FEBRUARY 1973

Adonìs dentata ssp. microcarpa (Dc.) Riedl

Number Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Number

K 6801

K 6802

K 6803

I
I^J*

I

2
vt

F

3

vt

F

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (Dc.)
RiedI

South Australia, RoseworthY
College. (40 km N of Adelaide)
Hd. Mudla lVirra. Sn. 840.
Scattered paÈches in area.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot. Date 4.IX.68"

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ssp. mic DC.
RiedI

South Australia. KaPunda.
Within town, paddock adjoining
Marrabel Road. Highly fertile
paddock.
Red flowers.
Leg. F.R.H. Chapman.
Det. P.M. Kloot. Date Àugust
196g "

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (DC.)
Riedl

South Australia. Dutton 80 km
NE of Adelaide. (Ha. Dutton.
Sn.15)
Abundant in this section.
Red, flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot. Date 3.X.1968"

AD 97202260

AD 97202236

AD 97202237

(contd. )

I
MEL

I

* Duplicates senÈ from the State Herbarium, Adelaide as folLows:
W - lrliener Naturhistorischen Museums (Dr. H. Riedt)
FI - Erbario delL'Istituto Botanico della Facolta di Scienze

di Firenze (Prof. Dr. C. Steinberg)
MEL - Nationat Herbarium, Melbourne, Victoria.
NSVI - National Herbarium, Sydney, N.S.V'1 .
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APPENDIX r (contd.)

Number Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Number

K 6804

K 6805

K 6806

K 6901

1
W

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (Dc:)
Riedl

South Australia. Riverton 2 km
E of town. Hd. Gilbert Sn.
463. Common in area.
Red flowers.
Leg. F.R.H. Chapman.
Det. P.M. Kloot. Date August
1968 "

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ssp. mi crocarpa (Dc. )

Riedt
South Australia. Mt. Hope,
Eyre Peninsula. Hd. Kiana:
Sn. 96.
Red flowers.
Common on heavier flats
between l-imestone .rises.
Leg. C.R. Alcock'.
Det. P.M. Kloot. Date
September 1968"

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ssp . mTcrocarpa (DC. )

Riedl
South Australia. 5 km NW of
Stockport (Hd. Light." Sn.
314). coÍìmon in area.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot. Date
28 .vrt .1968 "

"Adonis dentat
ss,p. crocarpa (Dc. )

Riedl
South Australia. Whitwarta
(90 km N of Adelaide) Road.-
side adjoining Sn. 2. Hd. Stow.
common on roadsides.
Red, flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot. Date
19 .vrrr.1969"

AD 97202239

AD 97202240

AD 9720224t

AD 97202238I
vü

(contd. )
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APPENDIX I (contd. )

Number Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Nu¡nber

K 7001

K 7002

K 7003

K 7004

I
lrl

FI
MEL
NSVü

5
vt

F1
MEL
NSI/ü

3

I/r

FI
MEL

4
Ìt
FI
MEL
NSW

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (DC.)
Riedl

south affitia. Dutton 80 km
NE of Adelaide (gd" of Dutton
Sn. 15, Nlv corner) .
Abundant in this section.
odd plants in adjoining
sections.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot. Date 10.IX.1970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp.microcarpa (DC.)
Riedl

South Australia. Palmer 65 km
E of Adelaide (Hd. Finnis
Sn. 232/3) .
Abundant on these sections,
having spread from homestead
garden on Sn . 434.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 31.VIII .L97O"

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (Dc.)
RiedI

South Australia" Allendale
North (5 km N of Kapunda)
Sn" L564.
Restricted to this section.
Low fertility pasture.
Red. fl-owers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 10"IX"1970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp" microcarpa (Dc.)
Riedl

South Australia. Arthurton
(120 km NW of Adel-aide)
Hd. Tiparra Sn. 401,
Very widespread in this area.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 9.IX.I970"

AD 97202242

AD 97202243

AD 97202244

AD 97202245

(contd. )
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APPENDTX r (contd.)

Nr¡mber Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Number

K 7005

K 7006

K 7007

K 7007A

5

W

FI
MEL
NSW

5
!v

FI
MEL
NSVI

MEL
NSVI

MEL
NSVü

I
vü

FI

"Adonis dent.ata
ssp. microcarpa (Dc. )

Riedl
south .uffitia. I¡'rokurna 130
km NNVü of Adelaide (Ua.
Wiltunga Sn. 25L).
Scattered patches in locality.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 2.IX.1970"

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (DC.)
Riedl

South Australia. Kapunda.
Vüithin town, paddock adjoining
Marrabel Road.
Highly fertile paddock.
Red flowers.
Leg. P,M. Kloot.
Data 10.IX.I970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (Dç.)
RiedI

south aFra-ria. Roseworthy
50 km N of Adelaide.
(Hd. Nuriootpa Sn. 719).
conmon in area.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 2.XI.1970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcatpa (Dc.)
Riedl

South Australia. Roseworthy
(Hd. Nuriootpa Sn. 719).
Yellow flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 2 . XI .1970 "

"Prob. Adonis dentata
spp. microcarpa (DC.)
RiedI

South Australia. Eight km E

of V'Iilmington. Hd. of
Gregory. !{ater reserve
adj. Sn. 260.
Leg. P.S. Gurner. Date
October I97O.
Det. P.M. Kloot. "

AD 97202246

AD 97202247

AD 97202248

AD 97202249

AD 97202250

6
vt

FI

K 7008

(contd. )
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APPENDIX I (contd.)

Nr¡mber Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Number

K 7009

K TOIO

K 701I

K 7OL2

3
v{

FI
MEL

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarPa (DC. )

Riedl
South Australia. Truro 75 km

NE of Adelaide (Hd. outton
sil. 102).
In adjacent sections also.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
DaLe 27.X.1970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (DC.)
Riedl

south effiria. curramurka.
West of Adelaide. (Ha.
Muloowurtie Sn. 11).
Conunon in area.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 16.X.1970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp" microcatpa (DC. )

Riedl
South Australia. Georgetown
area. (180 km N of Adelaide).
Red flowers. Submitted for
identification.
Leg. Unknown. Daté october
1970"
Det. P.M. Kloot.

"Adonis dentata
ssp. mictocarpa (DC. )

RiedI
South effiaria. Whitwarta
(90 km N of Adelaide). Roadside
adjoining Hd. Stow Sn. 2.
Common on roadside.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 2.IX.1970"

AD 9720225L

AD 97202252

AD 97202263

AD 97202253

4
W

FI
MEL

NSW

4
w
FI
MEL
NSVI

(contd. )
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APPENDIX I (contd.)

Number Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Number

K 7013

K 7014

K 7015

K 7016

2

W

F I

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (Dc.)
Riedl

south affitia. 5 km NW of
Stockport (Hd. Alma Sn. 440).
Patches common in area.
Specímen from wíthin two
metres .of K 7014. This
specimen from high fertilitY
soil.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 8.x.1970"

"Adonis dentata
ssp. microcarpa (Dc.)
RíedI

south eiffiria. 5 km NV'I of
Stockport (Hd. Atma Sn. 44O).
Patches common in area.
Specimen from within two
metres of K 7013. This
specimen from less fertile
soil.
Leg. P.M. K1oot.
Date 8.x.1970"

"Adonis dentata

-_

ssp. microcarPa (Dc.)
RiedI

South Australia. I km S of
Redhill. (Hd. Redhill Sn. 112).
Small patch.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 8.X.1970"

"Adonis dentata
mt_c DC.

d1
South Australia. Snowtown
50 km N of Pt. vüakefield.
(Hd. Barunga Sn. 780).
Scattered plants onlY.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 2.rx.1970"

AD 97202254

AD 97202255

AD 97202256

AD 97202257

3
W

FI
MEL

3
v[

FI
MEL

(contd. )
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APPENDIX I (contd.)

Number Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

State Herbarium
Acquisition

Number

K 7017

K 7101

K 7LO2

K 7103

K 72OI

2

W

IIEL

"Adonis dentata
ssp . microcarpa (DC.)
RiedI

South Australia. Curramulka
Yorke Peninsula, west of
Ade1aide. (Ha. Curramulka
Sn. 26). Abundant in area.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 9.IX.1970"

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ss mrc DC.

South Australia. EYre Peninsula
Minnipa Research Centre.
Leg. T.R. Davidson.
Det. P.M. Kfoot.
Date 9.VIII .L97I"

"Prob. Adonis dentata
ss . mrc
Riedl-

South Australia.
east. Coonalpyn.
Sn. 24.
Leg. S. Whisson.
Det. P.M. Kloot.
Date Spring 1971"

Upper south-
Hd. ConeYbeer.

AD 97202259

AD 97308203

PÐ 97308202

AD 9730824r

AD 97308201

2

2

"Adonis dentatus
ss mrc DC.

South Australia. EYre Peninsula.
Numdroo, 25O m W of Roadhouse
near house ruin.
Leg. S.J. Garrick.
Det. P.M. Kloot.
Date 3.rx.I971"

"Adonis dentatus
ssp. microcarpus (Dc. )

Riedl
South Australia. Lower North
500 metres S of Snowtown.
Hd. Barunga Sn.72O.
Dense infestation in thÍs and
adjoining sections.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 10 .X.L972"

(contd. )
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ÀPPENDIX I (contd.)

!{umber Duplicates Voucher
Inscription

StaËe Herbarj.qn
Acquísition

Nurnber

R 7202 2 "Adonis dentata
ss . wctocar DC.

South A .LkmSsfBute
Hd, Vliltunga. Sn, Pt . 20.
Abundant.
Calcareous red loam.
Red flowers.
Leg. P.M. Kloot.
Date 10.X.L972"

AD 97308200
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APPENDIX IT

AÐONrS ACHENE COLLECTION DEPOSITED IN THE STATE HERBARIUM ADELATDE

FEBRUARY 1973

No. Locality Date CoLlector Remarks State Herbarium
AcquisiÈion

Number

A2 Langhorners
Creek

A3 Dutton

Wilmington
Hd. Gregory
Sns. 283/4

Maitland

South Hummocks
Hd. Kulpara
Sn. L23

A7 Riverton

AI Whitwarta Nov. 1968 Kloot

Oct. 1968 Hill

Nov. L969 Kloot

Nov. 1969 I.H. Williams

Nov. 1969 D. Cooper

Nov. 1969 Kl-oot

Nov. 1969 B.A. Frost

Refer to
AD 97202238,
AD 97202253
and A8

Refer also
to
AD 97202237,
AD 97202242

Refer also
to
AD 97202239
and AI0

Refer to Al

Refer to A7

Alcock Refer also
to
AD 97202240

Refer also
to 417

AD 97308198

AD 97308199

AD 973082L4

AD 97308215

AD 97308211

AD 97308210

AD 97308213

AD 973082l-2

AD 97308208

AD 97308209

AD 97308206

AD 97308207

AD 97308222

A4

A5

A6

A8

A9

A10

All

lrlhitwarta

Bute

Riverton

Mt. Hope

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Oct.

r969

L969

l-969

1969

Kloot

KIoot

Kloot

c.R.

AJ-2 Freeling 2
km S of town
on main road

Nov. 1969 Kloot

AI3 Port Noarlunga Sept; 1969 R. Graves

(contd. )
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APPENDIX II (contd.)

No Locality Date CoIIector Remarks State llerbarium
Acquisition

Number

AI4 Kapunda

415 Sheringa,
Hd. Way. Sn.
L34

416 Dutton

417 Freeling

418 Roseworthy Hd.
Nuriootpa Sn.
33r

419 Palmer

A20 Roseworthy Hd.
Nuriootpa Sn.
7L9 (from
ground surface)

Oct. L969 Kloot

Sept. 1969 A. üIillíams

Oct. 1970 Kloot

Nov. L97O Kloot

Oct. 1970 Kloot

Oct. 1970 Kloot

Mar L97I Kloot

Refer also
to
AD 97202236
and
AD 97202247

AD 97308220

AD 97308218

Refer to A3 AD 97308219

Refer to 412 AD 97308216

AD 97308217

Refer also
to
PÐ 97202243

Æ 97308204

AD 97308205
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APPENDIX III

DISTRIBUTION OF ADONTS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA . PRECISE LOCATIONS DEFINED

BY HUNDRED AITD SECTION NUMBER

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. Le Hunt,e

Hd. Minnipa
Sn. 26 ) 16.II .1973
Minnipa parkland)

Co.. Musgrave

!üay rx. 197 0

26.IX.l-968 Pers. comm. K. Holden.

26.rx.1968 Pers. comm. M.J. Catt.

Pers. conm. K. Holden.

Pers. comm. T.R. Davidson.

Pers. comm. T.R. Davldson,

Pers. comm. A. Williams. See also Herb.
specimen 415.

I . rx.1968 Pers. comm. C.R. Alcock. See also Herb.
specimen K 6805.

Eyre Peninsula.

Co. Robinson

Scott
I7B

Hd. Mufray
Sn. 22

Ripon
169
L7L

Hd. Witera
Sn. 28

175D

Hd. Kiana
Sn.83)

e6)

Co. Flind,ers

)

r8.rx.r973)
26 .Íx. 1968)

)

26 .rX. 1968)
16. rr .L973)

26.TN.L967
I.XII.I97O

Hd
Sn

Hd
Sn

24
Hd
Sn

Hd. Hutchinson
Sn. 158

516

Mid-North

Co. Frome

Hd. Gregory
Sn. 250

Pers.
Pers.

conìm. K. Holden.
conm. C.R. Alcock.

Scattered, road-
Pers. cornm. P. S. Gurner. side infestation.

See Herb.
sPecimen K 7008.

x.1970

(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

co. Frome (contd.)

Hd. Gregory (contd.)
Sn. 283)

2eÐ 25 'vrr"L969 Pers' co¡nm' r 'H' vüilliams '

Co. Dalhousie

Hd. Black Rock
PIain

Sn. 196)
2Os)

4.xII .1972 Pers. comm. D.J. oakley.

Yorke Peninsula

Co. Daly

Redhilt
IIl)
LL2)

I . X. 1970 Pers. obs.

Hd.. Barunga
Sn. 717)

720)
LL.X.r972 Pers. obs.

780 8.X.1970 Pers. obs.

Hd. üIiltunga
Sn. 3

Hd
Sn

22.tX.1966

tL.x.L972

11

9 . rx.1966

12.VIII .1966

22.ÍX.L966

L969
22.TX.L966

17.Xr .L966

*

Unpub. rePort
(oept. egric.)

Pers. obs.

Pers. obs.
B. CopIeY, see

AD 9670L047.
B. Copley' see

AD 96646045.
Unpub. rePort

(Dept. egric.)
Pers. conm. D. CooPer.
Unpub. rePort

(Dept. agric.)
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. egric.)
B. Copley, see

AD 96701134.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. rePort

(Dept. Agric. )

original
infestation in
Sn. 283. See
Herb. speci-
men 44.

See also Herb.
specimen K 7015.

See also Herb.
specimen K 72OI.

See also Herb.
specimen K 7016.

See also Herb.
specimen K 7202.

Pr. 20

93
l-24

137

L40

15I
153

190

222
229

L72
L73
t74 696

*
*

22.rX.r

22.lX.1966
(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. DaIy (contd.)

ud. Wiltunga (contd.)

Pt. 242
25t

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

Unpub. report
(Dept. Agric. )

See Herb.
specimen K 7005.

252

Hd,. Ninnes
Sn. 18

24
78

L74
225
232

Hd. Cameron
Sn. 538

Kadina
I
2
3
4

T4
95

170
272Vr
504

Hd.
Sn.

Kulpara
s)
6)

11)
14)
23
24
36
44
45
68)
6e)
70)
73
74
88)
8e)
95
97

l-23

*
9. rx.1970

22.rX.L966

tt

Lr.x.L972
*

2.rv.l-970
lc

22.rX.1966

LL.X.]-972
*
*

13.x.1970
13.x.1970

13 . X. 1972

*
*

2.rv.L970

13 . X.1970

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
comm.
obs.
comm.

K.H. Williams.

K. H. Vüilliams .2.rv.L970

2.rx.l-970 Pers. obs

Hd
Sn

rr.x.I972 Pers. obs

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

Pers.
Pers.

Pers.

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

obs.
obs.

obs

obs.
obs.
comm. K.H.

,r

*

Unpub. report
(Dept. Agric.)

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

L]-.X.L972 Pers. obs.

Vlilliams. See also Herb.
specimen 46.

3r3 Pers. obs.
(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. DaIy (contd.)

Hd.
Sn.

Kulpara
404
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
504

22
4I
49
50
51

L67)
168 )

L7L
L75

L77
182
203
204
238
260
29r
296
297
323
330

331 )

332 )

333

334
33s )

228)
339
340
34L
342)
343)
3so)
3sr )

352
360

(contd. )
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

22.ÍX.1966

22.fX.1966

22.fX.t966

22.ÍX.L966

2.rv.1970
22.rX.t966

*

22.rX.1966

22.rX,.1966

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. agric.)
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. egric.)
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept.. Agríc.)
Pers. comm. K.H.

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. egric.)

Unpub. report
(Dept. agric . )

Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. egric.)
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

Unpub. report
(Dept. agric.)

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

TiparraHd
Sn tc

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
tî

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

VliIIiams

*
*
*

*
* (contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. DaIy (contd.)

Hd.
Sn.

Tiparra
367)
368 )

369
372
378
383
386

387
388

389
398N
398S)
40r )

(contd. ¡

2.lV.L970
*
*
*
*

22.rX.1966

2.rv.L970
22.rv.1966

Pers . comm. K. H. Vfilliams .

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. Agric. )

Pers. co¡nm. K.H"
Unpub. report

(Dept. Agric.)
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. agric. )

V'filliams.

See Herb.
specimen K 7004.
Trial site 1971
and 1972.

Trial site 1970.

t1

*

22.rX.1966

405w
406Id
407N
407s
408
410
4138
429
434
435
436
439Vr
454
455
475
518
522
525
539

G

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers "
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers;
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs "

obs.
obs "

obs.
obs "

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Hd
Sn

Clinton
437
446
452
455
458S
463
464
466
468
508S
510
518

*
tt

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

26.rX L972

(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Source of Information Further RemarksDate

Co. Daly (contd.)

Hd. Clinton (contd.)
Sn. 523 *

529 *

Co. Fergusson

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

Unpub. report
(Dept. Agric.)

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Unpub. report

(Dept. Agric.)

Hd. Kilkerran
Sn. 62N)

62s)
63E)
63V[)
6sE)
65v[
82N
83S
e2)

100)

113 )

r14 )

r16)

Maitland
76
82
83
85
88
90
91
92
97
9g

100
102
105
L22
224
30lvü
303S
304E
304vü

Hd.
Sn.

21. rx .1966

*
*
*

2I . rX.1966

9. rx. 1970 Pers. obs.

1966 Herbicide
trial site 

"

Hd
Sn *

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs,
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

Cunningham
t28
150 )

r51 )

16IN)
161S)
t62 )

181 )

377 )

27.VÍ.If .L97O Pers. obs

26.IX.L972 Pers. obs

LL.X.l-972 Pers. obs (contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. Fergusson (contd.)

Hd. V'fauraltee
Sn. 96

234)
23s )

236)

27.Vfi.r.L970

21 . rX.1966

Pers. obs.

Unpuþ. report
(Dept. egric.)

Hd. Muloowurtie
sn. 11)

l-2)
13)
48)
s8)
5e)

L4r)

Hd. Koollnrrurtie
sn. 81

27 .VLIL,L97O Pers. obs.

9 . rx. 1970 Pers. obs.

Hd. Curramulka
Sn. 26 9.IX.1970 Pers. obs.

27 .VlfI.1970 Pers. obs .

9 . rx.1970 Pers. obs.

See Herb.
specimen K 7010.

See also Herb.
specimen K 7011.

58N)
67N)
67S)
76)
77)
78)
79I/ù)

80)
88N)
88S)
8e)
e0)
9IS)
e3)

lle )

L2L )

27s )

276 )

Hd. Minlacowie
Sn. 48N)

48S

Hd.. Ramsay
Sn. 8I

49
50
51

9.IX.1970 Pers. obs. (contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

co. Fergusson (contd.)

Hd. Dalrlznple
Sn. 327

Lower North

Co. Stanley

Hart
108 )

110)

Hd. B1yth
Sn. 164)

16s )

Hd. HalI
sn. 43

Hd. UpPer
Vlakef ield

Sn. 419

Co. Gawler

Hd. Dal-key
Sn. 95)

189)
254

Hd. Alma
Sn. 440

1968

I . IV.1970

I . rv.1970

L97L

2 . rx.1968

Hd
Sn

2 . rx. L968 Pers. obs.

8.Xr.1970 Pers. obs.

29.VIII.1968 UnPub. rePort
(DePt. Agric.
F.R.H. Chapman).

Pers. comm. D. Cooper.

Pers. coÍtm.
R.H. Otto-de-GrancY.

Pers . co¡nm.
R.H. Otto-de-GrancY.

Pers. comm.
N.E. Richardson.

Pers. obs.

Roadside infes-
tation on corner
opposite tele=
phone exchange.
SubsequentlY
eradicated (?)
by road-widen-
ing operations.
See Herb. speci-
mens K 690L,
K 7012, 41, 48.

Spreading into
adjacent pad-
docks back toward
Halbury.

Road,side on1y.

See also Herb.
specimers R 7OL4,
K 7015.

Hd.
SD.

Stow
2

il
rk

I

I

28.VIII.1968 Pers. obs.

(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (CONtd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. Gawler (contd'; )

(contd. )

25 . rX. 1970

28.Vrrr.1968

Hd. Alma
Sn. 457

s13)
s8r)

s83 )

58s )

Pers. comm. B.A. Frost.

Pers. obs.

25.l.x.Lg7o Pers. conm. B.A. Frost'

VII.1968 Pers. cqmm. G. CarmodY'
Hd. Pt. Gawler
Sn. 539)

s44)

Hd. Mud1a Wirra
Sn. 41I

713
840

ro.x.L972
L969
4 . rx.1968

,'l
-rl

,r!

i

Co. Liqht

Hd. Sadilleworth
Sn. I81

41r,)
4L2)
44Ll

Hd. Waterloo
Sn. 177

Hd. Gilbert
Sn. 68

279
331

332

44t

46r

463

550
679
727
728

Hd. Julia Creek
Sn. 175

25 . rX.1970

r970

25 . rX .1970

22.V .L969

4 .Vr.l-970

29.Vrrr.1968

25.rX.1970

25 . rX. r970

8.x.I970 Pers. obs.

20.VIII.1968 Pers. obs.

25.IX.I970 Pers. co¡nm. B.A. Frost'

Pers. obs.
Pers. coÍìm. ?

Pers. obs.

Pers. comm. B.A. Frost.
Pers. conm. B.A. Frost.
Unpub. corresPondencei

Dept. Agric.
Pers. conm. B.A. Frost.

Pers. comm. and
specimens B.A. Frost.

Pers. obs.

Unpub. rePort
(Dept. Agric.)

Pers. conm. B.A. Frost.
Pers. conm. D. Carter.
Pers. comm. B.A. Frost.
Pers. comm. D. Carter.

See also Herb.
specimen K 6801.

Roadside infes-
tation onlY.

Scattered Plants
only.

Spread from Sn.
44L.
Spread from Sn.
44I. See Herb.
specimens K 6804'
A7, Al0.

ì

!
12.III.I97O Pers. comm. H. Armstrong' (contd')
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APPENDIX III (contd.)
1l

LocalÍty Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. Light (contd.)

Hd. IGpunda
Sn. 1400

]-474
r478
1564

28 .Vrrr .1968

4.vrr .L970
4.vr.L970
10.rx .I970

Unpub. rePort
(Dept. Agric.)
F.R.H. ChaPman,

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

See also Herb.
specimen K 7006.

Low fertility
pasture. See
also Herb.
specimen K 7003.

See Herb.
specimen K 6806.

Hd
Sn

Light
L7
70
79
87
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
r01
LO2
r03
108
r14
r27
130
131
136
L82
184
2]-4
218
220
22t
224
23L
313
314

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers;
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
comm.
obs.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

frJ

I

tî

*
*
f
¿,

*
*
*
*
t
t
tt

tî
*
*
*
*
tt

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

25,rx.L970
28 .Vrrr.1968

T

r

37L
378
380
381
382
389
488
489
493

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

B.A. Frost.

(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. Lisht (contd.)

Hd. Light
Sn. 642

643
644
645

Hd.
Sn.

(contd. )
*
*
*
*

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

Hd. Belvidere
Sn" 366 25.IX.I97O Pers. co¡nm. B.A. Frost.

Nuriootpa
2L9
313
315
316
3r7
318
319
32r
322
324
329
330
331

332
333
334
338
339
345
347
349
351
352

358
359
361
363
364
365
372
375
376
377
385
386
387
395

26 .Vr.1968

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Per.s.
Pers.
Pers "
Pers.
Pers.
Pers "

Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers "
Pers.
Pers.
Pers "
Pers.
Pers.,

)t

*
*
t3

*
*
*
tr

*
*
*
*
*

obs.
obs.
obs;
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs:
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.

fiJ

i

I
I

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

See also Herb.
specimen 418.

First occurrence
in this area to
be located by the
wriler.

T
(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Informatíon Further Remarks

Co. Light (contd.)

Hd.
Sn.

720
724

Co. Eyre

Hd.. Dutton
sn. 15

Nuriootpa (contd.)
402
406
422
424
428
435
436
438
44r
442
443
450
452
470
472
473
475
476
479
480
481
482
483
4e4
485
486
487
488
604
606
62'7
7L7
719

Pers. obs.
Pers. obs.

Trial site 1969.

See Herb.
specimens K 7007,
K 7007A, A2O.

Origin of infes-
tation: introduced
on sheep from
Kapunda. Used as
tríal site. See
al-so Herb.
specimens K 6803,
K 700I, A3, A16.

(contd. )

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
,t

*
*
*

Pers,
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs.
obs "

obs.

*
*

21.VfII.1968 Pers. obs.
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

Locality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

co. Eyre (contd.)

Hd. Dutton
Sn. 16

(contd. )

2l.VlII.1968 Pers. obs

4r)
42)
43)
ee)

ro2

r03

239

Hd. Neales
sn. LL7

Co. Adelaide

Hd. Barossa
Sn. Pt. 47L

Hd. Munno Para
Sn. Pt. 3122

Murray Plrins

Co. Sturt

Hd. Finnis
sn.232)

234)

Spring 1970 Pers. obs.

Spring 1969 Pers. obs.

Spring 1970 Pers. obs.

10 .x.1968 Pers. obs

12.rrr .I970

vrr .1968

24.VI.I97O Pers . obs.

Pers. comm.
H. Armstrong.

Pers, comm. K.H. Davis.

Fenceline only.
Spread from Ín-
festation in
Sn. 15.

Spread from
Sn. IO2.

Abandoned home-
stead origin of
infestation.
See Herb.
specimen K 7009.

Spread from
Sn. l-O2.

Fenceline onIy.
Spread from in-
festation in
sn. 15.

Infesting about
15 acres between
railway line and
road.

Scattered plants
along southern
edge of paddock.

Subsequently ín-
fested from Sn.
434.

31.VIII .L97O Pers. obs.

(contd. )
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APPENDIX III (contd.)

tocality Date Source of Information Further Remarks

Co. Sturt (contd.)

Finnis
434

(contd. )

3I.VIII.I97O Pers. obs
Hd
Sn

Hd. Monarto
Sn. 2016

South-East

Ruins of home-
stead origín of
infestation. See
also Herb"
specj.mens
K 7OO2, A-l-9.

10 . x.1966 A.V. Lehmann.
See ADVü 34622.

SprÍng 197I Pers. conm. S. lVhisson. See Herb.
specimen K 7IO2"

Co. Buccleugh

Hd.
Sn.

Coneybeer
24

* In the Hundreds of V{iltunga, Ninnes, Kadína, Tiparra and, Clinton
(County DaIy) , Kílkerran and Maitland (County Fergusson), Light and
Nuriootpa (County Light), Sections so asterisked were located on
one of a number of specífic surveys Èhrough the respective areas.
These h/ere carried out on the dates shown:

Hd. Nuriootpa Hd. Light Co. Daly Co. Fergusson

July 23rd 1968
Sept. 9th 1968
oct. 30th 1968
March 21st 1969
May 28th 1969
,fune 18th 1969
JuIy 10th 1969
July l6th 1969
Aug. I9th 1969
May 18th 1970
June 16th 1970
Aug. 19th 1970
Aug. 20th 1970
April 28t-}:r L97I
Aug. 3rd 1971
Aug. 18th 1971
Aug. 3lst 197I
June 6th 1972

x
x

x

x
x
x

x x
x
x
x

x

X
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
X
x
x

x

x
X
x x



APPENDIX TV

DTSTRIBUTTON OF ADONTS TN SOUTH AUSTRALTA - GENERAL LOCALITY REFERENCES

(UNLIKELY TO BE INCLUDED IN APPENÐIX TlI)

Date Source of Information

26 .rx.1968

Location

Eyre Peninsula

Nundroo

Murat Bay District
Council area.

Streaky Bay District
Council areaq

Streaky Bay to Mount
Cooper area

Mt" Cooper

Talia

Sheringa

Minnipa Research Centre

16.II.T973 Pers" comm. T.R. Davidson"

I . x .1941 Herb. specimen ADVI 4268.

17 . X. 1968

Pers.
cofl "

Comm. K. Holden" Herb. specimen
S.J. Garrick 3 Sept. I97L.

Further Remarks

250 m V'7 of roadhouse near old
ruin" Spreading along roadside
from house.

Been in area over 40 years.

Scattered patches.

100 hectares, I km SE of town.

Been in area over 50 years.

In house garden.

vrr.1968

vrr .1968

I . X.1969

17.VII .1964

Preliminary survey.

Preliminary survey, also pers. eonm.
K. Holden 26 Sept" 1968"

Pers. conm. T.R. Davidson per
A.F. Tid.eman.

Pers. comm. C.R. Alcock.

Internal corresp. Dept. Agric.
Also see Herb. spec. K 710I.

Pers. conm. T.R. Davidson per
A.F. Tideman.

H
Oì
N

Lock L7.x.L968 In house garden.

(contd " )



APPENDIX IV (contd.)

Location

Blesing Reserve

Waddikee

Lincoln Ðistrict
Council area

Port Li.ncoln

Pt. Augusta I km SVü

of town

Cleve

Fár North

Northern -Flinders Ranges

Mid-North

Vüilmington District
Council area

26.fi-.I940 Dept. Agríc. unpub. records"

27.rX.1964 Herb. spec. AÐ 96529270.

9 . rx.1964 )

5 . rx. 1966 )

4.xrr .t972)
Dept. Agric. unPub. reconds.

Date

x.196?

10 .x.1967

17 . x.1968

I . X. 1968

Spring 1969

7 . rx. r969

conìm. M.J. Catt.

spec. AD 97007035.

Source of Information

Herb. spec. ADVü 36064.

Herb. spec. AD 9681913I.

Herb. spec. AD 96933746.

Pers. comm. T.R. Davidson Per
A.F. Tideman"

Pers. conm. C.R. Alcock.

Further Remarks

ca. 6 km SVI Bascombels !'1e11

Homestead.

ca. 5 km SSE Bascombe's lr7ell
Homestead."

Odd patches and isolated Plants.

t'Mobíl" depot.

on roadsid.e "

Request for identification bY
District Council.

Roadside specimen.

Requests for identification bY
District Council.

H
Ol
(¡)

Pers.

Herb.

Orroroo 4.xrr .L972 Pers. coîìn. D. OakIeY House garden in town. (contd. )



APPENDIX IV (contd. )

locätíen

nr. GladsÈone

Georgetown area

Redhill

Redhilt District
Council area

Betw. Redhill and
Sumrìertovrn fsic)
(possibl-y Snowtown)

Koolunga

Spalding District
Council area

nr. Snowbown

Snowtown District
Council area

Date

vrrr.1939

VTII " 1939

16 . rX.1969

x.1970

6 . rx.1963

vrr.1968

x.1924

1 . rr .1963

vrr .1968

x.1958

6 . rx.1962

vrr.1968

2.X.7962

Source of.Information

Herb. spec; AÐW 3890.

Herb. spec. AD Ex J.M. Black colln.

Correspondence DePt. Agric.

Herb. spec. AD

Herb" spec. AD 96422L84

Prel-iminary survey also pers. comm"

R.H; Otto-de-Grancy I APriI 1970"

Herb. spec. AD Ex J.M. Black colln.

Correspondence - Dept. Agríc.

Preliminary survey.

Correspondence Dept. Agric"

Correspondence Dept. Agric.

Preliminary survey.

Correspondence Dept. Agric.

Further Remarks

Request for identification bY
District Council"

ItEastern side of hills in area";
t'Heavy throughout areatt.

Insignificant weed"

Scattered patches.

ts
OrÀ

Brinkworth

(contd. )



APPENDIX IV (contd.)

Location

Blyth

BIyth District
Councíl area

betw. Blyth and Clare

Clare District
Cor¡ncil area

Port Broughton District
Council area

Barunga Gap

Bute

Bute District Council
area

South Hummocks

Weetulta-Arthurton-
lVinulta-Clinton areas

Date

26 .Vrrr.L966

vrr .1968

r . rv. 1970

T9T7

26.Vrrr .L964

vrr.1968

13.Vrrr .L964

x.1955

vrr. 1968

1. rx.1968

From 1943

Herb. spec. AD Ex J.M. Black colfn. I'Heavy throughout area'l -

Correspondence Dept. Agric.

Preliminary survey. Southern portion of district.

Source of Information

Herb. spec. ADvü 34849.

Preliminary survey.

Pers. cornm. R.H. Otto-de-Grancy.

Herb. spec. ADw 28436

Correspondence Dept. Agric.

Preliminary survey.

Herb. spec. AD 96933746 and
AD 96933755

Numerous herbarium specimens
(listed in Chapter 3), also an
unpub. record of Dept" Agric. from
Arthurton 19 Sept. 1949. AIso
prelirninary sqrvey July 1968.

Further Remarks

9 km Vü of town.

Found generally in district"

In wheat stubble.

2 km E of telephone exchange.

H
oì
(n

Maitland xr.1969 Herb" spec. AD 973082II (contd. )



APPENDTX IV (contd.)

Location

Urania

Maitland District
Council area

Minlacowie area "The
BIuff"

Stansbury-Yorketown

Hardwicke Bay area

l,Iarooka area

Lower North

Balaklava District
Council area

Rtrynie

Riverton District
Council area

Kapunda

lVasleys

Roseworthy

Date

vrrr .1954

vrr.1968

22.rX.1939

22.tX.1966

22 .TX.1966

rx.1968

vrr.1968

vrrr.1968

3L -x.L947

vrrr .1968

10 . x.1947

22.rX.1966 Unpub. survey Dept" Agric.

Source of Information.

Correspond.ence Dept. Agric,

Preliminary survey.

Herb. spec. ADVÍ 3891

Unpub. snrvey Dept. Agric.

Unpub. survey Dept. Agric.

Correspondence Dept" Agric.

Preliminary survey.

Herb. spec. ADW 35414

Unpr:b. record Dept. Agric"

Herb. spec" AD 97202236

Unpub. record Dept. Agric.

Herb. spec. AD Ex. J.M. Black colln

Further Remarks

trfncreasing nuisance spreading
in area".

Appeared in previous 10 years"

Scattered patches.

From pad.dock within the town on
the Marrabel Road.

First specimen collected ín
South Australia"

(contd" )

H
Oì
Oì

rx.1915



APPENDIX IV (contd.)

Location Date

Roseworthy area including From 1939
Roseworthy Agricultural
College

Gawler xrr .1968

Murray Plains

Sutherlands 20.lX.L929

5 . rx.1963

between Sedan and Cambrai L2.IK.L927

Mobilong District Council VII.1968
area

Other

Beaumont

Marino

Pt. Noarlunga

Langhorne's Creek

Allendale

5 "x. 1945

L952

Source of InformaÈion

Numerous herbarium specimens (listed
ín Chapter 3) and one unpublished
Dept. Agric" record dated 6 Oct. 1939.

Herbarium specimen MEL 36766.

Herb. spec" AD Ex J.M. B1ack colln.

Herb. spec. AD 96349091"

Herb. spec. AD 96621480.

Preliminary survey.

Further Remarks

As the Roseworthy area was thor-
oughly surveyed for Adonis, the
Iocations of all records are
probably i¡ Appendix IIT.

Probably from infested area
which reaches to within 1 km
of the northern end of the Gawler
Bypass Road.

Isoiated patches" This report
has not been confirmed.

AÍiongst \Àreeds.

GalI Park Oval. Isolated p1ant.

Isolated plant submitted to
Ðawes for identification.

F
Oì
-J

rx.1969

x.1969

Herb.

Herb.

Herb.

Pers.

Pers.

spec.

spec.

spec.

conm.

comm.

AD 95828050.

ADW 10024.

AD 9730A222.

J.H. Dahres.

J.H. Dalves.x.1970
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APPENDTX V

CHEMICAL NAIVIES OF HERBICIDES USED

Common Name Chemical Name

ametryne

benazolin

bromoxynil

2,4-D

2,A-DB

linuron

MCPA

mecoprop

methabenzthiazuron

oxadiazon

prometryne

2 -ethylamino -4 -i sopropylamino -6 -

methylthio-1, 3, 5-triazine

4 -chloro-2 -oxobenzothlazoLin-3 -ylacetic

acid

3 , 5 -dibromo-4 -hydroxybenzonítrile

2, 4 -d,Lchlorophenoxyacetic acid

4- (2,4-dLchlorophenoxy) butyric acid

N' - ( 3 r4-dichlorophenyl) -N-methoxy-

N-methylurea

4 -chloro-2 -methylphenoxyacet,ic acid

(! 2 - ( 4 -chloro-2 -methylphenoxy )

propionic acid

I , 3-dimethyl-3- (2-benzothiazolyl ) urea

2 Eer9iary butyl-l-4-21-4' -dichloro-S' -

isopropyloxyphenyl -1, 3, 4 -oxadiazolin -

5-one

2, 4 -b i si sopropylamino -6 -methylthio -1, 3, 5 -

triazine.
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APPENDIX VI

VISUAL APPRAISAL OF HERBICTDAL EFFECTS

SCALE OF RATING

(Adopted by the European V'Ieed Research Council)

Effect on Weeds Scale of
Rating

Effect on the Crop

Complete kilI.

Very good (few noticeably
affected plants remain) .

Good. (more noticeably
affected plants remain) .

Sufficient ín practice.
Plants affected but could
recover.

Medium. Vigour'reduction
fair.

Fair. Vigour reduction
poor.

Poor. Vigour reduction
poor.

Very poor. Little vigour
reduction evident.

No effect as in untreated.

I

2

No effect, as untreated"

Very lÍght symptoms.

Light sympÈoms.

Symptoms not reflected in
yieId.

Medium (yield depression
tikely) .

FaÍrly heavy damage.

Heavy , damage.

Very heavy damage.

Complete kilI.

3

4

5

6

7

I

9



HARVEST DAT

APPENDTX'VIT

A FROM DUTTON ,TRIAL, -'T972

Measurement
Replicate

Treatment

Early Spray

MCPA

bromoxynil

2,4-DB

benazolin

methabenzthiazuron

Mid-season SPraY

bromoxynil I

bromoxynil rI

MCPA

UnspraYed

0007
0000
oooo
0009
236 2 rL

Ave. no.
stems ;/pLoL
Ï II TII IV

0 0 0 L.7

0000
0000
0 0 0 3.7

2"5 3.7 L"5 3.6

Ave" no"
achenes/plot

I II III IV

0 0 0 I7.2
0000
0000
0 0 0 8.8

14.8 24"6 10.7 20.3

0

0

O

0

3

0

o

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

t32

L2

o

0

33

40

00
00
00
00

74 3246

o 206

00
00
0 583

32 810

P{o

322 0 10
(9) *

L4

91 LO2

87) (1or)

o26

I3
(e)

20
(rs¡

105
(r01)

53

5 63 L77 0 3.3 2.5 6.5 0 24.7 L2 "6 L9 "7 0

43

0

0

3 L283 L76L 2454 15

o 528 1401 89r

3.4 2.8 7.0 3.0

o 2"2 3.8 2.0

L4"7 L7.4 24"3 5.0

o 20.3 26 "4 20.7

638 204 0 4.7 3.0 1.5 0 20"6 L8"8 11.3 0

222

2883L2L3 0

2737L5 1

o1214 22

36
(34)

(

* Numbers of formed spikes only. Differences between bracketed figures and those placed above them are flower
nurnbers.

Plants/plot ì Fertile 'St6¡¡5 r/plot

I rr rII rV , I, rr rrI. rv
Achenes,/p1ot

T IT IIT IV
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APPENDIX VTII

ANALYTIC/TL KEY TO THE ANNUAL SPECIES OF ADONIS L
Based- on t,he keys of Riettl (lgOl) and

as moilifiecl by the au,t,hor.
Davis (lg6j)

1

(m.9. AII clescriptive terms
are illustrated-

Flowers 2.5-5cm across; petals
basal spot; beak about as Iong

for features of the achene
in Figure 6).

crimson, Iacking black
as achene (Syria and Turkey)

A. aleppicus

a

't1 FIor.r.ers smal.
a black basa
occas i onal ly A. palaestinus

Ier; petals red-, yellow or whitish, usuaIIy with
I spot; beak exc( and

2. Dorsal margin of achene bearing
Iess proximate to the beak

ept in A. eriocalycinus
much shorter than achene

a projection more or

)

3. Carpellary spike lax; achenes with a rounded clorsal
projection ad.pressed. t,o the blackish threacllike beak;
petals about 4X longer than broad, usu.alIy s carLet,
occasionally yeIIöw, with ai,black basal spot

(Southern and. Central
Eur ope )

3. Carpe IIary spike c onf ertecl;
project,ion not ad.presseiL t,o
Ionger than broad

A. flammeus

achenes with clorsal
beak; petals 2-3X

4.

4.

DorsaI projection of achene su,.b-acut,e, d_istant
from beak, basal t,ooth prominent, achenes
generally >
5 o Plants spaïsely villose (tUe¿iteïïanean

Basin, Europe (excI, north) and ì{estern
Asia) ¡,. aestivalis

5o Plants moderately villose to
(Sout,hern Russia and. Turkey)

Dorsal projection of achene acute or obtuse,
proximate to the bepk, basal toot,h laching,
achenes generally ( 3.5mm long

6. Sepals purplish; petals scarlet,-crimson,
occasionally y"Ilow; achenes about 3mm
Iong, with a more or less toothecl crest,
(lueaiterranean Basin) A. ri""ocarp.."

6. Sepals palIid; petals always yellow;
achenes generalLy 4 2o5mm Iong with
clistinct finely ilentate crest (North
Africa antl Mecliterranean littoral)

A. dentatus

2o Dorsal ma.rgin d-oes not bear a project,ion proximate to
the beak

t oment, os e
.4." bienertii

rior of sepals
achenes 4-7mm
Ao eriocalvcinus

7. Stems villose at, base; exte
shortlv ancl dense Iy villose;
Iong (ilast ern Medii"r"u.truu.tt)
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